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Cloudy, Colder
Tonig ht/ Snow,
Cold: Friday

Present Taxes Enough,
Gov. Andersen Believes
Says Revenue
Will Meet $110
Million Hike

911Relatives
Of Prisoners
Reach Florida

HEAVY SNOW . - "• This vacant store building in Sardinia , N. Y., was one of many structures that failed to stand the weight of snow
dumped across southwestern New York by a

series of December storms. Some property-own
ers spent several days this week pushing snow
from rooftops and shoring weakened buildings
(A.P Photofax)

Penhagon Leaders
Report to Kennedy

By FRANK COR.MIER ¦
PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
The Pentagon's civilian and military leaders give President ^Kennedy a rundown today on the nation's armed strength -— and also
get a chance to air conflicts over
military projects and spending.
The President also arranged a
late afternoon meeting with five
high-ranking Cuban participants
in- the Bay of Pigs invasion —
four of them just released from
Cuban prisons.
For the President tihis is likely
to be a bitter - sweet experience,
•with pleasure at their freedom
mixed with the memories of the
mistakes' Kennedy acknowledges
were responsible fop their captures
Tha morning meeting with the

military chiefs — to "be the backdrop for final presidential decisions on the $50billlon defense
budget to go to Congress next
month — is more of a post-Christmas .regimen of decision-making
that "Wednesday found Kennedy

considering details oi his 1963 tax
cut proposal.
For more than two hours, the
President met with Secretary of
the Treasury Douglas Dillon and
other key financial advisers on
the specifics of the tax package.
The broad outlines of the -plan ,
envisioning lower tax rates early
next year for both individuals and
corporations, were approved seyr
era! weeks ago. At Wednesday's
session Kennedy got into many
of the details and gave general
approval to the Treasury's plans.
However, several of the conferees
reported that;much work remains
to be done.
Undersecretary of th_ Treasury

fiehry Foyvler said it "was a good
meeting but the program is far
from buttoned up." Assistant: Secretary Stanley S. Surrey, another
participant , agreed.
Just as Dillon interrupted a vacation at nearby Hobe Sound ,
Fla., to take part in the tax cut
of Defense
talks, Secretary
Robert S. McNamara had to leave

THROUGH SNOW, FOG

Getting to See
Kennedy Toug h
8/ FRANCES L.EWINE

PALM BEACH, Fla. (_V-Keeping
a business date witBi vacationing
Presiden t Kennedy can get rugged.
Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana w e n t
through snow, fog and an unexpected two-mile speedboat dash Wed-

Canada Has 129
Holiday Deaths

TORONTO (AP)—Canad a 's fiveday Christmas weekend set a record of 129 accidental deaths , including 115 on the h ighways , 21 in
fires , 10 drownings and 13 from
other causes.
Only two of the 10 provincesNewfoundland and Prince Edward
Island — reported no accidental
deaths.
The previous holiday record
was 122 for the three-day dominion day weekend in lflfiO . The last
five-day weekend , Christmas 1056,
had a toll of 73.
Canida along wish other members of the British commonwealth , celebrates the day after
Christmas as Boxi ng Day.

Furniture Store
Af Chaska Burns

CHASKA , Minn. «'AP ) - Flames
raz ed the two-stor y Pea rson &
Gastlcr furniture store here Wednesday night.
Flames were discovered shortly
before 4 p.m, and firemen fought
unt il 11 p. m. to control them. Apparatus , from Sha kopec nnd Victoria wns sflniinoned to aid the
local fire department.
Reuben Penrson , part owner ,
said Ihe fire apparent ly started in
a furnace room. He cnlled the
building a total loss nnd said all
of the stock wns heavily damaged
by smoke nnd wnt er, if it escaped
the l|nmes,
Chnskn is In Carver County,
about 25 miles southwest of the
Twin Cities.

nesday to talk over 1963 legislative
plans with the President.
Mansfield's wife, who came
along for what seemed like a
pleasant trip from snowbound
Washington to sunny Florida ,
found herself clambering up a
steep yacht ladder in the middle
of Lake Worth to Iceep a luncheon
date aboard the presidential yacht
Honey Fitz,
The President, comfortably clad

in his yachting slacks and shirt ,
waved on his city-dressed -visitors
—Mansfield in dark business suit
and his wife in sleeveless dressas they m a d e the boat-to-boat
transfer.
Mansfield' s plane had been delayed by heavy fog getting out of
the snowy capital. Although Kennedy knew the maj ority leader
was on the way, the Hon ey Fitz
moved out of its dock about I
p.m. with a party of family and
friends and even two pet dogs—
but without the IWan.s.ieMs,
It was under way some IS minutes , cruising in the intracoastal
waterway, when the Mansfields
sped up in a spray-churnin g black
turbo jet speedboat used by the
Secret Service as part of its seagoing protective detail,
They wara ttcortttd by the Pr«ident' s Air Force aide , Godfrey
Mcflugh , doing sen duty in civilian
clothes, with a Secret Service
agent at the helm.
The Honey FHz stopped at B
channel marker , the speed boat
pulled alongside and the transfer
was effected , with yacht skipper
Lt. Cmdr. Walter Sligh personally
aiding in the maneuver and Kennedy leaning ov er the starboard
rail to watch,
When Mansfield , 59, was safely
aboard , he promptly removed his
suit jacket , rolled up the sleeves
of his blue shirt and settled down
to what seemed like a wel Unserved relaxin g two-Jiour cruise in (10degree weather.
Throuohout H»» sail, however,
Kennedy sat in his comfortable
black leather swivel chair on (he
sunny fantnil , keeping Mansfield
alongside for the policy conference on legislative matters for
which he had been summoned ,
The rest of the pnrty had luncheon under a covered portion <•*
tha after deck.

the ski slopes of Aspen, Colo.,
to participate in the military discussions..
Flying in from Washin gton were
Undersecretary of Defense Roswell L. Gilpatric, Geri. Maxwell
Taylor, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff , and the three
other members of the joint chiefs.
For Gen . Curtis E. LeMay, Air
Force chief of staff , the meeting
perhaps represented a last chance
to get a top level hearing for
arguments against scrapping the
Skybolt air-to-ground missile that
dominated last weelc's two .power
talks between Kennedy and British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan .
In -ffln.uitcing plan* for Ksxintdy 's meeting with freed Cuban
prisoners, Pierre Salinger, press
secretary, said he arranged the
session at the Cubans' request.
Asked the purpos e of the meeting, Salinger replied: "1 think
they would rather tell you themselves;" It was expected they
would hold a news conference after seeing the President.
One of those driving here from
Miami for the meeting was Manuel Artirne, civilian head of the
invasion forces who said , after
being released in the weekend
ransom exchange, that the prisoners have a "moral obligation to
return to Cuba. "
Salinger also arranged for Kennedy to see three other recently
released captives: Joe Perez San
Roman , military commander of
the assault; Erneido Oliva , his
second in command, and Roberto
Perez San Roman , chief of the
heavy weapons battalion .
Enrique Ruiz-Williams , who was
wounded in the assault and released from prison earlier this
year , also was a member of the
delegation , along with Alvaro Sanchez , chairman of the Cuban
Families Committee that helped
to arrange the exchange.

MIAMI, Fla; (AP )-Thd freighter African Pilot steamed into Port
Everglades today, bringing 922
relatives of the Bay of Pigs invaders to freedom and joyous reunion
with husbands, sons and fathers
on American soil.
Devoting her last voyage to this
errand of mercy, (he 20-year-old
African Pilot docked at the port
near Fort Lauderdale;: 25 miles
northeast of Miami, at 9:01 a.m.
The rugged old w orkhorse of the
sea, which had carried ransom
supplies to Cuban Prime Minister
Fidel Castro for the invasion prisoners, now goes into mothballs.
Seasickness, nerv ousness and "a
mild outbreak of measles aboard
the ship failed to dampen the enthusiasm of the refugees who gave
up everything they owned to escape Castro communism and j oin
loved ones in the United States.
Only about 200 observers saw
the freighter come in. The port
was closed to all but newsmen
and authorized officials . A big
sign said "Welcome" in English.
The Red Cross reported nine
cases of contagiou s disease
aboard. Three ambulances were
on the dock to pick up 11 stretcher
cases. .
An American fla fl flew from the

stern of the freighter . One tug
went out to help her in to the
dock.
Joe McGowan, -Associated Press
\vriter
representing American
news agencies on the African Pilot , said many passengers remained awake through the night,
too nervous and excited to sleep,
on the trip.
"1 have a bed," said one elderly
refugee, ' 'but who could sleep at a
time like this? "
A tingl e of excitement swept
through the ship when the engines
started Wednesday night in Havana harbor. As the ship moved
out , the refugees sang the Cuban
national anthem.
Shortly after the departure, four

children came down with measles,
three in a single family. The two
families were isolated. Dr. Banning Lary of Miami said there
was little cause for concern anno reason for a quarantine of the
ship.
Moving into international waters, the African Pilot picked up
an escort of three U.S. Coast
Guard vessels.
The freighter was designed to
carr y only 12 passengers and her
life-savin g equipment was inadequate.

BROUGHT FROM CUBA , . . Small children
are held by their mothers and Red Cross workers on the dock at Port Everglades, Fla., today

after the freighter African Pilot brought them
from Cuba. (AP Fhotofaa*

Storm Lashes Europe

18 Killed in Co///s/on
Of Two British Trains

children were among the dead.
The local was filled with travelers on the traditional afterChristmas Boxing Day heliday.
Broken dolls and toys were scattered among the wreckage.
A blizzard was - blowing.
One o* the dead was believed to "It was utter carnage," said
be an .American serviceman. Six Harold Shift, a survivor , who told
of trying to help a dying young
woman whose mother had been
tossed half way through a broken
CLUB BURN
window.

By ANTHONY WHITE

LONDON (AP) - Two British
trains smashed together in a blizzard Wednesday night , killing at
least 18 persons, and eight
other deaths were reported from
Europe as Arctic winds pushed
bitter winter southward across the
continent.

LODGE; SUPPER

Thirty more persons were inj ured when the London-bound Scot
Express crashed . into the rear of
a local train stopped at¦ Coppenhall Junction 25 miles .southwest
of Manchester.

$300,000 Loss in
2 Wisconsin Fires
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Fires breaking out in sub-zero cold destroyed a sprawling lodge
and widely-known supper club in Northern Wisconsin Wednesday, resulting in a combined loss of more than $300,000. There were no injuries.
Burned to the ground were the main lodge building of the Deer
Park Lodge, located eight miles north of Tomahawk in Oneida County,
«__ ¦ xi-jr _«;r s supper _.iuo, a
popular night spot a mile north
of Antig . on Highway 45.
Carl Marty, owner of the lodge,
There were only SOO cots let up estimated his loss at $250,000.
in shelter deck areas but there
Assistant Antigo Fire Chief I.en
were blankets for all , flown to Ha- Osness said the loss at Harper 's
vana from the United States.
was over $75,000.
Oneida

County-

Sheriff

Kenny

Drivas said the fire at the lodge
was touched off when two employes used a blow torch in an
attempt to thaw frozen water
pipes at the rear of the two-story
frame building. He said they attempted to fight the blaze with a
hand extinguisher and a garden
hose before calling the fire department.
The blaie wat

fought

by the

volunteer department at Tomahawk , the crew from the Tomahawk slnlion of the Wisconsin
Conservation Department.
The building contained I wo dining rooms, a cocktail lounge and
lobby, and 14 guost rooms, Cabins surrounding the lodge building were not damaged.
There were no guests registered , but the hlaz« routed manager
John Mueller, members of liis
family and the staff. They were
taken t-o the Northernaire , a Three
Lakes lodge also owned by Marty.
The -fire al Harper's apparently

HOME MA.DE ICICLES , , . A network of icicles drapes the
framework of a water tower in northeast Kansas City after it
overflowed during the night. Kansas Cit y had n low temperature
of, two below 7.eto as large sections of tho Mid-west experienced
sub-zero weather ,,A faulty valve is believed to have caused tho
overflow. Ken Christgen Jr. Ui surveying Uio scene. (AP Photofax)

started In the kitchen ceiling, possibly from faulty wiring, according to Osness. Guests escaped
when the alarm was given by a
waitress.
The one-story , wooden building
was erected in 11.25, one of the
first night clubs in northern Wisconsin. It was formerly was known
as Powell' s and wns n widely known gambling casino in tho lute
1920s and early '30s.
The lire was discovered by Mrs.
Donald Nanson , just after she had
served a gvesl a dinner he was
never able to cat. Mrs, Nanson
said tho man located her later and
insisted on payimg his bill and giving her n tip.
She said the man explained,
"Vou ' ve had enough trouble today, "

3 FoundDead
In Gold Mine
At Lead. ID.

LEAD . S.D. (AP ) - Three employes of the Homestake Gold
mine were found dead Wednesday
night at the 3,350-foot level and
company officials said all - had
been asphyxiated.
They were identified as Clarence
Farnsworth , 36, Piedmont , S.D., a
motorman; Darreld Mutchlor , 22 ,
Lead , S.D., a laborer, and Gerald
Zwctzig, 19, a temporary student
laborer who had been working
part time in the mines while attendin g the School of Mines at
Rapid City.
Mine- officials said Zwetilg and
Mutchlor had been assigned to
work about 1,000 feet awny from
the slope, or under ground excavation , where the three were
found.
There wns no immediate explanation why the men had gone into
the area which hnd been partially
back-filled with sand, No ventilating fan had been turned on,
A mine official theorized Funisworth had gone to investigate
when lie found the men were not
in their assign ed area.

Recount Finished
In Grant County
ELBOW LAKE , Minn. (AP ) —
Recounting of votes in the governor race wns completed today ill
Grant County.
The recount showed 1 ,027 votes
for Lt. t!ov, Karl Rolvnng , the
DFL -andidnte , with 102 votes originally counted for him disputed
by the GOP inspector , ami I ,BOO
votes (or Gov. Elmer L. Andersen ,
GOP, with 184 challenged by the
DFL inspector s.

Rescue squads, .ummoned from

the surrounding areas of Cheshire
over icy roads, worked by headlamps carrying the injured to a
field to await ambulances.
Europe 's piercing weather extended from the Far North to the
Mediterranean , where it was an
unwelcome surprise, and eastward to Siberia.
Two people were frozen to death
in northern Portugal. It snowed
in northern and central Spain , the
Baraelona was almost isolated by
the unusual whiteness. Valencia
oranges froze on the t rees.
Italy was wrapped in snow from

the Alp. to Sicily. In the Italian
Alps, temperatures plunged to 31
degrees below zero at Trapelle,
highest inhabited area in Europe.
Italian newspapers reported the
coldest Christmas of the century.
Snowplows churned in Copenhagen , Denmark , where temperatures hovered around freezing.
Paris , dusted with snow. awo„e
to freezing weather, Germany was
mostly free of fresh snow, but it
was cold—14 to 17 degrees.
The Dutch skated on their frozen
canals , and in Oslo, Norway, the
day was clear and freezing.
' But Hammerfe it, which it farther north than Nome, Alaska ,
was having "mild" weather. It
was 32 degrees above zero and
most of the snow had been
washed away by mild rain. Some
residents thought it might be due
to the Soviet N _]_clear tests some
900 miles to ttie east.
The snowline in Britain crept
.ilcaclily south from Scotland , and
London 's spires and rooftops bore
an icing of white, Hill roads in
many parts of Britain were impassable. At London Airport ice
formed on de- icing flaps as fast
ns it was melted. Many planes
were crounded .

ST. PAUL (AP) - Present taxes will provide ample revenue to
meet an anticipated $110 million
increase in the state!s operating
expenses for the two years starting next July 1.
Gov. Elmer L. Andersen said so
Wednesday, repealing a statement
he had made during his campaign
for re-election.
A l t h o u g h departmental and
other requests for increases probably will exceed the $110 million,
Andersen said he thought they
could be pared to stay, within that
limitation.
The governor said he is holding
daily conferences with William
Stevenson, administration commissioner, to have the budget
ready for start of the legislature.
. Andersen also made it clear
that , regardless of the recount being carried out on petition of DFL
Lt. Gov. Karl Rolvaag.. he would
continue to [ill appointive vacancies in state offices as they occur.
Department heads whose terms
expire next month include thesa
commissioners: Tom SAvain, business development; La~w _ ence E.
McCabe, aeronautics; and William
M. Joyce, liquor control .
Andarsen said he wasn't ntkbig to accelerate appointment in
view of the recount bat rather to
insure continuity of government.
Many of the offices to be filled
are on regulatory and! thus n6ncontroversial boards^
On taxes, he said the present
structure he believed would be
ample to provide for increases
needed for school aids, welfara
and the university budget.
He estimated an additional $6J
million will be needed to pay stat«
aids for elementary and secondary
schools. About $18 to $30 rnillion
is needed for welfare and $22 million additional is asked for the
University of Minnesota.

Andarsen uid fit anticipates a
favorable effect on Minnesota 's
income tax revenue because the
federal administration has committed itself to a cut in federal
taxes.
"A 10 per cent incr>rhe tax cut
across the board b>y Congress
would increase Minnesota 's income tax revenue by $20 million,"
Andersen said .
(In the event of a federal tax:
cut , taxpayers would deduct less
federal tax payments from their
state tax arid thus swell the state's
revenue.)
The budget message usually Is
given by the, governor within 10
days of the opening of the legislature session. Andersen said,
"We're on schedule."

WEATH ER
FEDERAL FORECAST

WJI.ONA AND VICINITY — Increasing cloudiness and colder tonight with low of zero to 10 helow . Friday cloudy , occasional
light snow and high of 10-20.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for ihe 24
hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum , 23: minimum , 4;
noon , 14: precipitation, none.
AIRPORT WEATHER
(North Central Observations )
Max. temp. 21 nt 6 a.m. today.
min . 3 at noon Wcdrtesday, noon
today 14, scattered clouds at 2,000 feet, visibility 15 miles, wind
18 M.P.H. from west . barometer
30,30 and rising, humidity 57 percent.

4 Young Germans
Escape to West

BERLIN (API - Four young
men escaped from East Germany
lo West Berlin during the night ,
brin ging to 14 Ihe number of successfu l escapes reported during
Ihe Christmas holidays,
A 2«-year-olcl man climbed unobserved across the fl-foot-hi gh
wall on Ihe border of the American sector borough ol Ncukoelln ,
Three men , 19 to 22 . forced
their way thro vgh (lie barbed wire
BJJ the British sector border with
East Germany. An East German
border guard spotted them and
set off a flare. But they had
reached safety.
The

blggeit

group

to •scape

consisted of four adults and four
children in a bus that rammed
through tho barriers at tho autobahn checkpoint of Babelsherg ,
ju st on the outskirts of West Berlin. The owner of the bus, -fans
Weiriner. 40, a war cripple who
walks painfully on crutches, had
planned the escaj»e for tlx
months.
Today the group was resting : in
the West Berlin refugee reception
center.
One of tho other two holiday escapees was a border guard . He
came- over in uniform , carrying
his tommy gun , on Christmas
afternoon.

The Dail y Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

Winona Deaths

Engineer Says
Goodview Needs
Street Grading

THURSDAY
DECEMBER 27. 1962

Two-S .afe Deaths

who helped fight a Fountain. City,
Wis.,, fire Tuesday, did not have .-:
adequate clothing to *work in the
severe cold.
Dr. E. G. Callahan, village clerk
whose tern* was to expire Dec.
31, will continue as clerk unfit
the Jan. 7 special meeting of the
council when applications for clerk
will be considered.

At least half of Goodview vilClarence Skumlien
Mr*. Frank A. Sheehan
lage streets wil'. need to be re(Special)
Mrs. Frank A. Sheehan Sr., 71, PIGEON FALLS, Wis.
graded before permanent paving
Vliltlng houn: Me_lcBl ind lurglcal
can be applied in the future, PhilPBIIenU: t to 4 . ' and -7 to 1:30 p.m. (no died at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday at —Clarence . Skumlien, 57, died sudehlldran under 12).
ip Davy and Eugene Hafner, Davy
Community Memorial Hospital . denly at 3:15 p.m. Monday at the
M.lernlly pttlenti: 1 to 1:30 and 7 to
Engineering Co., La Crosse, told
She had been in ill health two James Moen farm , rural Melrose.
1:30 p.m. <_d. !tl only).
He was born in Fuller Coulee ,
the Goodview Village Council at
years.
WEDNESDAY
Town of Pigeon, Sept. 3D, 1905, son
a special meeting Wednesday
Lea,
she
was
The
former
Beulah
Admis.ioni
night at Village Hall.
born in Winooa County Aug. 7, of Ole and Clara Skumlien . He
Dr; E. Clayton Burgess, 365 Main 1891, daughter of Richa..d W. and never married and was a farmer
Streets were excavated for the On recommendation ot the WiSt. :
village's sewer and waterworks nona
Cora Lea. She lived liere more all his life.
Department, the Winona
Louis J. Spelta , 160 E. Broad- than 60 years. She was married Survivors include two sisters,
projects. The council has not yet PublicFire
Library
board authorized
(
)
way.
decided when , resurfacing should purchase Wednesday afternoon of
to Frank A, Sheehan Aug. 5, 1914. Mrs. Fred Agnes Finstad , Town
Steven Johnson, 557 Sioux St. He died in 1951./
(Jenexpected
be
done.
It's
grading
will
and
Mrs.
Frances
of Pigeon,
six fire extinguishers.
Richard Walker , 870 E. Broadny) Peterson , Northfield , W i s . ;
start ih the spring.
SocieShe
was
a
member
of
the
way. '
Davy and Hafner recommended One will be kept in the boiler
two brothers . Albert and Milan , at
installation of soaking pits at cer- room, the others in the library.
Robert M a t z k e * Rol- ing-tone , ty of Mayflower Descendents, home, and several nieces a n d
Daughters of American Revolu- nephews.
tain intersections to avoid flood- The fire department will buy the
Winn.
Winona
County
,
,
Eastern
Star
tion
ing from runoff water. The pits extinguishers and send the bill to
Mr». Otto Wnuk, Dodge, Wis.
Funeral, services Will be 2 p.m.
Texas and southern Arrzona and New - Mexico collect water; and permit it to seep the library .
WEATHER FORECAST . ." . Snow and snow
Mrs. R. A. Wrucke, Dover, Minn. Historical Society, Winona County Friday at Evangelical Lutheran
Mrs. Blanche Rose, 667 E. BroadMiss Deborah Miller, 719 Wash- Old gettlers Association and St. Church , the Rev. David M. Bey flurries are expected tonight from the Lakes
as well as on the north Pacifi c coast. (AP Photo- into the ground.
Paul's Episcopal Church.
The council approved payment way , was Thired as a clerk; effectington St.
fax Map)' ;
officiating. Burial will be in the northeast to Maine, in the northern Rockies and
of the second half of the Davy ive Dec. 10 at $200 "a month.,Last
Mrs. Frank. Volkman, Lewiston, Survivors include two sons, Dr . church cemetery.
in the Dakotas while rain . is forecast in Florida ,
firm's $9,67_ fee for makin g the month the board had approved hirJohn M., Redlands , Calif., and Friends may call tonight at HaWinn.
street survey. The cost was includ- ing of Miss Sharon Stanmann, 567
Mrs. Frieda Thummel, 66. John- Frank A; Jr., Palm Springs, Calif.; gen Funeral Home and at the
January meeting.
ed in the waterworks project,
E. Belleview St., for the job but
two brothers, H. W. Lea and F. P. <hurch after 10 a.m. Friday.
son St.
Commissioners are calling for
Fire Chief Joseph Trochta was she declined.
Roger Brand, 1223 W. 3rd St. Lea, Winona , and two grandchilbids
on
4,200
metal,
reflectorized
authorized to buy equipment after
Mrs. TBert Rasmussen, Rushford, dren.
Mr«. Harold 0. Roberts
Mrs. Ted Suchornel, 164 _. E. 3rd
license plates and on a new squad
presenting informal cost esti- St., sent a leteer commending the
Minn.
Funeral services will be at 2 LAKE CITY, Mnin .-Mrs, Harreplace one now in use,
car
to
mates. He has not made a final services ol Mrs. K. J.' Williams,
Mrs. John Heftman, 1025 E. Wa- p.m. Saturday at St . Paul's Epis- old O. Roberts, 59, a former reschoice of supplier yet.
basha St.
copal - Church, the Rev. George ident living at Chicago, died . FriEquipment follows: 150 feet of children's librarian.
Bradley Nessler, St. Charles, Goodreid . officiating. Burial will day at Methodist Hospital, BoWASHINGTON (AP ) -Assistant 1Ma-inch hose and couplings, $133, TDecember bills totaling $1,774.68
Minn. .
chester .
be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Secretary of State W. Averell to be used by the village to flush were approved for payment. Miss
Mrs. Gary Olson , Sprung Valley
,
Harriman says Communist China sewers, flood the new ice skating H: Alberta Seiz , librarian , was
The
former
Agnes
A.
Griffin
Fawcett Funeral Service is in
Minn. 7
is bidding o-penly to take over the rirak and also as emergency fire authorized to attend the mid-win, Wis., Feb.
she
was
born
at
Tomah
charge
of
arrangements.
There
Mrs. L l o y d Hage, Owatonna
Installation of Winona's new telleadership of the world Commu- hose; six rain jackets ( fiv e will ter meeting of the American Liwill be no visitation. Memorials 6, 1903, to Wiliam and Ihga ephone
Minn.
emergency
reporting
sysGriffin.
She
was
married
to
nist movement from the Soviet be black and will cost about $18.- brary Association Jan , 28-Feb. 2
Lloyd Hage , Owatonna, Minn. are being arranged.
tem equipment at Central Fire Stahere.
Union .
Harold
O.
Roberts
Feb.
1,
75 each; one will be white for the at Chicago. While attending the
'
Bill Gates, 1301 Parkview. .
Miss Elsa K. Leeb
1922. She lived here many years. tion was to begin today, Fire Chief
. Differences between the two chief and will cost about $21) and meeting she will continue efforts
- Birth*' ". - .
will grow as the fight for leader-, a dozen helmet liners costing $1.50 to find a reference librarian to
Miss Elsa Katherine Leeb, a Survivors include her husband , J. L. Steadman t«Id memijers of
ship is waged, H _ r.iman said each. In addition , Trochta was replace Miss Mary Roy who reMr. and Mrs. Gilman Glenna , form er Winonan . died Tuesday at her mother , of Sayner, Wis.; six the Board of Fine & Police ComMILWAUKEE , Wis. <AP) - The Wednesday in an interview. authorized to buy locally six pairs signed.
a Rochester hospital.
1177 n". Mark St., a daughter.
sons;, Harleth , Forrest , Claude, missioners Wednesday.
7 Edward M. Davis, board presMr. and Mrs. Robert Wessin, She was the daughter of Theo- Glen, Elmer and Darrell, all in The new system, replacing the compromise that brought income "Which one will gain is anyone's of insulated boots.
Trochta said village fuemen , ident, presided.
264 Villa St., a son.
the Chicago area; two daughters, city's telegraph-type fire alarm in- tax withholding and . a selective guess," he added.
dore Leeb and Pauline Berth.
, is being provided on a sales tax has been picked by WisDischarges '
Survivors include two sisters , Mrs. Harold (Ben-ice) Ehler s, stallation
Contract
basis by Northwestern consin newsmen as the top story
¦
(VerWing,
Red
and
Mrs.
Ernest
¦• '" . • ' ¦ . : ¦' ¦ "
Baby Jeffrey Thill, 1751 W. Wa- Mrs. C. B. (Lucia) Ch apin. Water"
"
^/-^T^^'"*-*«_ ' "
Bell Telephone Co.
of 1962.
basha St.
towr_,J..D„ and Mrs. Dorothy Man- na> Bremer, St. . Paul ; 22 grandSomething different for Mew Year's! ,.¦;; ¦ . .
'^ ~
'
't%
/f
V,
children; one brother , Alfred , Say- STEADMAN ALSO had reeelvid Second by a narrow margin was
rSa
John Buscovick, Uptown Hotel. ley, Washington , D.C.
¦
Mrs. Alexas Carpenter and ba- Funeral services will be at ner , and four sisters, Mrs. Hilda a letter from the National Board the victory of Democrat John Rey_ ^Liyr
l ^l|«pP| • ';¦ CHOICE — 3- to 4-Lb. Averoga , .
by, 3850 5th St., Goodview, Minn. 10:15 a.m. Friday at Breitlow Fu- Baldwin , Tomah ; Mrs. Ella War- of Fire Underwriters engin eers, re- nolds over Philip Kuehn for the
Mrs. Edward Kramer and baby, nera l Home , the Rev. George ner, in California; Mrs. Eva Web- garding terms of the service con- governorship.
St. Charles, Minn.
Goodreid , St. Paul' s Episcopal er, Eagle River, Wis., and Mrs, tract which is to be signed with Others in the top 10 stories of
the year :
Miss Rebecca Pickart, Winona Church, officiating. Burial will be Helen McQueen, Joliet , 111,
Northwestern Bell.
Rt. 1. '
in Woodlawn Cemetery. There Funeral services were held Mon- Commissioner Harold S. Streafc- Gov. Gaylord Nelson s victory
'
Mrs. Gertrude Sobota, 164 Chest- will be no visitation.
day at Alt-Benson Funeral Home, er noted that the underwriters over Sen. Alexander Wiley.
FREE
nut St.
Chicago, the Rev. 0. G. Sand- found that several matters con- Reynolds' fight for reapportionLouis Speltz, 160 E. Broadway .
Mr*. Arthur Jung
strom, Bethel Methodist Church , cerning service and maintenance ment , while he was attorney genFILET
BESTI
MIGNON
Mis. Arthur J_n« 62, 765 W. officiating. Burial was in Memory
Steven Johnson, 557 Sioux St.
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Bra<LIey Nessler, St. Charles, Hospital. She had been ill one Queen, Paul Hall , Edward Robally in the contract.
man .
week.
Minn.
erts, and William and Thomas LesMORMU'S PRIDE FULLY COOKED
Commissioners observed that the Sudden death of Dr. Conrad ElThe form er Ella Papenfuss, she tina.
vehjera,
president
of
the
Univerpoints mentioned had been coverwas born In Richmond Township,
IMPOUNDED DOGS
ed by the telephone company in sity of Wisconsin .
Winona Co-unty, July 30, 1900,:
Eert Ellison
1621 — Male, brown bobtailed daughter of Charles Papenfuss TAYLOR , Wis. (Special) — Bert conversations with the board . They Return of the 32nd Division aftand Anna Selke Papenfuss. She Ellison, 77, died at his home in decided to forward the letter to er active duty at Ft. Lewis, Wash .
hound , no license, fourth day.
the telephone company so that the Slaying of police Sgt. Antliony
lived in the area all her life.
.Milwaukee.¦
Available for good homes:
Survivors
include
her
husband;
Among the surviv ors are a bro- contract could be rewritten to in- Eilers by two burglars.
Two males, two females.
¦ ¦¦¦' • ' y': '"
three daughters, Mrs. Vernon ther, John, and. a sister, Mrs. clude these points.
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Negotiations
leading
to
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(Mildred) Sass, Houston; Mrs. Levi (Edna ) Brown, who reside
long
dispute
contract
ending
the
JUNK DEALER licenses were
¦Municipal Court
Lucille Wilier, Winona, and Mrs. here.
between the Kohler Co., and the
Eugene (Joan ) Sehaub, Alma , Funeral services will be at 2 issued to Sam Wei_ma _i 4: Sons, United
Auto Workers union.
WINONA
and
William
Wis.: four grandchildren; two p.m. at NesSvFuneral Home, Black Inc., 450 W. 3rd St.,
Strike which closed down the
Forfeits:
bro thers, Vera, Witoka, and Ev- River/ Falls. Burial will be in Miller Scrap Iron * & Metal Co., Milwaukee
Sentinel , and led to its
Harold J. Leaser, 18, West Sal- erett, Winona, and two sisters, Hjerleid Cemetery, near here.
222-224 W. 2nd St t The Weisman
purchase
by
the Milwaukee Jourem EL 1, Wis , $15 on a charge Mrs. Eldor Holtz and Mrs. Harold
and
license covers three vehicles
nal.
of driving a truck with no valid IVester, Winona.
Mrs. Katherine Kern
the Miller licens-e one.
¦' ¦
chauffeur's license. He was ar- Funeral sendees will be at 1:30 INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Spe- Bids on furnishing the police derested by police on Highway' 61 at p.m. Saturday at Breitlow Funer- cial) — Mrs. Katherine Kern, 86, partment with 1963 bicycle license Fine granulated sugar often used
4:52 p.m. Dec. 18.
al Home, the Rev. Armin U. formerly of Independence , died plates and a new patrol car will to be referred to as fcerry or fruit
Richard M, Schultz, Lansing, Deye, St. Martin 's Lutheran Wednesday at 10 p.m. at the home be opened by the board at the sugar.
Iowa, $10 on a charge of parking Church, officiating. Burial will be of her daughter , Mrs. 1 Alex Marin a snow removal area. He was In Woodlawn Cemetery.
solek, Milwaukee, where she had
arrested by police in front of 117 Friends may call at the funera l been cared for during a long illW. 3rd St , at 12:45 a.m. today. home from. 7 to 9 p.m. Friday. A ness.
Leo C. Franzen, Whalan Rt. 1, memorial is being arranged.
She was born July 8, 1876, in
Minn., $10 on a charge of parkrural Independence, daughter of
LEAN, TENDER
___ .W __ _.l_r
_#* •%_!*¦•¦1
ing in a snow removal area. He
1
.W
George aiid Polly Maule .
Winona Funerals
was arrested by police on Wash
She was married to Frank Pietingten Street between 2nd and
rek , who died in 1.12. They residMr*. Mary Ann Brady
3rd streets at 1:25 a.m. today.
' Funeral services for Mrs. Mary ed in North Dakota. Later she
Ann Brady, 406 E. 4th St., were was married to Joseph Kern , who
held this morning at Watkowski died in 1938.
Mrs. Kern returned to IndependFuneral Home and at Cathedral
of Sacred Heart , the Rev. Jo- ence from North Dakota in 1941. (\
GO LDEN YELLOW
JBS___I /
seph LaPl ante officiating. Burial Survivors are; Five daughters,
(Agnes)
,
Mrs.
Nooner
Campbell
was in Sacred Heart Cemetery,
Si . Petersburg, Fla.; Mr s. John
Lamoille.
KING SIZE
)- Murach, Mrs. Alex
Pallbearers were LaVerne and iGenevieve
( Susan) Marsolek and Mrs. Basil
Harold Strelow , Joseph Knopf , i Catherine)
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Darrel and James Annis and Eu- Mrs.
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Joe
gene Re voir.
Long Beach , Calif. ; three sons,
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graveside
funeral
service
for
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Mercury Does Quick Round Trip

Alter 4 brief respite, cold
weather is destined to return to
Winona and vicinity tonight when
the thermometer is expected ^ to
dip to between z.«ro and 10 below. ' ;¦ ¦.
After hitting i' low of -15
Wednesday morning, southwest
winds came last night and lifted
the mercury to 19 at 7 o'clock
this morning. But at noon today
the temperature was down to 14
again and dropping.

CAR THROWN 89 FEET ... This car, owned
by Lloyd Hage, 55, Owatonna, was thrown 80 feet
from the point of impact when it was struck by
an eastbound local Milwaukee freight train at the
Winona Street crossing Wednesday night. The

• car .is southeast of the point of impact and is in
a slight ditch near there. Investigating the accident were patrolmen Lyle Lattman, left , and William King, right. Damage to the car was about
41,000, they said . (Daily News7 photo) .

Ruins of Store
Being Removed

FOUNTAIN CITY , Wis. — Removal of the ruins left hy the $100,000 fire which destroyed an old
Fountain City landmark — the Albert Kirchner Co. store — is continuing today , according to James
Kirchner, grandson of the buUder
of the 83-year-old .building that
burned Christmas night.
The skeleton that remained of
the 30-foot street wall was toppled
Wednesday by Tri-State Construction Co., Alma. Also removed was
the wall only 10 feet from Pappy's
Supper Club to the south.
STANDING INTACT on the rock
on which it was built is the bricksurrounded safe, but the floor and
counters that were around it went
up in flames soon after the fire
was discovered at 9:05 p.m. Christmas Day.
Kirchner saicl the safe would be
removed today by the crane of the
construction company.
Also intact was a fire-resistant
file near the front door which contained valuable family papers. This
was removed from the building
Wednesday.

Winona to Bill
Fountain City
On Store Fire

Fountain City, Wis., will be billed $189 to cover o-vertime payments for members of the Winona
fire department who were called
in to help' /ight" Tuesday's fire in
the Fountain City business district.
The billing was authorized Wednesday by the Board of Fire &
Police Commissioners . after Fire
Chief John L. Steadman pointed
out that Winon a has no written
policy on payments by , other municipalities for firefightihg services
rendered by the Winona department. (The city has contracts with
neighboring townships calling for
specific fees.)
THE FIRE chief wanted to know
if the board wan ted to extend its
formal policy to cover situations
in other areas.
Commissioner Harold S. Streater " said , that he wasn't in favor
of additional contractual arrangements on grounds tli at certain liabilities might arise if the. Winona
department was unable to answer
calls in some emergencies.
Instead , Streater said , he thought
the board' s position should be that
"we'll be happy to help out in any
emergency whenever it's possible
but that we expect to be reimbursed for the expenses invoj ved. If
they don 't want to pay for it we
just won 't give the service. "
OTHER BOARD member! concurred in Streater 's feelings and
the secretary was authorized to
send a bill for Tuesday 's overtime payments to Fountain City.
Bills for the police department
amounting to $2,9BK .18 nnd for the
fire department , $486.66, were approved for payment.
Attending the m e e t i n g were
Roiird Presldeent Kcnnedth Mc,
Queen , L. Robert Prondziaski , B.
H. Halieck and Streater .

Tavern Offered
To Improve Road
In Wabasha Co.

POTSDAM , Minn. - To contribute to safer driving, M-att and
Mntildn Rossin . Potsdam , have
publicly offered the Polsdam Tavern "to the people of th-e state
of Minnesota to remove this building . , . with the understanding
that owners of the Schwanke
.Store which people also say
blocks the view and is a hazard ,
do the same."
The Rossins refe r to the corner
of Highway 247, ' Farmington
Township Rond , and Wnbashn
County Road 11 , -which has been
declared liii/.nrdtms because It
blocks the view of drivers in all
directions. A petition has been
circulated to remove part of Ihe
hncard.
The Rossins, believing -all bienni s should be removed to prevent possible injury or death ,
have invited anyone interested in
removing the hazard to come m
the tavern and .sign « petition
asking for removal of both buildings.

"The building should have been
insured for twice as much as it
was,'' Kirchner said. Some of the
antiques in the 83-year-old building
and warehouse to the north , also
destroyed, were invaluable, Kirchner said , :
OSCAR (SAM) FLORIN, 81, who

was overcome by coal gas and
smoke while trying to get out of
the building, probably will leave
the hospital Friday, Kirchner said.
His sister, Louise, who had been
ill in their upstairs rooms and was
saved from the blaze in a daring
rescue by her great-nephew, Charles Kirchner , probably 'will be retained longer to be sure she has
no lung damage from smoke inhalation.
She answered his call when Charles went up a ladder to look for
her 15 minutes after the fire call
was put in at 9:10 p.m. With the
help of other firemen he got her
down the ladder and into an ambulance.
Both were taken to Community
Memorial Hospital, Winona. They
probably will move in with his
mother, Mrs. Charles Kirchner at
Fountain City, Kirchner said.
^
FURNITURE taken from Pappy's Supper Club when fire endangered this building is fceing
moved back in from storage across
the street, Kirchner said. In spite
of the intense heat not a window
on the upper floor of the club was
broken.

Freight Hits
Car; Owatonna
Couole Hurt

A couple from Owatonna was
injured when their car'was pushed
80 feet after being struck by a
Milwaukee freight train at the
Winona Street crossing at 7:05
p.m. Wednesday. It has no automatic signals.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hage, Owatonna , stayed in the car. Hage ,
55, is in satisfactory condition at
Community Memorial Hospital. He
had surgery this morning to stop
internal bleeding. He also had
facial cuts , and bruises.
Mrs. Hage, 49, also is in satisfactory condition : She had an injury to her righ t hand , several
cuts and bruises and had surgery
on her hand this morning.
THE HAGES, driving sowrh on

Winona Street, were . struck by
eastbound local freight 66. The car
was pushed into a ditch to the
southeast. The right side of the
car was badly damaged; police estimated damage at about $1,000.
Hage was driving the car, they
said. .
According to Donald Doumas,
Milwaukee Railroad agent, the
train was traveling 23 m.p .h. and
was planning a stop at the station
to drop off some freight cars.
Engineer was W; A. Keegan ,
Minneapolis, and the conductor
was E. A. Rickard , Prescott , Wis.
Keegan told Doumas that the car
did not stop for the crossing.
Brakeman Spence called by radio immediately after the train
hit the car. He called the station
and men there, in turn , called
the ambulance and police.
"Spence told me that he was on
the radio telephone almost before
the impact ," said Doumas. "We
LA CRESCENT,. Minn. - Four installed the phones for easier
people were injured in a collision communications and for just this
a mile south of La Crescen t Sat- purpose—accidents."
urday noon on U.S. Highway 16.
Catherine Horihan , 13, Hokah , NO ONE was Injured in an acis in St. . Francis Hospita l, La cident that occurred earlier WedCrosse, with multipl e fractures of nesday afternoon , but one driver
both legs and head cuts. Mrs. was charged with failure to yield
Stephen Walters, 22, Cincinnati , the right ' of way causing an acciOhio, is a patient at Lutheran Hos- dent.
pital, La Crosse, with a possible The accident occurred at Wabafracture of the pelvis and cuts of sha and Franklin streets at 4:25
p.m. and involved cars driven by
the face.
Catherine and her brother, Ed- Donald F. Schniepp, Winona Rt.
ward , 15, were riding with their 2, and Mrs. Robert W. Cada , 508
uncle, Martin Feldmeier, SI , La E. Wabasha St.
Schniepp was driving north on
Crescent. Feldmeier received abrasions of the head and a severe Franklin Street and Mrs. Cada
cut on the back of his left hand. east on Wabasha Street . She
Edward received bruises and ab- stopped for the stop sign and proceeded, striking the left side of
rasions.
According to the Highway Pat Schniepp's car.
Damage was more than $300 to
rol, Feldmeier, traveling north
apparently skidded into the oppo Schniepp's car and more than
site lane and collided with Mr $100 to Mrs. Cadg's car.
She forfeited $15 bail in municiand Mrs. Walters, who were tra
\eling south. Mr. and Mrs . Wal pal court today on the charge of
failure to yield the right of way.
ters are formerly of Eitzen.

Four Injured '
At La Crescent

HIGH FOR Hie past 24 hours23 — probably was around 4 a.m.
today. The North Central Airlines
station at Max Conrad Field registered 9 above at 11 p.m. and 21
at6 a.m. A shift Ln the wind from
the southwest to the west occurred during the early morning
hours, station attendants said.
At noon the airport had a reading of 14 with the wind 18 miles
per hour from the west.
Increasing cloudiness and colder tonight. That's the forecast.
Friday it will be cloudy -with occasional light :snow and little
temperature change with a high
in af tern .on of 10-20.
Little temperature change and
no precipitation of any consequence is the outlook for Saturday. . 7 • - ' ;
..

BLOWING SMOW had made
some roads in tie vicinity difficult and other spots swept"by the
wind were icy. Highways generally were in good winter driving
condition.
A year ago to-day the city had
a high of 28 and a low of zero.
Seven inches of show lay on the
ground that day in contrast to
four today. The all-time high for
Dec. 27 was 51 in 1936 ahd the
low -23 in 1872-1880. Wean for
the past 24 hours was 13, exactly
normal for this time of the year.
There was a sharp warmup
throughout the state overnight
with International Falls reporting
a morning reading of —7, contrasted with —27 Wednesday
morning,
Roch ester had 5 abov e arid La
Crosse 4. A hTght snowfall was
reported at both places during
the forienoon.
Winds switched around to the
south Iat§ Wednesday, bringing a
halt to WISONSIN 'S brief round
of subzero weat-ier..
The -warmer weather was accompanied by more snow in all
but the southeastern part of the
state.
Temperatures in the northwestern part of the state climbed as
much as 30 degrees when the
wind shifted. Eau Claire, which
had a low of 25 below zero early
Wednesday, reported a minimum
of 5 above early today.
EAU CLAIRE and Superior,
with 11 above zero during the dav
Wednesday, were the warmest
spots in the state. Milwaukee,
which had a daytime high of 1
above zero, reported 9 above at
midniglit. Other highs: lone Rock
and Beloit 4. Park Falls 3, Madison 2 and Wa;usau 1.
Caribou, Maine, set the national
low of 16 below zero early today,
compared with the h igh of 83
Wednesday at Fort .Myers, Fla.

RUBBLE THAT WAS A BARN . _ . Richard Frickson, Cedar
These onlookers were helpless except to _ook at the ruins until; th»
Valley farmer, was awakened at 12:15 a.m. today from the crash
flames and smoke, still hot this forenoon , subsided. (Daily New*
of the roof falling in from flames that reduced his large barn t» ,;" photo) '• ' . •
this and killed 70 head of stock and destroyed hay and machinery.

Two Firemen
Promoted;
One Retiring

Appointments to. fill vacancies
in the officer corps.of the Winona
fire department that will be created by the retirement at the end
of this year of Assistant Chief H.
J. Elders Jr. were voted Wednesday by the Board of Fire &
Police Commissioners.
Capt. Edward Lelwica was named assistant chief succeeding the
37-year veteran and L. W. Steber ,
a driver at Central .Station, was
promoted to captain.

70 HEAD OF CATTLE:

Cedar Matley Fire
LossAbout 160,000

RIDGEWAY, Minn: (Special)— ; ment of the structure and there
Fire of unknown origin burned a; wasn 't a sound except the crack36-ljy 90 foot , two-story barn and j ling of flames.
Firemen believed the animals
all its contents on the Richard , suffocated before flames reached
Friclson farm in Cedar Valley them .
early this morning. Loss will Ibe The Winona fire department
in excess of 560,000.
joined Ridgeway firemen and
Frickson was awakened at 12: 15 j three milk tank truckers who vola.m. by a crash: It was the roof ¦unteered their services, but nothof the barn collapsing. Then from ing could be saved.
his bedroom window, about 75 . ,
yards : away from the barn, he saw FORTUNATELY the wind was
the reflection of the flames on from, the south and blew flames
and sparks away from other
trees.
buildings. Only a combination
HE AWAKENED Hie household granary and cattle shed; about
and called the Ridgeway fire de- 30 feet south of the barn , was
partment , then he rushed to the endangered , and it was saved by
flaming structure. But every- firemen.
thing was so far gone that he was Destroyed in the blaze were 38
helpless to save the approximate- head of Holstein milk cows; 30
ly "70 head of cattle who appar- head of young stock ; a bull; a pig;
ently had died in the fiery fur- a milking machine; the milkhoT.se
nace long before he was aroiis-ed. with. bulk tank and water heater;
He could see nothing through 9,000 bales of hay; some straw,
the flames that filled the base- and two tons of concentrate.

EHLERS , WHO is leaving the
department Monday after reaching
the mandatory retirement age of
65, is the senior member of the
force on the basis of service and
joined the department March 1,
1925. ; :
He remembers the day well , Ehlers said today, because only a
few hours after he'd reported for
duty he was called Out on his first
fire.
''IL was a Sunday aft ernoon and
I'll bet it was ZM-below " Ehlers recalled . "We were called out for a
fire in a bijg brick house down
around the 50,-block on East Front
Street.
"I hadn 't gotten my uniform yet
and "was just wearing a jacket and
regular clothes." he continued.
James R. Rudnick , 27, 309 "When we got to the fire I went
Adams St., waived preliminary over to help hold a ladder for As- PLM NVIEW , Minn. (Special)—
hearing on a charge of fraud by sistant Chief Rice.
A fire in a two-story building on
check in municipal court today .
the
Logan Petit farm four miles
TOOK
on.
look
it
me
and
The hearing was to have been . "HE
south
of here caused about $6 ,500
here;
Friday. He had asked for the said. 'What are you doingyard
damage Wednesday night.
.'
J
you
get
back
out
of
this
hearing and a court-appointed atThere was a machine shed and
lorney in his arraignmen t last told him , 'I'm your new fireman , garage on the first floor and a
Friday. John D. McGill was ap- and he just looked at me kind of granary on the second floor.
funny. "
pointed as his attorney.
The fire , discovered about 7:40
Rudnick was arrested at police Ehlers was at Central Station p.m., started in a corner of (he
headquarters at 4 p.m. Dec. 20. when he was promot ed to lieuten- granary and spread to the top part
He is charged with writing a ant in 1929 but was transferred to of the 26- by 40-foot building. Part
check , with insufficient funds , for West End Station in 1933 after be- of the machine shed below -was
$20 on the Merchants National ing named captain.
destroyed and the garage,was badBank and cashing it at Holden 's He returned to Central as as- ly damaged.
sistant
chief
in
1952.
Drug Store.
The loss is partially covered by
He has not posted the $500 ball Mr. and Mrs. Ehlers live at 569 insurance.
and has been .committed to the W. King St. , and have two chil- Fire departments from Pl aindren , a son in Cincinn ati and a
county jail.
daughter living in Bloomington, view and Elgin fought the fire until 10 p.m. and were called ba-ck
Minn.
LELWICA is 57 and joined the after midnight when, the fire broke
department -April 1, 1937. He was out again.
appointed Captain Sept, 1, 1956. Lost were 1,400 bush els of shell-,
seed oats
The Lelwica s live at 556 E. 2nd ed corn , 900 bushels of part
the
SI., and have four children , Mrs. many small tools andcorn hadofbeen
Richard (CeiH Adank and Mrs. build ing. The shelled on the day
Hugh (Jane ) Blee, both of Winona , placed in the granary
and 'Thomas and Edward , students before Christmas.
Many large tools , such as a weldat. Cotter High School.
truck ,
Lelwica is a native of Winona er, were saved. A pickup
,
cultivator
choppe
r,
,
hay
trot-tor
and is a member of the Winona
corn planter and an elevator also
Athletic Club .
STEBER , who lives at 1171 W. were saved. Lumber in the rear
5th St,, is 3S and has been a mem- of the garage also was removed .
ber of the department sinco April The fire was first noticed liy
Mrs. Steve Kanz , a neighbor across
1, 1945.
He 's a driver at Central Station. the road from the Petit farm. She
Tlie Stebers have three children. called and reported the fire at
7:49 p.m.

Plainview Fire
Loss $6,500

Hearing Waived
On Check Count

Two File for 2nd Ward
School Board Director

Two Wednesday afternoon filings
by candidates for the office of 2nd
Ward school director created the
first contest for next spring 's
Board of Education election.
Maurice D. Godsey, 702 Grand
St., completing his first term , will
lie opposed for re-election by Dr.
L. L. Korda , 724 Washington St.,
a former director from the 4th
Ward .
GODSEY is 31), a bookkeeper for
United Builtfin g Centers here, is
married and has two children.
He's a former president of the
Lincoln School PTA nnd past president of the Winona PTA Council.
Godsey is a member of Leon J.
Wetzel Post a of the American legion and is the post's athletic officer , n member of the Winona
County Mental Health Association
nnd for two years served as chairman of the March of Dimes. The
Godseys attend McKinley Methodist Church.
DR, KORDA served on the board
twice from the 4th Ward , once by
election and the second time by
appointment ,
A 42-y car-ol d native of Dultith
who has practiced dentistry here
since 1947, Dr. Kord a was elected
to n four-yenr term In 1955 but wis
defeated in his bid for re -election
in W>!>.
Shortly after the new hoard was
organized that, year, however , Dr.
Kord a was appointed 4th Ward director lo fill a vacancy created
by resignation . Ho wns to have

Sugar Loaf Photo
Again on Cover of
Tourist Booklet

jMaurlca D. Godt«y

served until 1*161 but in I960 the
l.ordns moved out of the ward and
il was necessary for him to resign.
Dr. Korda \is a veteran of World
War II nnd n graduate of Ihe University of Minnesota School of
Dentistry. Tlie Kordas have four
children.
lie 's a former presiden t of I lie
Winona Exchange Club and pust
president nnd secretary of the Winona County Denial Society. Dr.
Kordn is pres ident of the Winona

Dr. L. L. KorJa

PTA Colmcll , a member of Lincoln School PTA , the American Legion , Winona Public Health Nursing Advisory Hoard , former secretary-trea su rer of the Southeast ern Minnesota Dental Society, n
former
m e m b e r of the
health and safety committee of tho
Gainelinven Area Hoy Scout Council , ;i member of the- board of directors of Ihe Winona Council of
Social Agencies and the boa rd of
trustees of Central Methodist
Church.

Suga r Loaf will continue to get
top billing in the Winona Chamber
of Commerce's tourist booklet .
The chamber 's tourist nnd publicity committees decided al n
joint meeting at the chamber Wednesday afternoon to use a new
color photo of Lake Park and
Suga r Loaf on the cover of the
l.l.tn booklet to be- published in
Ihe spring. A different version of
Ihe same scene appeared on the
cover of last year 's booklet ,
Three ot her new photos will be
used inside Ihe booklet. Appearing for the first time in the booklet will be a photo of the deer
pa rk on Lalsch Prairie Island
operated by the Will Dilg Chapter of the Iznnk Walton League.
Two oilier new pholos will be improved views i-f houseboats on
lb. river i»nd a Lain; Park flower
bed wllh Sugar Loaf in the background.

Whitehall Host
To Alice Contest

WIIITEI IALL , W i s.—Whitehall
has been awarded the l!)l>3 Alice
in Dairyland Region 5 contest , the
Wisconsin Department of Agriculture reported today.
Region 5 covers Buffalo , Trempealeau , Jackson , Wood , Adams ,
Juneau , Monroe , La Crosse and
Vernon counties.
The finals will be nt Manitowoc
,l_inc 13-15.
¦

Leg ion fo Conduct
Telephone Drive

Leon J, Wetzel Post 9 of the
Aj nerican Legion will conduct a
telephon e campaign for membersliips tonight.
That was announc ed by David
Lucck , vice commander in charge
of mcmhcrshlp .
,,

Winona Recount
May End Today
The r*co. iit of Winona
County', gubernatorial vote s,
which started Dec. 19, may be
competed late this afternoon.
Ballots from 35 of the county's 47 precincts had been
counted through Wednesday,
leaving 12. The two teams of
inspectors started work an
hour early today—at 8 a.m.—
in the commissioners' room at
the courthouse in en effort to
wind up the recount.

Browns Valley Lad
Saves 6 in Family
BItOWNS VALLEY , Minn . CAP)
— A 15-year-old boy guided his
six younger brothers and sisters
out of their farm home near here
when a stove being fed with «orn
cobs exploded lnte Wednesday.
The children of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Lundberg t ook refuge in
(he barn . Their parents were at
work in Browns Valley when the
fire broke out. Tlie home was destroyed.
Tlie family has rented another
house, a mile away, and a drive
is under way to collect furn iture
nnd clothing for them .

A new tractor and manure
spreader standing outside were
burned and the attached 16- by
60-foot concrete stave silo, almost full of silage, was ruined.
Door frames to the silo were
burned out and wails were cracked from the beat. .
The water heater included i
unit -which heated the milkhouse.
THE FRICKSON children '* pet
dog was in the house and the farm
dog was outdoors.
Firemen estimated the replace*
ment cost at $60,000, Frickson
said this morning. The loss is
partly covered by insurance, he
¦
added.

Wlien he aid his family retired
about 10 p.m., all was well on the
premises.
After Frickson was awakened
by ' the crash at 12:15 a.m., he and
his -wife put jackets and overshoes on their three small children—6 , 8 and 9— and put tien.
in the car, in case the wind
would change. Ricky, 8, is recovering from surgery, tor a oone
growth on his hip resulting from
an injury . He was in a cast all
summer. Frickson Jiimself had
surgery on his knee a year ago
for an injury received when he
was thrown from a horse.
THE RIDGEWAY fi re depart.
ment , which arrived within 15
minutes after the called alarm at
12:15, was still standing by at
mid-morning, Frickson said. The
frame structure with stone basemen t was a mass of ruins this
morning, but the hay. still was
«
blazing.
A rural pumper from the Winona department , went to the fire
at 12:35 a.m. and returned at 8.
Firemen used about 600 gallons
of water on the granary to keep
it fro m burning.
Milk tank truckers coming to
the scene were Donald Valentine,
Minnesota City, with 2,500 gallons
of water; Harold Belter, 427 W.
4th St., Winona , 2,000 gallons,
and Richard Hemker, Witoka ,
Land O'Lakes driver , who brought
a large amount.
THE FR ICKSONS were jus t
starting farming on their own —
they had Tented before. They
moved to Cedar Valley four years
ago after purchasing the farm
from Mrs. Alice Erickson. The
place is about thre e miles up
the valley from Highway 61 at
Lamoille.

Deadline Date for
EXCHANGE OF
GIFT MERCHANDISE
Purchased at Winona Stores
WILL BE

SATURDAY, JAN. 5
This courtesy is extended by itorei where morchandlse was purchased. Exchange* will bo on change off
si™, color or styloi. In no case> will there bo a (aire
refund.

CUSTOMER COOPERATION WILl BE APPRECIATED

MERCHANTS BUREAU
Winona Chamber of Commerce

Bv Jimmy Hallo

rhey'll Do It Every Time

§L diapp si—d, XcLi i.TUg kL

'Show Biz FotU
Sfil I Rel igious
————

DANCE

'¦ ¦
¦ .•

Battle of the Bands

Demon Lee and Hie Dablox

• vs.
Mike Waggoner and the BOPS
8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Saturday—Polka Caravam
Sunday—Ray Stohsnberj
Big Gala New Year's Eve Party

2 Bands

Art FJtch Polka Dots
Zumbro Valley Boys
Pla-Mor Opens at 8 ¦P.M..
Free Hats, Horns, Noisemafcers
Admission $2.00 Per Ticket
New Year 's Day Jan. 1, !_ >«
On-the-Hou»e P-erty Nits*
. Free Checking—Free Booths
Free Popcorn—Fr»e Soft Drinks

The Polka Caravan

Admission '$1.4» Ptr Ticket
Thursday, Jan, 3—All Mocfcrn
Jules Herman

.

¦"

' ¦'
'
. •

¦

CREDIT FOR REFUGEES
HONG KONG UPl — The Maryknoll missioners have started _
credit union, here to provide lowcost loans for refugees.
The Roman Catholic mission
Order has previously set up such
unions in five other countries
where it serves.
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NE1LJ_SVILLE, VHs. tfl - Resideats of the ' T6wn of Weston in
Clark Cbtinty have a coromunity
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
secret/ and the town has a new
Stevedores in Charleston, S.C.,
dump truck, conapietei with all
have canceled plans to unload a
equipment.
cargo of seed potatoes "today, as
The truqk was a Christmas gift
striking longshoremen shored up
to the town.
the single crack that had dev _l•The truck came withaut wrapoped in their paralyzing work
pings, but there was an unsigned
stoppage on East and Gulf Coast
note,
, 7;'-; '
ports. 7
Residents of the town say they
The Charleston local of the- Inknow the identity of the donor, bat
ternational Longshoremen's Assotbey won't tell because he wants
ciation, AFL-CIO, broke the strike
to remain anonymous.
order Wednesday to unload baThe note sent with the truci
nanas, and continued unloading
sai<J, "This gift is in appreciation
them Wednesday night in defiance
oi the help and encouragement
of orders from the union's nafrom the Town oi Weston communtional leadership to stop.
ity during our misfortune the past
:'
¦
year."' . . •
v .¦
But the Charleston stevedores
The
town
chairman,
Allen Gutsaid they were cancelling plans
enherger, replied for the communtoday—under pressure from top
union officials. South Carolina The man of the house secretly ity, expressing "sincere thanks for
farmers, hard-hit because of poor takes out two of the four neckties yonr valuable gift."
fall crops, had ' appealed to the he received, and furtively throws
Note to new cooks: Keep white
union to unload the potatoes be- them down the incinerator.
as well as Mack pepper on hand.
fore they sprout.
He worries about the unpaid
the white pepper in a lightThe unloading of the bananas bills. He rises late to go to work, Use
dish when you don't wa»f
prompted Capt. William V. Brad- and broods over the treadmill na- colored
grains
of
black pepper to show.
ley, 1LA president, to assign a ture of his job. He entertains wild
union vice president, to the south- daydreams of running away from
ern city to investigate. He said home and becoming a beachcombthe Charleston local could lose its er on a far away South Sea isle.
charter by the action.
He wonders idly whether the pret
ty girls there really do weave garIn Galveston, Tax., about 100
lands of flowers to hang around a
dockworkers who belong to a_a or- fellow's
neck, or whether that's
MINNEAPOLIS . (AP) - At least ganization not connected Witt the all just Hollywood
poppycock.
one of Minnesota's 87 county au- striking longshoremen crossed There is no help in
nature. The
4QB5IR
ditors says he is going to seek a picket lines under police supervisfoot falls on snow or slush.
speedup in the recounting of the ion to unload a Swedish banana tired
The Weather Buteau and the alboat. There was no violenc*.
governor votes.
manac agree that mpre storms lie
Outside
of
these
isolated
inWith rechecks completer! on
ahead. The first robin of spring is
PHOME 2344
about half of: the state's 3,785 pre- stances, however, the strike h_s still getting a suntan down south.
352 Wesf Second . Street
cincts as the recount was resumed effectively closed all East and Everyone who felt so bouncy
Wednesday, Andrew J. Korda of Gulf Coast, ports to all but mili- and happy and generous just a
St. Louis County said he would tary, dangerous or emergency few days ago now feels worn out
ask that the recount be carried on cargoes, which the ILA itself has and self-pitying and suspicious of
Sundays until the job is done.
exempted from the strike pro- the character and Intentions of his
Korda said . lie.would present his visions.
neighbors. Yes, there's something
recommendation today to the pan- Among the cargoes halted by gone wrong with us all.
el of three district judges super- the 5-day-old strike of 60,0(X> longvising the project. :.
shoremen are two shiploa ds of Theiwatting rooms of doctors are
Highest Cash Prices
suddenly thronged with patients
wheat
in
New
Orleans
destined
F«r Your City Property
Judge Leonard Keves, Sf. Paul,
East Pakistan. The Pakistan afflicted with sniffles and symppanel chairman, said VVedn esday for
Embassy in Washington says the toms of a vast ennui.
night that no such proposal ever grain
The young physicians listen to
is urgently needed.
had been made and expressed
descriptions of these ailments
some doubt that it would be ap- Mo bargaining sessions were sympathetically* . and worry perproved.
scheduled for today.
haps whether the community is in
(Winona'» Only R.il EsMU
For the first time in i. several Railroads placed a voluntary the grip of some new contagious
Broker)
days, recount headquarters of both embargo on export ifreight ship- malady.
Tel. 6388-7093 P.O. Sox 345
parties were in agreement that ments to struck ports in an effort The old doctor is wiser. He
DFL Lt. Gov. Karl Rolvaag held to prevent a choking pileup of looks out the window absent-minda lead over incumbent Repuhlicao goods on the waterfront. Railroad edly as his middle-aged patient
Gov. Elmer L. Andersen.
spokesmen termed the action cus- gives a catalog of his aches and
ARCADIA,
In varying numbers of precincts tomary and said it would not pains and winds up by asking
WIS.
based on telephoned reports from affect military shipments.
hopefully :
Inspectors representing the respec- Members of the New York Ship- "Do you think I've got walking
Thurs. - Fri. - Sal.
tive parties, the DFL had Rolvaag ping Association, which represents pneumonia, doc?''
Shows at 8 P.M.
out front by 93 votes, the GOP by 135 domestic and foreign lines, Actually the old doctor knows
73.; 7
met Wednesday and voted confi- his patient is merely suffering ' He makes the blackboard
But the key to th» final outcome dence in the management nego- fiom seasonal idiocy, but he can't
p. jungle jumt> for joy !
put it to him in quite that way.
still lay in disputed ballots that tiating committee.
his funniest ever ' ¦_ * ¦ ;
Y
topped 38,900 after Wednesday's A spokesman for the ship own- "No. It Isn't pneumonia, John,"
effort. That would indicate, if the ers said that before negotiations he tells him. "You're just a vicratio continues, that upwards of broke off Sunday they had "of- tim of post-Christmas letdown.
75,000 ballots from the Nov. 6 elec- fered to sweep all our proposals There's nothing wrong with you
tion would come under scrutiny by off the deck if the union would that a couple of aspirin tablets,
the judges' panel before any final likewise take all its- demands out smaller 'meals, a. little exercise
of the way."
determination could be made.
and two hours more sleep a night
There were reports that attor- Xey issue in the dispute Is the won't cure."
size
of
dock
work
gangs,
which And as his patient leaves, the
neys for both parties might enter
the old doctor comments silently.
the problem and seek to eliminate the ship owners want cut from
many of tb« questioned ballots be- present minimum of 20 to _ 7; The "That's what I ought to prescribe
longshoremen refused,
saying for myself, too. "
fore they are sent to St. Paul.
they will not negotiate their mem¦
In Hennepin County, auditor bers out of jobs in the name of Grated lemon rind gives fine
Bobert Fitzsimmons reported that automation.
flavor to plain sponge cake.
40,000 paper ballots remained to ¦A four-day strike of longshorebe checked after Inspection teams men over the same Issues was
had spent their time to date study- ha_lted last October by an 80-day
ing some 7,000 absentee votes. "cooling-off" period und*r the
Fitzsimmons said, at that rate, terms of the Taft-Hartley law,
PLAN NOW TO SEE All OF
the recount could not be finished The strike was resumed when the
THESI HITSI
cooling-off period expired.
before the yearend.
The ILA gave permission to ofTHIS ONE ENDS SUNDAY
CHILD IN HOSPITAL
ficials of UNK.EF, the children's
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. — relief organization of the United
wh_f%fi^ LOUDEST lJUJGHIrJ3 HIT!'? f j pRW^
Kathleen "Whetstone, 6, daughter Nations, to remove 35 cartons of
of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Whetstone, experimental food stored at Port
was admitted to Lutheran Hospi- N ewark, N.J., A union spokesman
tal, La Crosse, Wednesday to un- explained that, although the food
dergo a series of allergy tests. was not perishable, failure to reShe will he hospitalized five to move it would limit the effectivesix days.
I
ness of the nutrition experiment.

_ f. Louis County
Auditor Urges
Recount Speedup

Voice pf the
Outtloors
Seeton Closer

Hours before the Minnesota bowhunting season curtain was pulled down for 1962, " a Winona State
College student hunting near Granger, dropped this 150-p(_und ( dressed) b_c_. Thft successful bo-A-hunter was Bruce Ause, Harmony,
Minn. It was his first deer. The
picture was snapped by Allen Tarinstrucras, Harmony High School
¦¦
tor. - "
. .; • ' ¦ . . .

WILL PAY

The late Minnesota season,
Dec. 1 through Dec. 16, was a
flop, according to Francis Teske, local warden. He did not
tag a single bowhunter's deer
during the season. Winonais
who bagged deer go. them at
Camp Ripley or in "Wisconsin
The Wisconsin season nuis^
through Dec. 81.

"HANK"
JEZEWSKI

Flshinu Reflulations
When a fisherman purchases his
1953 fishing license this year . he
will be able to secure with it a
pharnphlet containing fishing regto 20 exist
ulations for fcorder states, includ- strategic land additions
¦
ing those covering the river zone ing parks. - ' . • :. ' ' . '
or the boundary waters between
Tree Value
Minnesota and Wisconsin. There is
The question is often asked
no change from 1962 in bag limits
"Mow much is a tree worth?"
or other river restrictions.
The answer In the sale of black
walnut trees on the Whitewater
River restrictions are more
Refuge
at the recent auction
liberal than those oi Minnesoheld
here
is $83 per tree. The
ta, while they are more rebuyers paid treble the appraisstrictive than the ones applyers estimate, or $9,560 coming to inland waters of Wispared with an appraised value
consin. For example, there ii
of $3,467.
no creel limit on crappies, sunfish , or perch on inland wa- The trees were black walnut and
ters of Wisconsin. In the river were at their peak value as tim203ie it is 25 a day for each ber, according to the state forestspecie.
ers. A total of 115 selected mature
Council trees were marked for the sale.
Marshall Heads Park

FUEL

Burmeister Co.

. .

Southeastern Minnesota parks
probably will get "silk glove"
treatment during the coming
year. Albert Marshall, former
Red Wing newspaper publisher,
ROCHESTER'S
Send chanot ot address notices, vnde-llvered ' was named president at the recent
copies, subscription orders end other m»ll I
PLA-MOR BALLROOM
Hems to Winona Dally Mews, Box V. Wi- annual meeting of the Minnesota
Rochester, Minn.
Council of State Parks. Marshall
nona, Minn.
Second class postage paid at Winona. I Is a strong booster for the new
_________________¦________________¦_____¦__¦_ park at Frontenac , expansion of
_______________________________________________________________________________ E_________P
the John A. Latsch State Park,
and has been active in the Hiawatha Valley promotion and the
Highway 61 Association.

For reservations call Atlas 25244
Listen to eur Sunday Nits K ROC
Radio Broadcast at 9:06 P.M.

' ' ''

l*^"^ ^"

By HAL BOYLB
NEW YOEK (AP)—Now cometh
upon the spirit of man the time
of the great letdown.
Tlie lights still blink at night on
the Christmas tree, but they lost
a great, deal of their joyTlie new bike already has its
first scratch, there is a hole in
the new drum—heaven be praised
for that!—and the children are
craaky and cross.
The good housewife sits down
determinedly to make out a list of
presents that have to be taken
back and exchanged for more useful articles.
But the pencil droops in her
hand as she looks around her cluttered home and sighs: "What a
mass, will I ever get this place
straightened up again? "

By EARL WILSON

NEAV YORK — "I <leny that Show Business is getting less religious!" exploded singin ' Phyllis McGuire, whose mother was a preacher in Ohio.
Phyllis _ now singing occasionally without her sisters Dorothy
and "Chris" — objects to conte-ntions that the whole world's getting
Godless.
"Maybe some religious concepts have changed," said the leggy,
—:
i ——r
lovely Phyllis.
"But you 've some stars with 'single' assignments, because la
great religious depth and back- that little church in Miami-burg
ground — Perry Como , Nat <Ki_;g) I learned some, discipline," s h e
Cole, Jane Russell, Pat B<»n_e , says. "That's why 1 wouldn't taSe
Tennessee Ernie Ford, Bob Curn- anything for the way I was brought
mings, Elvis Presley, Jayne and up!"
Audrey Meadows ... ."
PARAPHRASING Will Rogers,
PhyQis treasures the "very young comedian Warren Robertstrict" -days iin the First Church son, preparing a Rogers imper.
of God, in Miamisbiirg, Ohio, sation, drawls, "All
I know is what
where card-playing and even pop- I used to read in the papers.
ular songs were considered sinful,
Pretty Sandy Stewart, one of the
"I was only five wlien I first Kraf t Players Perry Corjno's show
sang and was so little they couldn't dropped in a hunt for a new forsee me over the pulpit and they'd mat, says she's uhworried—Perput nw on a box," she remember- ry's already summoned her back
ed.
Jan.' 2 to sing her htt . 'recording.
"Later we'd travel, like to Can "My Coloring Book ," which shoots
ton, 0., to sing at revival meet her salary higher and higher.
ings. We weren't paid m u c h
Courageous ; Jayne Mansfield AnThey'd say 'God bless you, Sister, nounced she was taking her Italand pay you with a handshake ian beau Enrico Bomba—who
Or sometimes they'd give us i came in from Rome to meet tier
love offering. '"
at the -Xstpr—to Hollywood to join
her children. "Anything going to
PHYLLIS SAYS that her ap- [happen?" we asked bubbly Jayae,
pearances as a "single"—which [who breathlessly exclaimed, "It
really will get started on the Tied ' might!'.'
Skelton show early in '63—will be EARL'S PEARLS: Comedian
difficult.
Dick Curtis of the Guy Lombardo
"Now it 's j ust going to be me show said Tipton, Ind., is a small
—and what do 1 do about it?" town, and "that's a place where,
the says.
when you plug in the toaster, the
Her sister Chris' divorce Erora trolley cars stop."
John H. Teeter of the Damon TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: A
Runyon Fund—just revealed—has B'way. secretary arrived for work
nothing to do with iier "single" looking tired. "Want some coftechnique, Phyllis says. They'll fee?" her boss asked her. "No
continue, to work together many thanks," she said, "I don't want
months a year.
to wake up."
"But I think I can handle the WISH I'D SAID THAT: Nipsy
Russell at B asin St. East alleges
they got a message from the moon.
It said , "To hell with these monkeys and dogs! Send some chicks
up here!"
The truck from Ne\v Jersey had
All Modern Danes
Thursday—Jules Herman
this sign on the back ol it, "Don't
hug me, now, 'cause I'm goin'
Friday—Yeunfl Adults
steady" . . . That's earl, brother.
Reck and Roll Dance

COLUMN
Clark County
Stevedores Balk BOYLE'S
After
At Unloading Christmas Town Gets Gift
Of Dump truck
Let
cfdwit
Potato Cargo

There is one thought that
should prevail in this systematic harvesting of nut trees
and that is that the trees removed- be immediately replaced by at least two young
black walnut trees. We are
sure George Meyer, superintendent of the refuge, is doing
just this. Nut trees are essential to the successful management of any wildlife refuge in
this area of Minnesota and
"Wisconsin.

State department, as well as federal agencies, out to make a financial record under political pressure, are apt to overlook the conservation value of a tree. What
is its value to wildlife? Does it
have to be removed to give growing area to y o u n g trees? How
much needed food ia being eliminated by cutting down the tree?
These are a fe^ conservation
qtiestions that should be asked beThe council also appointed an fore the powersaw is put In operaexecutive committee to meet quar- tion.
terly or at the call of the chairman. At the public meeting the
council submitted its proposed leg- Wisconsin Traffic
islative program which included
recommendations calling for the Deaths Up to 945
creation of 14 new state parks and
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wisconsin's highway toll for the
year has reached 94S with the
death of a Clark County woman.
The total a year ago today was
897.
Authorities told Wednesday of
the death of Mrs. Paul Konlcczny,
76, of Thorp. She died in a hospital Monday of injuries received
in a car-truck collision ln Thorp
Brighton - Hilke
on Dec. 20,
¦
The council is a citizens
group dedicated to tlie promotion and expansion of the state
park system. Other officers
are Dr. Jforman Baker, Fergus
Falls, first vice chairman ; F,
Rodney Paine, Duluth, second vice chairman; Judge E.
P. Chapman, Minneapolis, secretary-treasurer.
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HOLIDAY TIME IS SHOW TIME
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_____gj SEE IT TODAY
AAatlnets Now Thru Friday at 2:15 — Evening at 7:15 and 9:10
Matlncs: Children 35* — Juniors 404 — Adults tit

THE HUNTER...THEHUNTED!

Music by

JERRY JEROME
AND ORCHHSTRA.

ALTURA
Gaymor Ballroom

Examination at E yota
EYOTA, Minn. (Special) Eyota Po»tm»stec Edith 1. Hansen said the Civil Service Commission will conduct an examination for rural carrier on route
one. Application deadline is Jan,
15.
Ever serve bread-and-butter
pudding with a fruit amice?

GALA NEW YEAR'S DANCE
GAYMOR BALLROOM
ALTURA, MIMM.

NEW YEAR'S EVE!
Musk by

ERNIE RECK
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PLUS FOUR COLOR CARTOONS
FREE COMIC BOOKS • All SEATS 2.5*

WEDDING
DANCE
Saturday, Dec. 39

PLUS FOUR COLOR CARTOONS • ALL SEA.TS 251
FREE COMIC BOOKS • FREE CANDY BAR
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SPECIAL FOR NEW YEAR'S EVE
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MR. AND MRS. HARRY" L SPARKS, Plainview,
Mini..'- announce the engagement and coming marriage
of their daughter, Rochelle Marie, to lee Edward Zill,
159 Laird St. A February wedding at St. Stanislaus
Catholic Church is planned.
Miss Sparks is employed by Blue Cross and Mil of St.
Paul and will be graduated from Winona State College
In spring. MJ. Zill, a graduate of Winona Stat* Collegeis employed by Investors Diversified Services Inc., of
Minneapolis.' ¦'

tCtmerl Arf phote)

Mr. and Mrs. William R. Schult.

Patricia Ritscher ,
D. W. Papenfuss
Exchange Vows

Mary Armstrong
Becomes Bride
At St. AAartin 's

Miss Patricia Ellen Ritscher,
daughter of Mrs. Melbert Ritscher, 226 E. Wabasha St., and the
late Mr. Ritscher, became the
bride of Delbert W. Papenfuss ,
Minneapolis, Dec, 15.
The Rev. Emil Geistfeld performed the ceremony in a setting
of white ponipons in St. Martin 's
Lutheran Church, Cletus Hoadley
sang "O Perfect Loye'' and "The
Lord's Prayer ."
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Mr. and Win, Louis J. Witherby III
¦

t

Virginia Johnson
Becomes Bride
Red poinsettiaS- white candles
and a Noway pine Christmas tree
decorated Lakeside Evangelical
Free Church Dec. 17 for the marriage of Miss Virginia Ann Johnson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Johnson, 452 Main St., and
Louis Johns Withterby III, Minneapolis, son of Mrs. Louis Johns
Witherby Jr., Minneapolis.
The Rev. LaVern Swanson performed the ceremony and Mrs.
Robert Tillman sang "Savior Like
a Shepherd Lead Us" and "A
Wedding Prayer,"
MRS.

EDGAR

Norman

Jr.,

Brookfield . Wis., sister of the
bride , was matron of honor and
Mel " AWe, Minneapolis, uncle of
the bridegroom, best man. Patrick
Bonnie, Minneapolis, cousin of the
bridegroom, and Russell Johnson,
Winona , brother of the bride, ushered.
Tlie bride wore a white velveteen gown fashioned with fitted
bodice, lace neckline and sleeves
accented with se _d pearls and sequins , and circular skirt extending
into a short train. A seed pearl
crown held her veil and she carried white roses clustered around
NEW AND USED
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Dance to Benefit
Blair Pool
BLAIR , Wis . (Special ) - The
Auxiliary to Knudtson - Mattjson
Post 231 of the American legion
is sponsoring a holiday dance Friday , evening. -at Blair City Hall.
The Rhythm Playboys Orchestra
will furnish the music, featuring
old-time , modern , rock and roll
and t w i s t music, witli dancing
from 9 lo 1,
'
Proceeds will be used to offset
lifeguard expenses incurred by
the post' s operation of the pool
lost summer. Recent expenses include $.0 paid for labor constructing basket shelving in the bathhouse. Recent donations include
$20 each from Arvie Hill and Richard (Rock) Stone.
¦

¦

ATTENDANTS w«re Mi»» Barbara Swett, Dakota , maid of honor; Miss Marilyn Strand , St. Paulbridesmaid; Gary Trynowski, Dakota, best man , and - Bergie Lang,
MR. AND MRS. Harold
Winona, groomsman. Boyd Nagle ,
Minneapolis, and TYank Dewhurst ; Beck-man of Houston, Minn.,
Minneapolis, ushered.
announce the engagement of
The oride'i- traditional floor- their daughter, Sharry Jean,
length gown of peaU ' de soie "vas Minneapolis, to Donovan Lee
fashioned with lace appliques trac - Elias of Minneapolis. He is the
¦
ing the crescent styled neckline of
the basque bodice. The gown had son of Mr; and Mrs. Frank
long sleeves and dome skirt. Her Elias of Ely, Iowa. A May
bouffant veil fell from a crown of wedding is planned.
seed pearls. She carried red roses.
Miss Beckman is a grad. .' The bridal attendants "wore bal- uate of Houston High School
lerina length dresses in blue pea _ and is employed by Western .
de soie. The tucked bodice had an Oil & Fuel Company,. Minneoval neckline, elbow-length sleeves
and softly pleated overskirt witl apolis. Her fiance, a gradfront cabbage rose. They wore uate of the State University of
matching cabbage rose he addresses Iowa College of Engineering,
with veils. They wore chrysanthe- is employed by Minneapolis
mum pendants on matching velvet ' Honeywell.
He was affiliated
.
bands.
with
Eta
Kappa
Nu and Tau
A reception was held in the
church parlors and the Henry Bur- Beta P*i, honorary engineerton Orchestra played fox dancing ing societies , and Theta Tau ,
at the American Legion Memorial professional engineering fraClub .
ternity,
WHEN THE couple tef. for a

one-week trip to New Tork City
the bride wore a blue suit and
black accessories. The couple is at
home at 31.5 Pleasant Ave. S.,
Minneapolis.
The T.ride, a graduate of Silver
Bay High School, Silver Bay,
Minn., attended the "University
of Minnesota, Dnluth, and was
employed by Winona County Welfare Department. Tlie bridegroom
attended Winona Sen ior High
School and Dwwoody Institute ,
Minneapolis, He is employed as a
tool and die maker by B & D Inc.
The bride was entertained in Winona by Mrs. Wally Mcore, Mrs.
Carl Lang and the MLsses Judy
and Jane Baker and Miss Hilda
Sonneman and in Dakota by Miss
Bonnie Beach , Miss Lois Gile ,
Miss Barbara Swett and Mrs. Ray
Swell.
¦.
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Our Factory Showroom

BLAIR , Wis. ( SpeciaP - There
will be a meeting of Girl Scout
Troop 101 Jon. 9. No meeting will
be held Jan. 2.

maA ^ktteLShopptL

Frontier Airlines
Promotes Travel
To Mountains

DENVER (AP) - Frontier Airlines, wit h headquarters here, has
put into effect a 30-day ticket plan
designed to promote travel ih the
Mountain-high Plains area.
The offer applies to residents of
the United States east of the
Mississippi River , Alaska , Hawaii ,
and to travelers from abroad.
For $100 an adult may obtain a
ticket that allows him to travel
anywhere in the airline 's 10-state
CHURCH COLLEGE CRISIS
system ns fre quently as he wishes
DALLAS ' MP1 — A prediction within any 30-day period, The
was made at a Southern Baptist price is $50 for persons 21 or
meeting here that church-related younger,
colleges will not survive another The Frontier system extends
decade if present education fro m Arizona to North and South
trends continue and financial .slip- Dakota. An official said the plan
will continue indefinitely. He said
port does not improve,
Jtufus C, Harris, president of it is tied in with the U.S, Depart Mercer University in Macon , (la., ment of Commerce's "visit the
said the best teachers are going U.S.A." program and is aimed
to state-supported schools where chiefly al 'visitors from otlier
salaries are higher, and that the countries,
crisis ot church -"elated colleges "So many of these visitors have
an Idea the United Stales consists
is getting worse.
¦
chiefly of New York, Washington
Special deviled eggs: chop cook - and i.ollywoori," he said. "We 'd
ed shrimp and add to the mashed like to prove to them there are
nnd seasoned yolk mixture. Gar- national parks and other attracnish each egg halve with a whole tions in this area well worth seeing. "
shrimp.

BLAIR GIRL SCOUTS

\ IChildren s Haircuts $1.00 *£\
fi
<"* • ¦'"
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two white orchids accented with
greens and white rose buds.
The matrpn of honor wore a
midnight green velveteen outer
coat with light green peau de soie
sheath. She carried a contour bouquet of white carnations.
The wedding cake, pine boughs
and white candles- decorated the
bride's table at the reception in
the church parl ors.
For travel , th . bride wore a
black wool suit with black accessories. The couple is at home at
8691-1lth Ave. S., Minneapolis.
The bride, a graduate of Winona
Senior High School and Robinson 's
Beauty School at Minneapolis , is
employed at Jay 's Beauty Salon ,
Minneapolis. The bridegroom attended the University of Hawaii
and is a student at the University
ot Minnesota.

NOW OPEN

MR. AND MRS. HARRY KRACE are at home at Cochrane,
Wis., following their marriage Nov. 17 and a trip to Milwaukee.
The bride is the former Miss Suzanne Malles, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Malles, Buffalo City, Wis. She attended CochraneFountain City High School and is employed at Winona Knitting
Mills. The bridegroom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.r Elmer Krage,
1203 W. Howard St., and is employed by the College of Saint
Teresa. (Camera Art photo)

IMr. and Mri. Dalbert W. Papenfuss

9 A.M, to 9 P.M.
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| CLOSED ALL DAY {
! MONDAY, DEC. 31 <
| Wi-iona Knitting Mills
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902 E. Sacond

Phone. 33W
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Miss Wary Armstrong, 475 "W;
Mark St., daughter of Mrs. Ruth
Armstrong, Rochester, Minn., became the bride of William R.
Schultz, son of Mrs. Viola Schultz,
460 W. 4th St., and the late Raymond Schultz, Dec. 15.
The Rev. Emil Geastfeld performed the ceremony in .St. Martin's Lutheran Church. F. H.
Broker sang "O Perfect Love"
and "The Lord's Prayer." Miss
Delores Schumann was organist;

When Winter Heating Dries Out Yeur Home .. .
BERNS AIR KING

HUMIDIFIERS
rtstor» needed moisture fer better hearth
and greater comfort I

Economy- CCO QC
4Wl«*FJ
Model

Vonne Sueum and John R. Brown.
Steven Wally and David Armstrong, uncle of the bride , ushered.
Paul Harcey, nephew of the bride
and sen of Mr. and Mrs. Ron ald
Harcey, Rochester, was ringbearer.
The bride chose a white brocade
satin gown .made with rounded
neckline and chapel train. A crown
of seed pearls and sequins held
her veil. She carried a white prayer
book centered with an orchid and
white chrysanthemums.
The maid of honor wore a red
satin brocade dress styled with"
rounded neckline , betl skirt and
matching veil. She carried red
carnations and white chrysanthemums.
The Athletic Club was decorated
with red carnations and white
chrysanthemums for tie reception.
MISS BONNIE Armstrong and
Mrs. Ronald Harcey epened grifts.
Miss Barbara Ford was in charge
of the guest book, Miss' Sue Kane
served the cake, the Misses Pauline Hunter, Lynn Bauers and Lana
Landers were servers. Assisting in
the kitchen were Mrs. William
Armstrong, Mrs. Agues SmoJcey.
Mrs. Ruth Blank, Mrs. Alpho'nse
Dnellman.
When the couple left on a ti«p
to /Wisconsin and Iowa the bride
wore a black sheath. The couple is
at home at 231V. E. Mark St.
Both are graduates of Winona
Senior High School. The bridegroom is employed by Federal
Bakery.
.
Mrs. Viola Schultz entertained at
a bridal dinner at her home Dec.
14. The bride-elect was entertained
at sliowers given by ' Mrs. Viola
Schultz , Mrs. Perry Armstrong,
Miss LaVonne Sueum , Miss Barbara Ford, Mrs. Robert Malewicki
and Miss Patsy Altobell.
BRIDAL SHOWER

BILL WENDT, -son of Mr.
and Mrs. Gay Wendt, 166 Kansas St., can be seen in the
Broadway production "Milk
and Honey" in New* York. He
told his parents in a Christmas phone call that he is sieging in a chorus of six men pnd
six women, and is an understudy for a lead role. The show
will begin a five-week run in
Chicago in May. Bill Wendt
is a graduate of Winona Senior High School. He majored
in dram a at the University of
Minnesota and traveled with
the University Repertoire Players. He has previously played
in "Streetcar Named Desire"
and "Carrousel" in summer
stock. Bill also told his parents that he can be seen in a
television drama which has already been filmed.

Gale-Ettrick High
Crowns Roya lty
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An excellent opportunity to replenish
|
your wardrobe and make important
|
|
savings on up to the minute fashion
wear.
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COAT SALE

$4 85

at 9 a.m.

classes Jan. 7 after a recess which
included the Christmas ball Fri- i
lks5_SS__^-?:^s_55^SS5^i?^^
day.
The coronation march culminated in the c r o \vn i il g of Sharon
Qiiinn, queer, and Ronald Docken ,
king. Senior attendants , Donna Lebakken and Jerry Byom, placed
the crowns.
I fuMrimmed
^QO
The ball was sponsored by the
Values
to
$155
Q7
FFA and F1IA. Chaperoncs were 1
Mr . and Mrs. Clarence Misch , J.
O. Beadle, and Mr. and Mrs. Ken- l .untitmnied
neth Jacobson,
Values to $65
Z. /
The Louis Schuth Orchestra |
played for dancing.
'
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GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)— |
Gale-Ettrick High School resumes S

ETTRICK, Wis . (Special)—Mrs.
Michael P o r t e r , Battle Creek,
Mich., was given a shower and a
brunch at the home of Ivliss Joan
Runnestrand , Monday. Nineteen
girls were present. Mrs. Porter ,
the former Helen Knutson , daugh- to Michael Porter , Winona. Both
ter , of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Knut- are teaching in the elementary
son, Ettrick , was married Aug. 11, schools of Baltic Creek.

Vol. to $89.99

BROTHERS STORE
576 E. 4th
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Many Tough issues
Face New Congress
THE CLOSELY DIVIDED 88th Congress, which convenes Jan. 9, runs headon to an ' old and familiar problem: How
much participation Should the federal
government take in the domestic affairs
of the nation?
This question will probably overshadow
even the perennial foreign aid and defense
battles, which themselves contain Important new developments.
Federal money for schools, a national
program of federal medical insurance to
give economic protection to the elderly, a
new federal department to funnel relief to
crowded cities, federal standards for ua«mployn.ent compensation , federal protectum of migrant workers, federal incentives to curb the proliferation of highway
hillboards—these issues and many others
can be expected to generate much -heat
in l963.
The 1962 mid-term elections produced
no firmer concensus than did the presidential results of 1960 on how far the nation wanted to "move" itself ahead or
what it wanted to pay for.
The President was not set "back by the
latest decisions of the electorate, but, by
his own reckoning of votes in the
House of Representatives in 1963 , neither
was he advanced.
•A MAJOR TEST wi lt come in the opening days, in deciding the size of the House
Rules Committee. Without the two additional liberal Democrats added to the
committee in 1961, President Kennedy
Dec. 17 said his program would be "emasculated." . .. .
Committee Chairman Howard W.
Smith (D Va.) the same day said he
would insist on reverting to the previous
size, and the issue was "not negotiable."
This seemed to assure an early test of
strength between liberal and conservative forces, with the entire tone of the Congress hinging on the outcome.
The fate of the President's social security medical program also may be decided
in the early days, based on which congressmen are named to the House Ways
and Means Committee to replace three
opponents of the program who were defeated or retired in 1962.
In the Senate, a slight relaxation of the
rules for¦¦ ¦ shutting off filibusters is expected. ;¦' ¦ ¦ '
Later, Congress may turn to more basic reorganization. There may be support
for efforts to tune up the machinery, but
any effort to alter the internal power situation will be fiercely resisted.

• RESOURCES — The Administration
is again expected to back a number of
conservation proposals: A Land Conservation Fund, which would set aside recreation area fees and other special assessments for the purchase of new lands; a
Wilderness Bill, similar to the one which
died in 1962, to block development of the
wilderness areas remaining in the U.S.;
and measures to curb air pollution and
spur water resource development. And to make sure Americans can see
the scenery, Oregon's Sen. Maurine Neuberger (D) may again work up a filibuster to retain in the highway bill the financial incentives to spur state curbs on billboards. The billboard provision expires
June 30.
• GENERAL

GOVERNMENT

—

President Kennedy 's plan for an Urban
Affairs Department probably has no better chance in the l new Congress than it
had in the old, although the cities will receive some assistance if the President can
secure enactment of a $500 million program to stimulate development of mass
transit systems,
• INVESTIGA TIONS — A probe ol
foreign lobby influence in Washington , conducted by Senate Foreign Relations Comm i t t e e Chairman J. W. Fulbright
(D Ark,), is likely to make some headlines in 1963, if not some animosities on
Capitol Hill.
With so much work on its hands in 1963,
Congress also will take up the question of
rewarding itself with a pay raise.
On this, the outcome is not in doubt.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . ". y 1952

Henry Muras, 114 High Forest St., received
first Prize in the outdoor Christmas lighting
contest.
Two sisters who had babies within 13 hours
of each other at the Winona General Hospital
haven 't decided as yet what to name their infant daughters. . They are Mrs. Gordon Gra ves
and Mrs. Russell Graves who are married to
brothers .

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1937

William Leonard , Carleton College senior and
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Leonard , will be one
of two students to represent tho college at lhc
annual convention of the National Student Federation of America at Albuquerque, N.M.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1912

John W.
the United
years past ,
W. H. Taft

Dye of Winona , who has been in
States counsular service for some
has been appointed by President
as consurat-SL-iobn's . Quebec.

• ECONOMIC POLICY — The major
domestic issue of the session will be the
President's program to cut taxes in order
,
to spur the economy. Although many con- Seventy-Five a ears Ago . . 1887
The Ruttan system installed in the new high
gressmen want any tax cut to be tied to
spending reductions or revenue-capturing school building has proven very successful in
reforms, the support of many business heating up the buildin g.
The Republican today contains ten pages , one
groups will be of considerable help to the
President. A partial solution may be found of the largest ever issued out of this office ,
in letting the 52 percent corporate income
tax , held at that rate each year since the One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1862
A large two-story white house , owned by the
Korean War , revert to its "normal" 47
proprietor
of the Burns Valley brewery , has
percent level on July 1. Tax cut opponents
will have their chance to howl when the been erected at ihe far end of Tturns Valley
issue of raising Ihe national debt ceiling bridge.
¦
comes up.

• LABOR , UNEMPLOYMENT — . Thfl
Administration will again push for aids to
the unemployed: national minimum standards for state unemployment compensation programs; enactment of Youth Employment bill including a conservation
corps, an urban service corps , and perhaps a "domestic Peace Corps" utilizing
skilled youths in slum rejuvenation; and
a step-up of funds for the "depressed
areas" redevelopment program passed in
1961 and the accelerated public works program passed in 1962.
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Many Factors Favor
Peace Over Berlin
By DREW PEARSON

WASHINGTON-At rio time
since the problem of Berlin
began to plague the peace of
the world shortly after World
War II have there been so
many favorable signs that it
could be settled. This is because of developments inside
the Communist bloc, plus developments inside West Germany.
And although it may not be
fashionable to continue talking
about peace on earth, goodwill to men the week after
Christmas, the fact is tliat
these conditions are ¦subject to
_ »hh anii _ lnv»

.

"" • ' •

They have to
be exploited
when the tide
for (peace is
fullest.
P r e s ident Kennedy,
fliish.f r o m
one of t h e
great victories of the cold
war—in Cuba
' Pearson
—has indicated that he will sit tight on
Berlin and kindred peace problems. However , here are factors which are now in his favor and which may not remain static.
1. Walter Ulbricht. the Communist leader of East Germany,, stated in a p u b li c
speech Dec. 5 that his government was ready to compromise
regarding Berlin.
Ulbricht is probably th e
toughest leader of the Communist world outside Albania
and Red China , It is known
that Khrushchev has had a lot
of troubl e with him and that
Ulbricht has been the chief
needier for a quick , tough Berlin settlement,
Yet he said: "It is necessary to realize that peaceful
coexistence means - m a k i n g
compromises on both sides."
He added that between East
Germany and West Germany
"a large number of compromises were possible."
5. MAYOR WILLY Brandt ol
West Berlin , when in Washington last fall told President

Kennedy that West Berlin was
willing to make concessions.
He told me when I saw _iim
in Berlin last summer that the
best solution was to put part
of the United Nations in West
Berlin with U.N. troops as¦ a
•
police force.
' ' ¦. ¦
3. Premier Khrushchev, addressing the Supreme Soviet
Dec. 12, said: "The Soviet Union proposes that the NATO
flag in West Berlin be replaced with that of the United
Nations and that the United
Nations should take upon itself specific international undertakings and functions;'"
4. Foreign Minister Gr«myko, speaking before the same
Supreme Soviet, called for
U,N. troops to replace NATO
troops in West Berlin. He also
said : The Soviet government
is convinced that cooperation
between the USSR and the
United States—the strength of
which was amply demonstrated during the war against fascist Germany—is all the more
necessary now that a new war
with the use of modern nrveans
of annihilation would be so
much more dangerous."
THIS WAS a speech, not
meant for world consumption,
but to leaders of the Co mmunist party in Russia.
5. Sen. Mike Mansfield, D.,
Mont., Senate maj ority leader,
proposed in 1961 that Berlin be
a free city. Last fall he reminded his friend in the White
House regarding Berlin : "To
stand firm while circumstances
move on is not to stand firm
at all. It is to recede into irrelevance and a frustrating
impotence from which tlie only
escape may indeed be ignominious retreat or a war ef mutual annihilation."
Mansfield's words had the
familiar ring of Foreign Minister Gromyko.
6. It w a s not generally
known , but during the Cuban
crisis both the United States
and Russia permitted each other 's helicopters to fly ov«r East
nnd West Germany to> make
sure that the other si<le wan
not building up troops for war,
A U.S. military mission wns
on East German soil, -while n

JhsL$JA£&

WHAT MICHENER

forgot,

however, was that out of $37,.
253 campaign contributions,
Dick Dilworth and his committee contributed about onetenth.
All sorts of famous people
dug into their jean s to help
the author become a con gressman—including Billy Rose, Red
Buttons , and Bennett Cerf,
But the biggest contributions
were $2,000 from the United
Steelworkers and $2,000 from
Dilworth personally, plus $l ,500 from the "Dilworth for
Governor" committee.
Note—The voting publ ic apparently doesn 't take to male
authors as congressmen. Gore
Vidal, brilliant author of "Visit
To a Small Planet ," "Suddenly, Last Summer" and
"The Best Man , " lost out when
he ran for Congress as a Democrat from
Poughkeepsle,
N.Y. , In 1960. On the other
hand , Mrs. Clare Boothe Luce,
the authoress , was elected as
a Republican from Connecticut , while Helen Gmhagah
Douglas, actress and .authoress, was elected to Congress
from California though later
defeated by _Nixon for the
Senate,
¦

'POOR DAD' ON ROAD

GOHDON Hoi._ -j
Sunday Editor

Tl)ui _d.iy. December 27, 11)02

IF TWO nations can thus
carry out mutual inspection on
periods of great crisis, they
can do so in other periods, including routine checks on nuclear testing,
These are some of the developments which make a Berlin settlement more favorable
than at any time since the
end of World War II, developments which may not remain
static, but which can, as Sen.
Mansfield warned, "recede
into irrelevance and frustrating impotence from which, the
only escape may be ignominious retreat or a war of mutual annihilation. "
James A. Michener who, as
author of "Tales of the South
Pacific," "Sayonara, " a n d
"Hawaii," is one of the most
successful writers of this generation , was not successful in
his battle to become democratic congressman from Pennsylvania. He blamed his defeat
in part on the poor showing
of Richardson TDilworth, the
Democratic candidate for governor.

NEW YORIC W-Symphony
Conductor Joseph Krips says
lots ot music will eventually
adjust the ncoustlcs of Lincoln
Cen ter's new Philharmonic
Hall
It hag to be broke n In with
a lot of playing, " coanmonts
Ihe Viennese maestro. "It is
just like a new violin or
pinno." M e I od i c reverberations , explains Krips , eventually impart certain qunHlties to
building materials better than
fine englnecrlnc adjustment...
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Russian military mission was
on West German soil. This
was by mutual agreement to
prevent surprise attacks in
times of crisis.
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WASHINGTON ^ "What's more important — to spend around
$4 "billion next year toward a $20-bil_lon 'program to win some
propaganda contest a decade hence by landing a man on the
moon, or to spend $2.5 billion now for "Skybolt" missiles to make
sure that the people on earth are safe from a nuclear war every
year of that same decade?
Who Is deciding the military policy of the United States —
civilians with computers, or'- '-military men who know something
about the unexpected, hazards of war and the need for
To Your Good Hea lth
even an overabundant supply
of weapons to keep; the enemy "
checkmated?
These are'¦¦¦¦the fundamental
questions Involved in one of the
most important military decisions that has ever confronted the United States; The issue is whether to abandon the
"Skybolt" project and thereby write finis to the InterBy JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D
continental strategic bombsr
' *~.
of the U. S. Air Jorce, or to
Dear Dr. Molner: Why
stop trying to guess what kind
don't you write about
of war rnay be threatened and
acids in the system? You
prepare instead to deter the
have only touched lightly
enemy with weapons of all
on the subject.
types for any kind of nuclear
I can't eat any fruit or
attack.
juices, vegetables such as
tomatoesi or spaghetti. My
Granted that the "Skybolt"
symptoms are a bad taste
missile,; to be launched from
and burning in the mouth,
bon-ber planes, has not . yet
so severe that at times it
been perfected, and granted
appears scalded, itching of
also that the United States has
the inside1 of the year and
plenty of otheyes and red blotches on
er tunas oi
my skin. My stomach feels
missiles which
good and I love all kind s
-v e r y
are
of food. I am not overdeadly, ,T h e
weight. But what I'd'/give
fact • remains
for a nice juicy Mcintosh
that anti-misright now with rio after ef:
sile defenses
-- fectsl—A.P.
a r e rapidly
being devised
' The reason I place such
by the Soviscant emphasis on "acids in
ets. The time
the system" is that they rarem ay indeed
ly
are the real trouble,
—:—- .
come, w n e n —
It is true that , in some
Lawrtrite
the * interconticases, there may be too much
nental missiles on which main
acid. This usually occurs only
reliance is to be placed will
in rather serious conditions—
be frustrated .and rendered
and when it does, the patient
useless. The Soviets are spenddoesn't recognize it.
ing ma_iy billions a year deWhen it comes to food, "the
veloping anti-missile defenses.
trouble far oftener is too little
acid in the . digestive sjstenry
The U.S. Joint Chiefs of
instead of top much, and som*
Staff want the "Skybolt"' projpatients, particularly older
ect continued. The civilians
ones, have to be given caresay "no," Congress has b) the
fully measured amoun-ts of
past saved the nation from
acid. Without it, their digessimilar blunders by the civilian officials. Just before the
tion is impaired.
Korean war, t h e executive
With most of the so-called
acid foods, citrus fruits, tomabranch of the government tried
toes and so
to cut the heart o\it of the deon, the mild
fense "budget , but . fortunately
a c i d i t y is
Congress had made available
weapons which saved America
ch a n g e d
from defeat in that war.
chemically by
t h e digestive process,
CONGRESS WILL •vantually have to settle the "Skybolt"
and what is
left is alkacontroversy. Congress has the
'
line, not acid
constitutional'power to appropriate funds for defense and
at all..
There used ,
the constitutional duty to mainto be Quite a
tain and to make regulations
for the armed services. T h e
bit of loose
Molntr
President is commander • int a 1 k about
chief of those forces, but: can"acidity " years ago, and a lot
not alone decide what equip- • of us absorbed the idea that
ment shall be made available
anything with an acidulous
to them . This is the responsitaste would give us "abid
bility of congress.
stomach." This proves to be
physiological nonsense, but we
In an era of excessive spendall have a hard time shedding
ing on non-defense projects—
the notions implanted in our
which since 1954 has increased
heads when -we were young.
about $18 billion , while the
^
(Sometimes I wonder
what
rise on the defense side has
presumed
-we are
"wisdom"
been only about *8 billion—it
innocently implanting in our
seems strange that some way
children today, that will have
couldn 't be found to get the
to be unlearned by them as
$2.5 billion nest year so necknowledge advances.)
essary for the "Skybolt" projAnyway, a lot of peojle who
ect.complain about "acid foods"
The most important stratehave merely convinced themgy for the United States today
selves that by avoiding these
is to make the armament race
foods they do themselves some
more and more expensive for
good. They don 't. the Soviets. The burden in the
growing
intolSovie t Union is
OTHERS (LIKE yourself)
erable and is causing internal
have some real symptoms.
dissension there, The Soviet
But , and this is the big point ,
people are being denied a betI would be highly skeptical
ter standard of living,
that the acidity cauaes the
trouble,
TH IS IS certainly not tha
time for the United States to
economize on money for deterrent power . Economies can
be readily applied Instead to
non-defense projects.
The argumen t, of course , is
being made that the United
V Personal or BusinessV
States already has more than
enough lethal weapons. President Kennedy stressed t h a t
same point on television. But ,
unfortunately, this is really not
the issue, It is what defenses
tho Soviets have today a n d
1 To Finance Any
what they are likely to have
J
in tlie next decade. There will
^
Purchase ^r \
^
not t»c time, for Instance , at
^
some future date suddenly to
revi ve the "Skybolt" project.
Who is to say that the course
of defense strategy rnay not
I
To Reduce
I
demand these very bombers
V
Monthly
Paynrent^
within a tew years ? Bombers
can fire the "Skybolt" anywhere from 1,000 miles away
from selected targets. These
cannot all be defended by the
enemy. The "Skybolt" missile
has a mobility that is annlaV jo$3,000 Or More J
ROUS to the "Polaris " missile ,
which is fired from undersea .*
by roving submarines and enn
rea ch hundreds of targets.

Acids

And all who believed were together and had
all thing* In common. Ads 2; 44,

Also , the law governing use of Mexica n
farm workers , "who compote with domestic migrants, expires Dec. 31, and some
controversy may arise over Us extension.
• AGRICULTURE — The Administra-

By DAVID LAWRENCE

In addition, the authorization for federal aid for airport construction is up for
renewal, and a long-range federal subsidy
may be sought for development of a Much
III (three times the speed of sound) jet
cargo carrier.

Proposals for vastly increased civil
defense spending are sure to elicit discussion , if nothing else.

Another economic issue sure to produce sparks Is the Security and Exchange
Commission 's study of the stock market.
A. report , likely to -oontain major legislative recommendationsNis-due April 3,

CongressM*is#
Decid§ lssu6

Other issues again before Congress include requirement of equal pay for women and "truth-in-lending" and "truth-inpackaging" legislation to aid the consumer. ; ¦ ' 7 .
• TRANSPORTATION — Most of the
proposals made by Mr. Kennedy in 1962 to
aid ailing segments of the transportation
industry are yet to be acted upon , and it
will be a drawn-out process to overcome
disagreements among the railroads,
truckers and other shipping interests.

Major legislative issues facing the new
Congress:

• DEFENSE — The President's decision to drop the Skybolt ground-to-air missile is sure to provoke a vigorous reaction from congressmen whose districts
are affected , and from others irritated
over the fact that Congress was not
brought into the decision.
Expiration of the draft laws July 1 will
provide an opportunity to review armed
forces reserve policies and the frequently
criticized six-month training progra m offered to enlistees ; ln addition , Defense
Secretary Robert S. McNamara will seek
a billion-dollar hike in military pay.

Today in National Affairs

The school issue will continue to be
plagued by controversies over religious
aid, teachers' salaries, segregation , and
cost, but some additional aid for colleges
is expected in the likely event the National Defense Education Act* which expires
in 1964, is brought up for early renewal.

If , as some critics claim, Congress exaggerates the power of rural America and
the white South, is too parochial, or too
susceptible to lobby pressures, relief will
have to be found in the lengthy process of
reapportionment, in shifting electorates,
or Ln changed national moods, rather
than in Capitol Hill reforms.

• FOREIGN POLICY — Renewal of
the foreign aid program will again produce some hot skirmishes, although the
aims of many congressmen and the President will be in mesh on improving the
machinery and trying to shift mere of the
burden to Western Europe.

GUARDING THE BASKET

tion Is expected to send up separate bills
dealing with aids to the dairy industry, the
cotton textile industry and feed grains
producers, thus avoiding some of the pitfalls of an omnibus farm bill which caused so much dissention last year.
• CIVIL BENEFITS — Medical care
for the aged and federal aid to education
top the list of social issues facing the new
Congress.
The President's medicare program has
better chances in' ^the Senate as a result
of the 1962 elections, but its prospects in
the House,. which has never voted on the
matter, remain very much in doubt.

"For heaven 's sake, Herbert! Surely you 're not going
to buy that silly looking thing!"

NEW YORK Iff) - Joe Van
Fleet Is bending th6 ro ad company of "Oh Dad , Poor Dad ,
Mamma 's Hung You in the
Closet and I'm Pcdin ' So
Sad." Her replacement in the
Nov York troupe k Hermoin*
Glngold.
Tho long-run success of Arthur ICopit 's comedy h-as made
it necessary for the Phoenix
Th«ator company to rent a
second playhouse so that several other plays can be Hinged
this te„_on.
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GRAVE daciilons confront
the United States. The military
man goes on th« assumption
that ho can never have too
much defense or offense.

WILL PAY
[ Highest
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For Your dry Property
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Job Gains in
Non-Agricultural
Fields Noted

DEAR ABBY:

Easy .Rules for
introduc t io ns

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
gain in non-agricultural jobs in
DEAR ABBY: Please don't think I'm stupid, but I would apthis region during the decade from "¦
1950 to 1960 totaled 211,000, an preciate a simple rule for introducing people properly. Whenover-all growth rate of 13 per cent, ever I have to Introduce people to each other, I get all flustered
but below the national average of and make a mess of ft. I've lookeJ through etiquette books out
18.2 per centj the Upper Midwest it's so complicated I can 't get7 it straight in rny mind.
OLD ENOUGH TO KNO"W BETTER
Research and Development Council reported Wednesday.
PEAR OLD ENOUGH: Don't feel stupid Yours is a prbbNearly half of the job gains were
leni common - to many who are old enough to know better.
in the Twin Cities area , where a
Just remember wlien introducing a lady to a gentleman to
strong advance in manufacturing
mention the lady's name first. ("Jane, maiy I present Bill?")
enterprise occurred.
In introducing someone to an elderly person, mention the el_ Information from the report,
erly person's name first. ("Grandma Jones,
prepared by R. Stephen Rodd ,
tlus is feggy, my classmate.") w hen introJames M. Henderson and John S.
ducing a very important person , use his
Adams, all or the University of
name first. ("Bishop Pike, I'd liie you to
Minnesota, will be used by the
m,eet my iather. ")
council in its program to help
stimulate economic growth in the
DEAR AJBY: Our son married in a church
region.
wedding and all our friends and family sent
very nice presents to the couple. Four years
Th*- council reported job gain* later t_ij ?y were divorced aiuj now "he is-dating
wire distributed in the area as a girl who has never been married. If he should
follows: Minnesota 157,800; Monher, and she wants a church wedding,
tana 20,700; North Dakota 20,174; marry
what
do
we do about invitations? My husband
South Dakota 23,698, with northI feel that we should not do a repeat job
western Wisconsin showing a loss and
Abby
He thinks one wedof 5,342, and Upper Michigan a on our family and friends. enough.
correct
way of
AVhat
is
the
ding
present
per
child
is
.
6,809 loss.
STUMPED
National average earnings per handling this?
employee in 1960 were $.,764 as
DEAR STUMPED : If your son marries a girl who ha_\
against the following council fignever been niarried and she wants a church wedding, invite
ures for this area : Minnesota,
your friends and family as though it were your son's first, too.
$.,657; South Dakota $3,798, MonITie matter of gifts is up to the gxiests. It's a ticklish business,
tana $4,330, North Dakota $.,026,
but why should the bride be penalized?
northwestern Wisconsin $4,148 and
guys ¦who kiss and tell?
upper Michigan $4 ,346.
DEAR ABBY: What
¦ ¦do you do¦¦ 7about
- " . . ¦ . ¦¦ • ' . SYLVIA. .
Manufacturing employment of
. - - . .' . .
the region grew by 8.3 per cent ,
DEAR SYLVIA: Consider yourself lucky. Most guys kiss
the report said , contrasted . with
and exaggerate.
national .growth of. 9.8 per cent.
DEAR ABBY: "We are two nurses who wish to comment on
In Minnesota,, excluding th«
problem dealing with children. Why don 't parents
a
common
Twin Cities, the nonagricultural
job gain was 56,325 and the man- tell their children the truth regarding visits to the doctor? When
ufacturing of dairy products, pa- a child is brought in for a shot , if he is told in advance that it
per, chemicals, fabricated metals, will "hurt a little," he isn't half so hard to handle as the child who
is told "it won't hurt a bit. " By knowing the truth the child is
machinery and instruments.
(as he surely will) that he
,
For North Dakota the 20,174 job prepared . But when the child learns doctors,
nurses and to mishe
grows
to
hate
has
been
lied
to,
gain represented a substantial 15.6
SHARON AND JOYCE
per cent, 2.6 per cent less than trust his parents.
the national average. The report
What's on your mind? For a personal reply, send a self-adlisted oil refining and natural gas dressed , stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365, Beverly Hills, Calif.
with creating
almost¦ 1,500 new,
¦
¦
¦¦

' ¦ '. - .'
.

jobs.

;. - '

";,

Wholesale and reta il trade employment in North Dakota grew
by only 5 per cent, the report
said, but personal and business
services grew by almost 50 per
cent, and finance, insurance and
real estate advance close to 40
per cent. "Railroad . employment
was reduced by almost 2,500 jobs,
(31 per cent) the largest single
reduction of all sectors , but less
than the national decline of 36.3,"
the report said.
South Dakota 's 23,698 job gain

amounted to a substantial 16.1 per
cent. Manufacturing provided 7.7
per cent of all jobs in 1960 with
meat packing the dominant feature, employing about 5,000 o( the
13, -00 employed in all manufacturing. The report continued:
*'Three smaller manufacturing
sectors; showing faster than average growth, each adding 200 to 300
new workers, are fabricated metFranklin or Planters
DRY ROASTED PEANUTS

Jar 65C
Johnson's Salted
MIXED NUTS
Large 13-Oz. Can QQjt
OiJl
SFECJAL

al products^ nonelectrical machinery and transportation equipment."
Largest number of new South
Dakota jobs were created in the
service sectors, but did not exceed national averages , the report
said, adding ' that government
raised its employment by over 10,000 of which 7,500 were ¦ in local
' ¦ -- ,
government.

by Mdersen as chairman of the
Minnesota Municipal Commission
on suspicion of a conflict betveen
that berth and Robbie's connection
with the Metropolitan Hous« Movers Association.
A referee conducted two days of
Some of the experiences of Ex- hearings in the case in November
plorer Scout Post 2 , which made
a 39-day cruise to the Philippines
last summer aboard the transport
Hugh J. Gaffey to tlie Philippines,
were shown in pictures by Cleo
Keiper, Winona fireman, to the Rotary club at Hotel Winona Wednes- ' : l« Earf Third
day.
¦
¦ • . - • ¦: Street
'\. .; . .
Keiper was an assistant adviser
on the cruise.
FRESH DRESSED
The S-outs became part of the
crew, working with the regulars.
Kowever, in ports they had 30hour leavei to see the sights, many
WILSON'S CERTIFIED - *- to
of which were shown in the colored
slides.
Total cost to each boy for the
cruise was $194.13, Keiper said,
SWIFT'S PREMIUM

Figure Skating
Classes to Beqin

w eel_ !w
'I'm leaving next:

For Your Appetizers:
Caviar, Rolled or Stri p Anchovy Fillets, Herrina Fillets in
Cream Sauce or Wine Sauce,
Anchovy Paste, Ready to Serve
Cheese Dips, PicRted Mushrooms, Smoked Oysters.

¦

j Safranek s Meats j

Michigan State set a football
attendance record this season
when 77,501 watched the Michigan
game at East Lansing.
t|

601 East Sonborn Stroat
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YOUNG PUCKS
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ARMOUR'S STAR

ST. PAUL (AP) — Gov. Elmer
L: Andersen will hear final arguments Jan. 12 in the Joseph Robbie case, he said Wednesday , with
a decision expectable soon after .
Robbie was suspended Sept. 11

SLAB BACON - - ¦- u 45c
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' DUBUQUE - ' -

CANNED HAMS - - SI2.79

200 Free Stamps

I

Free Delivery— Call 2851

|

A Happy and Prosperous New Year to All!
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Reese
TINY COCKTAIL SALAMI

c
l
- - - - - - -- -------STEAK :sr * 69 REGISTER
FOR FREE

TINY COCKTAIL FRANKS

j

Jones Dairy Farm Tiny
SMOKED PARTY LINKS

Box J5U

Can

KING SIZE

Euphratet Sname Seed ?Qf_
Bread V/aferettes, box . J»W*
Large assortment of cocktail
crackers from which to choose.
Hush Puppy
JUkgt,
*w*»
Snacki, |ar
Uslnger's, F i n e Milwaukee
Braunschweiger qnd Summer
Sausage makes any lunch a rare
treat.

I
%

Big Twin JUkga I
Pack Box f*r%f M

RIP-L-CHIP
Ideal With Dipt AQ r
8-0.. Box
***"'
Borden'*
f%Q(*
EGG NOG ... . qt. ctn, *W »»
Requires no refrigeration.

Feed the Birds

18.
CUP PERCOLATOR

""

PU,CHASE NECBSA8r

Bulter
59
'
«
f ( \UZ >0<
* *i

Fancy Wisconsin
CQA
SWISS CHEESE ... lb. wl#
Aged New York
Aft.
State CHEDDAR .... lb. «HJI_

OLD DUTCH \
POTATO CHIPS I

.

l_??-_ - ^-^!^J^.<r^^u-J.
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I
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Open New Year's Eve Until P-m.
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I
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GRADE A M£D|UM

EGGS 39
BEER
BEER
j ^^2,59 j \ "^*2A9 \ GOLD CUPS 39'
J
I

BUB'S or FOUNTAIN

)

. . . but be sure you
continue eating = . .
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SHOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST

P#% DI
f

Thursday - Friday • Saturday

*\

j!
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WHOLE OH RIB HALF
¦' FRESH
^___ ______ m ^mm

PHI!
PON
UUUPUN
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For your New Year's Eve Snacks:
* Salmon
Homemade Sausages
Cold Cuts
Corn Relish
Cheeses
Herring Cutlets

; BRAUNSCHWEIGER . . . . . . . . . . . .¦ . . . . . . . . .¦ .lb.
;¦ „. . . . . ,- ...«, lb.
, PORK LINKS . . . . . . . . . .
LIVER
and
BLOOD
SAUSAGE
.
.
. . . . . . . . ..'. .. lb.
\
lb.
}. HOME-RENDERED LARD

RIB STEAKS - . , .- , , «c

Andersen to Hear
Robbie Plea Jan. 12

J

For your New Year's Day Dinner
w» offer a complete variety of ,choice meats:
Fresh Turkoys
Choice Lamb
Ducks
Beef Roasts
Heavy Roasting Chickens
Porik Roasts
b»i- -f Tenderloin 7
Veal Roasts
Potk renderloin
U. S. Cfioice Steaks
.
Patio Hams

!j
U
|
[

LLb. Av.rego

Fully Cooked PICNICS - u. 33c

Independence Firm
Opens Propane Gas
Outlet at Caledonia

CALEDONIA, Ivl i n n ,—Midwest
Bottle Gas Co., of which Lester
Senty of . Independence, Wis.,, is
president, has incorporated in Minnesota and opened a place of business in Caledonia.
The company deals in propane
gas and fixtures.
Incorporators with Mr. Senly are
his wife, Emogene E, Senty, and
their sons, James A. Senty, La
Figure skating classes for boys I Grosse, and John II Senty, "Indeand girls -will start next Thurs- pendence. James is manager of
day at Lake Winona rink, the Midwpst company, headquartered
paik-recreation department an- in La Crosse. John is employed
nounced today.
at Northern Investment Co.j the
Parents may register t h e i r parent corporation
youngsters at the board office in
City Hall for the classes which is that the child be able to skate.
will be conducted on odd-number- Snug fitting shoe skates also are
ed days in January except Satur- an essential in executing the figdays, Sundays and holidays from ures properly, park-recr«atjo n of3:30 to¦ 5 ¦ p.m. Instructions are ficials said.
Instructing the classes will be
free. ¦- .' - .
The only entrance requirement Hubert Bambenek . 509 Harriet St.

and the governor already has a
transcript of testimony taken then.

Scout Explorer
Pictures Shown
To Rotary Club

Iff

£
' ?*$:2a&g5aWsS25^

India, Pakistan
Will Talk Under
Red China Threat

BUSINESS MIRROR

Fierce Batt le
For Savings
By SAM DAWSON
AP Business Newt Analyst

NEW YORK (AP)—The battle
to lure personal savings into institutional hands may be still fiercer
in 1963 although the drive to raise
interest rates is abating.
The fight could turn to new inducements to start savings accounts, such as gifts and souvenirs, and more services to clients
of the variety of institutions which
vie for the saver's dollars.
And the competition next year
also may sharpen ih the lending
side of the business. For the total
of savings is piling up in the coffers of most potential lenders. Unless a major increase in economic
growth spurs demand for loans,
many institutions will be looking
ovex the more lucrative forms of
lending with zeal , and perhaps
venturing into some of these for
the first time.

Blair Firemen Find
\ Eau Claire Youth
Fire Only Block Away

September , the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board reports.
It puts savings accounts in commercial banks at $85 -illion. Holdings of E and H U.S. Savings
Bonds at $45 billion show a gain
of about a billion in the year.

A comparable yearly gain is reported by the Credit Union National
Association. This fast growing
competitor of older savings institutions how holds a record $7.1
billion in assets. Almost a million
new members in the year bring
the total to 13.7 million. Together
their accounts come to $6.4 billion.
Loans rose half a billion to $5.4
billion. The association dropped
some 1,000 inactive unions and
added 1,20. newly formed ones
for a total now of 21,200 unions.
The Bureau of Federal Credit
Unions reports granting 600 new
charters this year, bringing the
total to 10,700 with seven million
members. Their assets rose 13V_
They have to keep their dollars per cent to $3.4 billion, with memat work profitably to maintain the bers' savings $3 billion.
higher rates of interest many of
In another form <rf savings,the
them put into effect this year.
Federal Home Loan Bank Board
Despite the competition this puts the reserves of life insurance
year, most types of savings insti- companies at $104 billion, up $4.8
tutions report increased assets. billion in 1962. The Institute
But the rate of growth for many of life Insurance says 120 million
sloped noticeahly.
persons are protected up to a toSavings and loan association ac- tal of $680 billion in force. It looks
counts gained by $9.3 billion in for further gains in number of
_ £__ , up 7 per cent from 1961, The those protected and. the total intotal for the 6,384 in the nation is volved.
put at $80.2 billion by the U.S. Americans have other forms of
Sawgs & Loan League, bringing savings, such as home ownership,
the total of accounts and other as- stock holdings. Many of them did
sets to $93.6 billion. Their mort- not do so well in stocks, and some
gage lending volume rose by $20.5 sold and put the returns into the
billion to a total of $84.8 billion, savings institutions.
rhe league says advance mort- And the new year should see
gage commitments of $2.3 billion still further switching from one
at year's end should mean con- form to another , as returns
tinued high lending levels in the change and/or opportunity for
.ally months of 1963.
capital gains arise, with all the
Mutual savings ba_-<: - accounts competitors working hard to benestalled $40.5 billion at the end of fit.

Held on Charge
In Death of Girls

RAWALPINDI, Pakistan (AP)Indian and Pakistani ministers
opened negotiations over Kashmir
today under a new cloud of mistrust blown up by announcement
of a Pakistan-Red China agreement on their share of the border
of the disputed state.
A vaguely worded PakistaniRed Chinese announcement said
Wednesday night an agreement in
principle had been reached on the
209 miles of border between Red
China's Sinkiang Province and
that part of Kashmir on Pakistan's side of the U.N. cease-fire
line dividing the Himalayan state.
In New Delhi, th« Announcement aroused surprise that was
certain to turn into anger. There
was no immediate public reaction
from the Indian negotiators here,
however.
Pakistan President Mohammed
Ayub Khan called in the Pakistani and Indian delegation leaders
soon after they sat down at the
conference table. A reliable
source said Ayub wanted to clarify the agreement with Red China.
It was understood he appealed
for a settlement on Kashmir, over
which India and Pakistan have
feuded ; since 1947, "in the interests of friendly relations between
the two countries and the security
of the subcontinent."
It was because of Red China's

thrust deep into India's Kimaiaya_n borderlands two months ago
tbat India ' and Pakistan agreed,
at the urging of Britain and tne
United States, to renew attempts
to negotiate over Kashmir.
Britain and the United States
wanted a settlement of the feud
to ease themselves off a spot^-a
desire to meet nonaligned India's
requests for arms and at the
same time to satisfy Pakistan 's
fears the arms would ultimately
be turned, against her, an ally of
tie West. !
Ayub Khan and Indian Prime
Minister Nehru have agreed to
meet if their lower-level negotiators can make enough progress to

BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — T h e
Blair fire department had to travel
only a block Wednesday to extinguish a chimney fire. The blaze,
EAU CLAIRE, Wis. - The 20which caused no damage, was at year-old driver of the car which
the home of a retired fireman; Iver struck and killed two teenage girls
A. Berg. The call was placed at Dec. 1 was bound over to Circuit
3:15 p.m.
Court Wednesday for trial on twb
Berg was a member of the de- charges of negligent homicide.
partment -43 years, serving most j
James Vatne, Eau Claire, will
of the time as assistant chief.
Piremen were called to the lng- face trial in the deaths of Jo Ann
vald Koxlien horhe in Vosse Cou- Flint, 18, and Barbara Gray, 15,
lee eight miles northeast of town
in subzero weather Christmas Day
at 8:30 p.m. to put, out a chimney fire. The chimney was damaged.
promise a settlement.
Red China claims about 15,000
square miles of Kashmir and has
taken practically all that she
claims in the Ladakh part of the i
state on India's side of the U.N. !
cease-fire line.
Fighting has stopped undir
CThina's self-proclaimed cease-fire,
but the Chinese are not pulling
back as they are in India's northeastern border area/ Nehru has
declared lie will never bow to the
Red Chinese claim.
But Indian officials have feared
ever' since last May, when Pakistan announced she would negotiate an interim boundary agreement with Red China, that Pakistani officials would give way to
Peking.
According to India, the Chinese
claim 3,700 s _ uare miles of Kashmir on the northeast slopes of the '
Karakoram Mountain range arid
on Pakistan's side of the U.N.
cease-fire line. They said Pakistan's maps show only about half
of .this area as belonging to Pakistan.
7
India's chief negotiator for. the
talks here, Railways Minister Sirdar Swaran Singh, said in an interview Wednesday night that
iinder certain conditions India
might agree to one of P akistan 's i
most important demands, a pleb- i
iscite in Kashmir.
GRADUATE FROM UTICA

Eau Claire, who were killed when
struck while they walked along U.
S. Highway 12 east of Eau Claire.
Barbara was a granddaughter of
Mrs. Theodore Thompson, Whitehall. She and her companion were
killed when Vatne sideswiped another car and then caromed across
the highway and struck ihe girls,
who were walking on the shoulder,
according to the county traffic officer's report.
Arraignment of Vatne followed
a John Doe hearing conducted by
Eau Claire County District Attorney Edmund A. TNix.
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WARNKEN'S BANTAM
SUPER
MARKET
AND LOCKER PLANT
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PLEASANT VAUEY GRADE A GUERNSEY
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BtMILK HSS::
¦
The milk of more minerali,protein,solids and Vitamin A. 7'¦ ' ' D
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¦THESE ARE CASH AND CARRY PRICES AT THE
DAIRY. DELIVERY PRICES ARE SLIGHTLY MORE.
' g
,
¦
STORE HOURS: 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday thru Saturday.
OPEN NEW YEAR S DAY 8 A.M. TO 12:30
P.M.
¦
J ¦
. ¦
Sundays 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
J
179
East
Fourth
Phone
4425
J
477 W. 5th St., Winona , Minn.
Phone 31S1
J
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Happy New Year to Everyone !
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PLEASANT VALLEY
12-Oz. Ctn. Qt. Ctn. ; ¦
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SAUSAGE
i ¦
: 7 CUSTOM
?
|
Cottage Cheese 21c 45c ¦
! CURING & SMOKING
Lb. CQ
'

UTICA, Minn. — Miss Marion !
Krenzke, daughter of Mr. and .vlrs. ?
Robert Krenzke, will graduate Dec. ?
30 from the Rochester School s of
Practical Nursing.
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i sidered proper for her to stay in
(
BLAIR, Wis, Special)—Mrs. Sel- ' the background. But things ait
mer Koxlien was confined to Tri- changing.
County Memorial Hospital, White- !
' increasing achall, several days. Mrs. Koxlien I Recognizing the
* wives in synarabbis
tivity
of
teaches the Beach school in the
gogue activities , Yeshiva UniverBlair school system.
sity's Community Service DiviNEW R.OLE FOR 'RE&BITZEN' ' sioh is sponsoring a series of
NEW YORK Wl—In past gener- seminars for wives of men sfton
ations, the "rebbitzeri," or rabbi's to be ordained rabbis, to help
wife, played little or no part in them better handle their new
_synagogue activities. It was coh- role.
BEACH TEACHER ILL
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PASADENA, Calif. (J) — Hail
the champs — now an underdog. That's the rele of Southern California as it heads for
a showdown with Wisconsin in
the Rose Bowl Football Classic
New Year's Day.
Despite a record of 10 straight
victories this season, the Troj ans are in the unfarhiliar spot.
The oddsrnakers figure Wisconsin is at least the margin of a
field goal better.
Southern Cal Coach John McKay had a noon date to accept

the Associated Press trophy in
behalf fo his national champions. He doesn't even think of
game odds — but he's a little
disturbed about facing Wisconsin's offense which averaged
better than 31 points a game.
"This *ias to be the best team
we've faced this season," McKay said, "It is Well balanced.
We've played good running
teams such as Washington and
good passing teams such as
Navy, but you seldom-run into
a team that has both. And

Wisconsin has both,
McKay drilled the Trojans behind guarded gates Wednesday.
Asked what he emphasized, he
replied : "We tried to defense
Wisconsin plays — and it didn't
work ."
Coach Milt Bruhn also took
the Badgers behind gates bearing a "no visitors" sign. Only
Wisconsin writers were permitted to view a two-hour session
before the Badgers and Hie Troj ans joined in a trip to Disneyland.

"It wasn't a very good practice," Bruhn said. 'The old
timers looked pretty good, but
some of the kids don »t. have
their feet off tbe ground. I think
some were thinking too much of
Disneyland."
Bruhn expressed his displeasure on the . field when he called
the squad together, pointed to
the Hose BowL only a few hundred yards away and Marked :
"That's the Rose Bowl."
Unlike Monday 's public workout , the Badgters appeared far

THREE TO OPEN TONIGHT

Holiday Season Stretch

|Maple Leaf Conference squads
|against two from the Root River
Conference. Preston and Harmony
Area basketball comes to life to- represent the Maple Leaf,
night with three high school bas- Mabel and Caledonia going for with
the
ketball tournaments on tap.
Root River.
Friday night four more holiday
scraps get under way.
PLAINV.EW t% host to a Thurs.
The Mabel doubleheader has two day night affair which sends St.

Behind the
Eight-Ball
By

%

AUGIE KARCHER

7

Sports Editor

J
~

w

JERRY WEDEMEIER , Winona State's grftat haavyweight wrestler, spent Christmas at his home in W7averiy, Iowa, but he is
putting the remainder of his holiday vacation to a more practical
use. "
Wedemeier is now in the Twin Cities taking part , in a pro
wrestling clinic being con ducted by Vera Gagne. .
Jerry is bent on combining a pro mat ciareer with a fling at
pro football and while news of hLs signing a pro
contract is still being kept quiet, his mat ambitions are no secret.
Wedemeier and several other collegians and
rookie pros are joining Gagne in this session.
Wedemeier says he already bas ordered his
equipment (whatever that is) for the pro mat
sport and hopes to learn the finer points of the
grunt-and-groan-for-pay sport by working out with
Gagne.
"Ill probably make my debut sometime next
month," Wedemeier said here last week. Where
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wedemeier
and wh-en is still uncertain, but tie WSC athletic
Holiday week basketball tournagreat admits he would - be .happy if it were on a mat card in ments open at Fargo and Bemidji
¦Winona.
tonight and Friday sending teams
' " • ¦' ¦
" ¦
.
. O ' ¦'
•.
from four states into action while
WITH FOUR MONTHS of the bowling «•"»" over, Wincna pin some Minnesota college teams
busters are a bit ahead of their 1961-62 pace as far as high scoring travel to tournaments in other
states.
" . • " ' .' ¦•
goes.
Moorhead State and Buena Vista
John Schreiber 's 693 series is higher than anyof Iowa touch off the Red River
thing last year and Ken Bowman 's 279 matches
Classic at Fargo at 7 p.m. today,
with Minnesota Duluth and Minot .
the topper at this time last season.
N.D. State Tea .hers opening the
¦ihe women a year ago had three 600s by Jan.
11th annual Paul Bunyan tourna1 and have that many as of now in this season,
ment at Bemidji Friday.
under
the
pins
620
is
three
though Helen Nelson's
Other first round , games at Fargo match Conc ordia and Augusthigh she had recorded at this time a year ago.
ana ; PCorth Dakota and St. ThomLast year's single game high prior to Jan. 1,
as, and North Dakota State and
however , exceeds this year's high to date.
Valley City.
single
game
,
race
the
department
In the team
Gustavus Adolphus and Bemidis ahead of 1961-62 but the higli team series is
ji, defending Bunyan champion ,
Sehrelbtr
far under a wear a_o. Among the women, they
meet in the other first round game
at Bemidj i. Both tournaments rim
are ahead in team serie s but behind in team game highs.
As of Sunday, these: are the top three in each division for the thro ugh Saturday.
Among Minnesota teams travelcurrent season.
ing to tournaments are Mankato
State to Hastings, Neb.; St. Cloud
WOMEN'S HIGH SCORES
MEN'S HIGH SCORES
to Wayne, Neb., and Winona to
0«me: 7*1— Ruth Hopl (HR); 1-7-ShlrOamo: 279-Ken Bowman (WOll JM—
ley W-n_»r|lih (W»); IH—Twa-wiy
Bob Aakor (WG); U7—Three-way
LaCrOsse, Wis.
tie. Low In top ten—1».
top ten-258.

State College.
Prepare tor
Holiday Duels

tie. Low In
Serl-eti 493—John Sclu _lbir (HR)l lit)—
Bill Bell (ACH i TO-Ray Panne
(AC). Low In top m-*Ui.

T,,

ilillL S.
%r>?T««
(
SlLiJ^alnite\ ¦
"
l
ttn wi

MRII iTn
Low In too

Team lerlei: J .044-RupporT i Si-Ceiy
(WG)
3,05a-D«tW Shall (WO)?
' i,W7-Dol . Call <HRt. Low In top
ten—3,018.

$erl«*= U»-Htlen Nelwn (HR)i «I4—
Ru,h Hop* (MR); til-Ruth LIIU
( H R). tow In top ten-SW.

mT«m nm: i,ots—stain on ' (Ml)
KM < ws " ««- p«PPV'i
Uly -9 1<W0) lOW
*
'" r<">
'
Team wrleti 1,117—W«lkln_ -Miry Kins

**"•

l,r«-Wlnoni
tn«.ranet
(WO»
MIO) l,7H-Or.hnm i. McOulri
< ?*">• Low "• •"P "n-*-"4

• • •
CUSHION: Omer ' LaJeunesss, hs-ad football

coach
OFF THE
at Michigan Tech since 1957, has asked to be relieved of the head
job effective immediately due to "physical strain. " He also is head
swimming coach and softball co>och and will continue In those roles
while assisting Bill lucier, end coach who has been elevated to tiie
varsity grid spot . . . Dr. L. A.. McCown and family are spending
the holiday vacation in Albuquerque, K.M. . . . Jim Davies, WSC
sw im coach , sends a card from Phoenix, Ariz,, where he is attending a swimming clinic . . . Complete final statist ics for NAIA footbail teams slow Moora Molinnri' s Winona Staters eighth nationall y
in rushing defense «*> 5-9 yards per game) and 18-th in total defense
<1S3.8 yards per game).

•

•

•

SPUTMAKERS IM WINON A BOWLING: At KEGLEFtS LANES
-TBcrnico Rolbiecki 3-7, Nita Serwa B-8-10 and 6-7-10, Pat Brang
4.10. Bernlce McElmury 5-7, Jean Revolr S-7, Evelyn Lee 6-8-10.
At VVINONA AC—Alvina Meier 3-10, Ciel Cisewsk i 5-7. At HAU-ROD
LANES-Joa n HackhnrH . 2-4-10, Donna ..orders 4-5-7. Vivian Brown
2-3-10, Myrtle Holma _y 3-10, trone Tarras 8-8-10, Pat Frod-inskl
5.30, Suzann e Schneider 5-7-9. Lois Ilipps 3-9-10, Dodie Lilla 6-7,
Deloris DniRgcr 5-7, Grace Grcchowski %10, Mary Prochowitz 5-7-9
arad 5-7. Myrtle Holrnay 5-10 twice, Mary Jo Grulkowski 3-5-9,
Grace Tambornfno 2-7", June Oaije ska 7-8, Eleanor Stohl fl-7-10 and
6-7, Dorothy Beynon 6-7-10, Ann Lynch 3-7. MeLa Lilla 5-7-9, Betty
Thruno 5.10, Ruth Novotny 5-7. Ruth Armstrong 5-7-9, Janice Drazkowski 6-7, Lillinn rhurley 5-7, Virginia Schucnin&kt 6-7. At ST.
M-ARTIN --Nancy Gensmor 5-10 twice , Ella Itott 7-9, Doris Storlie
5- 10 and 3-8, Leila Johnson fi-7.10, Betty Haedtkc 6-8-10, Carol
Odogaarden 5-10, At RED MEM CLUB-Luella Dulek 3-7. Myrtle
Williams 6S-10. At WESTGAT E BOWL-Jackle Blngold 5-7-9. Shirley Jiranti 5-7-9, Elaine Wicczorck z-7-10. Archie Gllbertson fi-io
(by cutting 8 thin ) , Vera Bell 5-7 and 3-7 , Alice Stevens 2-7, Ruth
Buerck 3-10 , Mala Holley 3-7-10, Janice Daun 3-10, Ruby Dahl 5-7
acid 2-5-7, Harriet Ozmun 6-8-10, Helen Kohner 4.-5 and 5-10, Gladys
D russell 6-B-10, Hope Dennis 6-7. Norman Girtlcr 3-10, Jsobolle
Bowman 5-7 and 3-10, Bcrnedette Hlckey 5-10, Tony Lubinskl 5-7.
Frank Haines 5-10, Tom Druakov ski 9-10, Olcin Dopp 3-7-10, Bob
Klral 3-10, Mnry Ann Stolka 5-7-9, Marion Tulius 5-0-10, Henrietta
Kostuck fl-n. Marge Kaslmor 2-7, Florence Loedlng 3-10, June Dalteskn 5-7, Betty Schoonover 4-7-9, Virfii l Albrccht 8-7, Laura Knuiz
4-5, Bonnie Hanson 5-10, Nancy GJerdrum 4-10, Jerry Johnson 4-10,
Tom Bcscu p 5-10 and 5-6-10, Joa Trimmer 5-?, Dick Ozmun 3-10
nnd 4-5, Clint ICuhlman 440. Ruby Dahl S-10 and 2-7, Ken Bowman
3-10 (three times) , Bob Dnhl 3-10, Dorothy Ahron« 3-10, John Sherman 4-7-1), Dob Ahrons 5-B-10, Paul Plait , Jr, *-10, Ardclle Cicrtan
5-7, Joan Kertsmon 2-7, Joan IJeltmnn 3-6-10, Bill Blenarts 3-10,
PCR Stronfi 3-10, .loo Knopp 3-7-W, Joon Conway 2-7, Elaine Smi*
4 -5-7. Marinmio Roberts 3-10 anil 4-5-7. Jean Lublnski 3-10, Gcrt
J'crcczck 5-7-9.

the other guard will b-e either Jim
Clariin or Mike Maloney.
Williams leads the Redmen in
St. Mary's Redmen meet North- scoring with a 16.4 average on 131
ern State College tonigh t at Huron , points . His closest rival is Hall
S.D., to kick off the holiday bas- at 9.8. .
REDMEN SCORING
ketball schedule for three Winona
O FT FG PF TP AV9.
cage teams.
Wllltami • ¦¦'
• 5- 17 11 131 -1..4
The Redmen-Northern game is Hall
1 M 14 '2 1 78
*.t
Pytltvrakl
;.....
7 25 8 11 51 8.1
at 9: 15 p.m. following a tiff be- Burg_n»n
J 57
7 25 <1
tween host Huron College and Da- MalMiey . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 20 20 20 U 7.1
li
kota . Wesleyan. Winners of to- Rocker . .. . . . . . . . . . . 8 20 11 14 51 «.4
Clarkln ............. 8 21
. 17 51
<,4
night's round meet in the finals McKisn
. 6
0 4 12 l.C
:. 7 5 2 5 12 1.7
at 9; 15 p.m. Friday while the los- Valilka
Menklni ............ 8 1 A. S 4
.1
ers tangle at 7:30 p.m.
Fetley .
. . . . . 4 ft 1 0
1
.

Charles and Plainview of the Hiawatha Valley into battle with two
independent teams, Lewiston and
Dover-Eyota.
In the third tournament tonigh
two Rav-oux Conference squad
play at Austin. Austin Pacelli i
host to Rochester Lourdes, S(
Cloud Cathedral, aid Blake.
The tournament trail is openei
Fr|day with a big three-day, eight :
team batae at Mankato. Rolling
stone Hoty Trinity is the only area
school to compete.
Albert Lea will be the site
•where some of last year's high
school power-houses will do battle. Wells, North St. Paul , and
Blake will join Albert Lea for the
tournament.
COTTER SWINGS Into action
Friday night in a -bi-city doubleheader. The first round is set at
Alma, VVis.i and Saturday night
the action moves to CochraneFountaitt City. Besides the two
host schools and Cotter, Alma
Center Lincoln will play.
WabasJha is the site for a fiveteam fray. The second game Friday night pits Bi-State League leaders Wabasha St. Felix and Lima
Sacred Heart. This is a conference game. Both teams are undefeated. Wabasha, Pepin and Arcadia are the other three teams in
the contest.

Wilt Shines But
Warriors Fall

By THE ASSOCIATE D PRESS

' Wilt Chamberlain won his battle , but the Boston Celtics won the
game.
Tha t was. the rather familiar
story in the National Basketball
Association
Wednesd ay night,
with the champion Celtics turning
back San Francisco 116-113 despite
a brilliant performance by the
Warriors ' 7-fool-l center .
Detroit beat Chicago 123-116 and
St. Louis closed up on Western
Division leader Los Angeles, edging the Lakers 106-104 in the only
other games.

Basketball
Scores
HOLIDAY MSWAl «l NBW VORKW«>t Vi. U, fiction Colltot t« (OT).

St. Bonaventura 81, Holy Crou «».
lit (poll N. Ptfftfliylvinl* At.
New York U. 71, Duquein. it.
QUAKER CITY at PHILADBLPHIAProvldanM 70, D»!»w«r« 57.
Vlllanovt 72, Manhattan 54.
Brlpham Young M, LaStlla 71.
St. Joieph't (Pa.) II, Bowling Oraen
17.
110 CIO.HT al KANSAS CITY-

Kantai II, Colorado 44.
Iowa Stale at, Ntertlk* if.

ALL-COLLEGE it OKLAHOMA CITYW yomlng 10, Cralghton 74.
Oklahoma CIty li. Baylor 41.
PAR WBST at ¦>ORTLANDlowa $1, Arliona li.
Dragon 67, Washington Itil i IT.
WCAC ol »N PRAf KISCOS«n Jon 44, Pgpptrdlna 14,
S«nla Clara to, U, ol Pacific *>•
LOS ANOBLBI CUSIIC—
Colorado Sta fa U. 11, Sovtharn Cal. II,
ST, Louli 44, Waihlnglon If
UCLA It, Utah Stafa 71.
Morthweitem 41, Stanford 41.
OUL* SOUTH at SHREVBPORTContanar/ »«, Oeorgt Waihlnitan 71,

Ua. Utb II, Weal Uxf 17.

OTHER 0AMBI
Do-nver II, Utah 41,
NBA
Boaaion IK, fan Pranclico 111
Da troll l», Ctilcaan Milt. Loull 104. Lo« AH0«l«l IN

through the line. The Badgers
fin ished their workout by pofishihg the attack inside the 10-yard
line and Kurek couldn't be
stopped.
The 200-pound sophomore fr'orn
Watertown .AVis., is ready to try
to overpower the Troj ans in the
same fashion he did while helping Wisconsin to an 8-1 record
and a national ranking just behind Southern Cal. Kurek gained 341 yards in 56 carries and
didn 't lose a yard in any crack
at the line.

Kedmen Meet
Rugged Team

Area Cage Quintets Hit
By BOB JUNGHANS
Dally News Sports Writer

off in their passing . game after
a day of relaxation on Christmas. Quarterback Ron VanderKelen , who was voted the Big
Ten's Most Valuable Player
Award, had trouble spotting receivers.
VanderKeleiL's favorite receiver, Pat Richter , an All-America
end , provided a few bright
notes on the session — but not
as a pass receiver. He got off
some tremendous punts.
Fullback Ralph Kurek was a
virtual bull as he slammed

Ry AUGIE KARCHER
Daily News Sports Writer
¦

»

WINONA STATE College

POSSESSION ON BATTLE . . . Mike Rooney
of St. Bonaventure stays on top as he battles for
ball with an unidentified Holy Cross player in the

first round game of the holiday basketball festival in New York's Madison Square Garden Wed.
nesday. The Bennies won '.•82-68. (AP Photofax)

Souihem Cal , Stanford
Suiter First Reverses
By MIKE RATHET
Associated Pr«ss Sports Writer

ninth-ranked Indians and highly
touted Falcons still were trying to
wipe the soot from their oncespotless records today Allowing
their first defeat in the three maj or upsets of Wednesday's opening
action in the annual tournament
warfare.

This is the season to. be jolly,
but it's all a folly to Southern
Califoniia, Stanford and Bowling
Green ,, who discovered rather
quickly, that the moment you set
out on the court ln one of the
nation 's holiday basketball tourna- Southern Cal, which "had won all
ments Ihe Yuletide spirit goes up nine of its games, was uncerethe chimney.
moniously dumped from the unThe seventla-ranked Troi-Uis, beat4_n ranks by Colorado State

Mini Post 6th;

Iowa 57-56 Victor
By THE ASSOCIATE D PRESS

Unbeaten Illinois, ranked No. 4
in the Associated Press poll,
romped to its sixth victory Wednesday night by plastering previously undefeated Pennsylvania
98-66 in the first fonnd of New
York' s Holiday Festival basket ball
tournament.
Iowa, with Coach Sharm Scheuerma-i being ejected from the
gama when he protested a call ,
took an opening round 57-56
squeaker from Arizona in the Far
West Classic in Portland , Ore .
In

the Lot

Angelts Clastic,

Lutgens
North western 's K e n
tipped in the winning basket -with
four seconds to go to> edge Stanford . 62-61.
While tournament a-ction continues, four more Big Ten teams; enter the holiday season grind. Undefeated Ohio State, ranked No.
2, is at Butler , Yale is at Purdue ,
Minnesota at Wichita and Michigan State faces the Marines in
Hawaii.
Illinois hit 56 percent of its field
goal attempts in trampling Penn.

Gopher Goalie
Leads Defense

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Al McLean, North Dakota center, and
Bill Staub , Denver wing, with 7
points each , are tied in individual
scoring In tha Western Collegiate
Hoc key Association.
M cLean has 4 goals and 3 assists
while Stnub has 6 goals and one
assist. Tied for third with fi points
each are Dave Mer rifield , JJorth
Dakota; John Art , Denver , and
Bob Doyle and Claude of Fournel .
of league leading Michigan State.
Roger Groin , Minnesota sophomore , leads goalies with 1.5 goals
allowed pcr gome, holding opponents to three goals an tvo games.
Other scoring leaders include
George Chigol , North Dakota., ond
John McGonignl , Michigan , each
wllli 5 points
Penn 'ty leader i.i Wayne Kartuscli of Michigan wath 7 penalties
for 14 minutes.
¦

Five players scored in double fi gures, topped by Bill Harwell with
26 points, Dave Downey 22 s and
Bill Small 19.
The Illini were in front 41-30 at
the half and smothered Penn with
a 57-point second half.

Iowa broke an Arizona stall and
Dave Roach scored a rebound shot
after stealing the boil to give Iowa
victory over Arizona. The Hawkeyes wiped out a 32-28 halftime
disadvantage and also made up a
7-point deficit in the last seven
minutes after Scheuerrrian was
banished. He protcste-d a call and
referee Bill Fonts ordered bin. off
the bench with Arizona ahead 5043.
Roach totalled only live points
for the game while Iowa 's attack
was led by Jimmy JRodgers with
16, Andy Banklns U and Jerry
Messick 11In tho Northwestern - Stanford
game the score was knotted 28-28
at the half and tho lead charged
hands a dozen times in the last
20 minutes. Lutgens then tipped In
the winning basket to hand No. B
ranked Stanford i(s first loss in
eight games.
Northwestern will oppose Colorado State University in the semifinals tonight,

U„ 72-54 while Stanford , winner
of seven, dro-pped a 62 -61 decision
to Northwest-era on Ken Lutgens'
tip-in with 4 seconds to go, Both
upsets came Ln the first round of
the Los Angeles Classic.
Bowling Green , 4-0 and the tourney favorite, lost to St. Joseph's,
Pa., 58-47 on a last second shot
by Jim Boyl e ih the Quaker City
Classic at Philadelphi a.
In all, eight major tournaments
opened as tthe holiday program
began to build toward a Saturday
peak that will see 19 coveted
crowns up for grabs:. With the
three exceptions it was a formfilled evening.
Here's a capsule rundown of the
other results:
Los AngeLes Classic—St. Louis
walloped W7ashinglon .4-39 and
UCLA beltetl Utah 89-75. . In tonight's semifinals it will be Northwestern vs. Colorado State and
St. Louis vs . UCLA.
Quakir CirTy— BYU defeatacJ La

Salle 84-73. Villanova knocked of!
Manhattan 72-54 and Providence
drubbed Delaware 70-57. Friday's
semifinal pairings are Providence
—BYU and Villanova-St. Joseph's.
Holiday Festival at New YorkFourth-ranked and undefeated Illinois handed Penn its first loss
98-66, West Virginia squeezed by
Boston College 65-64 in overtime,
NYU beat Duquesne 71-66 and St.
Bonaventure bopped Holy Cross
82-68. The isemifinals Friday will
be Illinois-NTYU and West VirginiaSt. Bonaven ture.
Big Eight at Kansas City—Kansas stopped Colorado 70-64 and
Iowa State topped Nebraska S2-6B.
All-College at Oklahoma CityWyoming d owned Creighton 80-74
and Oklahoma City thumped Bailor 76-60.

'

and

Cotter High School start holiday
action Friday night on Wisconsin
floors while "Winona High is idle
until Jan. 4.
The Warrors (4-3) meet host La
Crosse State (5-2) Friday in the
start of their defense of their ."title
in the La Crosse tournament. Luther (3-2) of Decorali, Iowa, meets
St. Olaf ( 1-4) of Northfield in the
other first round game.
Friday's winners tangle for the
championship Saturday, with the
losers meeting in the preliminary
for consolation honors.
COTTER'S RAMBLERS, 44 for

the year, me«t Alma at 8:45 p.m.
Friday at Alma with CochraneFountain City facing Alma Center
at 7 :30 p.m. The four teams then
shift to C-Fc Saturday night with
Alma and Alma Center playing at
7:30 p.m. fo-llowed by C-FC and
Cotter. . .
¦St. Mary's, seeking its first victory on the road, tonight will run
into last year's leading scorer in
the South Dakota Intercollegiate
Conference/ He is Northern's Gary
Nygaard who averaged 23.8 for
the season. Right back of him was
teammate Jim Kampen who averaged 23.3.
Northern C 4-2) has ^won seven
SDIC championships in eight years
under Coach Bob Wachs and has
three other starters back from last
season.
COACH KEN Wlltgan's Radrmn

will have a height ad-vantage over
the Wolves who rely on speed
and defensive play.
.
Wlltgen will probably start with
Roger Pytlewski and either Tom
Hall or Denny Burgman at forwards, Jim Hockers ;at center and
Al Williams at one gnard slot. At

U.S. Skiers Place
In Austrian Meet
SALZBURG. Austria (AP)-Two
Americans captured -places in the
top 10 In an Austrian ski ju mping
contest Wednesday.
John Balf anz of Minneapolis
leaped 170 feet, 7 inches and
18S-9 and took fourth place with
213.7 points Paul Johnson, of
Iran Mountain, Mich., was 10th
with leaps of 167.4 and 160.9 and
190,3 points.
The contest was -won by Austria's Sepp Litchtenegger with
jumps of 173-U and 185-4 which
netted him 220.3 point*..

This Week s
Basketball

LOCAL SCHOOLS
W-liioni St.ft al La Croix Holiday
7ournam«n1.
SI. Mary'* at Dally Pladnsman Cetltgi
Basketball Tournament.
Wlnoni CoMir at Coclirane • F«vnt»In City Holiday Tou rnament.
BIG NINE
Dec 28
Red Wlnfl tt Alexander Ramity.
Aroka al Rochester.
MABHL HOLIDAY TOURNAMENTTONIGHT
Preslon Vs. Caledonia. ,
Harmony v*. Mabel.
FRIDAY
Preston vs. Mabel.
Caledonia vs. Harmon- . ..
PUUNVIEW HOLIDAY OOUBIB.
HEADERTONtCHT
St. Charles vs. Plalnvlew.
Lewiston vs. Dover-Eyota .
FRIDAY
Oover-Bv-fa vs. Plair view.
St. Charles vs. Lewiston.
ALBERT LBA HOLIDAY |
DO UBLEHEA.DBRPRIDAr
Wells vs. Staples.
Kertn St. Paul vs. Albert Lea.
SATURDAY
Wells vs, North St. Paul.
Albert Lea vs. Staples.
AUSTIN PACELLI HOLIDAY
TOURNAMENTTONIGHT
Rochester Lourdes vs. St. Cloud Cithttnl.
Austin Pscalll vs. BUkt.
FRIDAY
Consolation «:30 p.m.
Championship 8 p.m.
AUMA-COCHRANE-FOUMTAIN CITY
TOURNAMBWTFRIDAY
Wlnons Cotter vs. Alma.
Cochrine-Founteln
CEty vs. Almi Cen¦ . ¦
hr af Alma.
SATURDAY
Winona Cottar vs. Ccthrana-Foontala
city.
Alma Center vs. Alrna at CotHran*.
Fountain City.
Uk CROSSE HOLIDAY TOURNAMENTFRIDAY
La Crosse State vs. Winona Itita.
Lulher o. Iowa vs. St. Olaf.
SATURDAY
Consolation at 1 p.m.
Chimpf.ruhfp at f p.m.
DAILY PLAINSMAN COLLEOB
BASKITBALL TOURNANENTTONIOHT
Northern State ot south Dakefi vs.
St. Mary 's.
Huron vs, Dakota wesleyan.
FRIDAY
consolation at 7:15 p.m.
Championship at »:T3 p.m,
MANKATO LOYOLA INVITATIONAL
TOURNAMENT- .
FRIDAY
Waseca Sacred Heart vs. St. Michael
Waseca Agglas vs. Owatonna Marian
Rolllnsirona Holy Trinity vs. Chaska
Ouardtan Angels.
Wavcrly St. Mary 's vs. Mankato
Loyole.
WABASHA ST. FELIX HOLIDAY
D-OUBLEHE ACERFRIDAY
Wabasha vs. Pepin.
Felix
vs.
Lima Sacred Kaarf.
St.
SATURDAY
St. Felix vs. Arcadia.
Pepin vs, Lima,

PUTERBAUGH TO HEAD
Mahovlich Takes JAN. 7 FIGHT CARD
Three of eight bouts on the Teglonai and was a semiflnalfst
NHL Scoring Lead card
season's first amateur boxing in the Upper Midwest tournament
of the season were announc- in Minneapolis.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Frank
Mahovlich , Toronto 's
strong left winger , is on a real
tear and tBrw. way he's going the
Maple Leaifs are liable to snap
Montreal' s skein of five straight
National IBockey League regular
CAGE CLINIC
season titles.
The LcaCs moved into a tie f or
ON TAP TONIGH T
f irst place with Chicago WednesNine-year-old boys will meet at day night toy defeating. Detroit 5-4
fi:30 o'clock tonight for a basket- as Mahovlich collected a, goal and
ball clinic sponsored by the three assists to take over solo
Park-Rec department ot Winona possession of the individual scorHigh.
ing lead.
The clinic Is being directed
It wns am uphill traumnh (or tho
by Maurice Godsey .
Lenfs ln tine only game scheduled.

ed Wednesday by Chuck Puterbnugh , director of the Winonn
Golden Glove program .
The card will be held Jan. 7
at The Oaks. First bout will be
at 8;30 p.m.
Ron P u t e r b a u g h , Winona
heavyweight , will meet Charlie
Singleton of Milwaukee in the
hcadliner.
Singleton is defending Milwaukee regional champion and com«
petcd in tha Chicago Tournament
of Champions last year, losing
two fights,
Puterbaufih won the Rochester

Lee Huwald of Winona meets
Mel Caldwell of Milwaukee in a
lightweight bout. Caldwell is a
defending Milwaukee titlist ,
In a welterweight match, Winona's Tom Van Hoof goes
against Milwaukee 's Toni Heislcr, a 1962 runnonip.
Five other boo ts are y«t fo
be arranged with fighters from
Rochester. Chatficld. Hastings
nnd Milwaukee,
Winona will take its entire
glove team to Hastings lor a
card Jon, 5. Heavyweight Putet baugh will meet Bill Wakoly «'
Hastings on that card.

LAYER:, EMERSON CAPTURE DOUBLES

Australians Clinch 11th Davis Cup Title

BIUSBA.NE , Australia .JP) Fiery Rod Laver and steady Roy
I'-merson crushed Mexico's Rafael
Dsimn ond Antonio Pnlnfox in 70
minutes of slashing doubles Uuby,
7- !>, 7-2, (3- . nnd clinched for Auis 11th Davis up Victory
Nat 'l Hockey League stralia
in the Inst 13 years.
WBOM -SDAY' - RESULT
The triumph nlso brought this
Toronto f, Detroit I,
tennis minded continent at the
TODAY'- OAM*
Potion el Now Yarn,
bottom of the world oven with tho
No gunni nchtduled iFrldey,
United States in cup victories
II
Billy Moron , Alble Pcarsow. Leo since the International tennis comThomas nnd Leon Wagner played petition was launched in 1900.
160 games for the Loa A-ngeles Ench now has won 18 times;.
A surprisingly easy straight-set
Angels last season.

sweep by the Austi-allans f ollowing tho opening singles conquests
Wednesday gave the team a 3-0
lend in thee best-of-five match series and turned Friday 's final
matches lento a mere formality.
In those , Osuna is scheduled to
face veteiran Ncnle Fraser ond
Palnfox is to play Laver, the
grand slam- champion of amateur
tennis, who Saturday is expected
to announce acceptance of a flloOOD profes-slonal contract,
Palnfox, who play ed spectacular
tornis ag:aiost Fraser , oi. -vioi'sly
suffered a letdown from tho first
day ten-Iron , His racket , blast-hot

Wednesday, was just a col d slab
of hickory and catgut.
While Osuna fought hard and
played brilliantly at times, Palnfox never once recovered his
marvelous touch. Ho could n 't return service with any consistency.
The doubles match wos played
before a meager crowd of 6.J00
in blarins annshln*. in contrast
Uhe opening day, when the singles
were staged on a damp court under laden skies and with two Interruptions by rain,
Tho Australians took charge
immediately, with Laver and Emerson lashing across their ser-

ni 'ces with such pewer that it was
th« eighth game before the Mexicans could get a point on their
delivery.
Tho Ausslcs hod won 13 etratght
anoints on service before Osuna
"•lunched across n point off Emer_ion m tlie eighth game, The cup
Holders jttot down 15-40 but pulled
¦out Hie- same, It wns tho closest
they carno to dropping a service
in the entire mutch.
Tho Australians pulled out the
gunvo when Palnfox hit two looses
shots , one a wild, swinging overhead on a ball obviously going
out.

Schmidt's Hits
1,084, Fourth
High of Season

»

DENNIS THE MENACE

Westgatt

...

/

H A L - R O D L A N ES :

Retail

League — Bud Steinhof rolled
232—564 for Grain Belt and John
Somers hit 564 for . -W & S Hopto
to take individual honors. Sportsmans Tap fired 1,006 and St.
Clair 's a 2.8O0 series.
Commercial — John Schreiber
led Springer Signs to a 2,798 series with his 235 game. Jim Emerson chalked up a 582 series for
Sam's Direct Service which took
game ¦ laurels for the night with
,985. '•' . .
Park Rec Jr. Girls — Cheryl
__iltgen registered 333 and Bev
Biltgen a 180 for Hal-Rod AllStars. . Lucky Strike swept team
awards with 701—1,344.
Park Rec Jr. Boys— Terry Risser topped individual scorers by
notching 214-370 and led Fou r
Young Bucks to a 772—1,536 total
WESTGAT E BOWL: Bay State
Women 's League — Mary Douglas
toppled 180 and paced SSMCOette's to a 882—2 ,450. Elaine Thode
blasted a 474 series for the Branne ;
ette's.
Westgate Mens — The Rev,
lames McCauley hit a 240 for
Goodview Texaco. Tom Riska fired
a 597 for Firestone, and Matzke
Block took team honors with 1,004
—2 ,885. Louis Wera shot an errorli ss 583 and Jim Weimerskirch a
perfect 562.

YOGI BEAR

* WHY DON'T vou GIVE UP , roe i , YOU'LL
NEVER (JET IN THE LAST WORD .
/ '

~

45«,', JiVi

Sperlsman .

»- . !_ - .

»

Federal Cafeet .,..
t
9
Wis Hopto
I 10
I 10
Mahlke's Do-Nuts
Fenske Aula Body . . . . . . $ 13
Main Tavern
. . . . . . . . . 4 .14
COMMERCIAL
Hal-Rod
W.
Winona Rug Cleaning . . . . . . 13l_
Orv 's Skelly
la .
Sam's Direct Service,
.. la
Pappy's
,..,..,.. IB
Springer Signs
10
Mueller Body Shop ......... I
Sunshine Cafa
.
Ernie Reck Orchestra
*

Schllti Beer

1J
10
»
7
S

L.
4',_
«
(
¦
S
10
*
10

I

10

Winona Furniture
7 U
Callahan Liquors
i
12
Standard 011 . . . . . . . . . . 7..... Vh 13V_
JR.
BOYS
PA*K-REC
Hal-Rod
«V. L.
A-Rabs
22
t
IB 10
Sons of Le^glon
Four Young Bueki ......... 18 10
Pin Setters.
;,... 15 13
14 H
^lley Cats
^4
14
Alley Jumpers
Pin Smasliers . ' .' i.......
13V. 14VS
Pin Toppers
11 17
Brigadiers
, . . , . . , . . . 10'/. 17'/,
Eagles
31
7*
PARK-REC JR. GIRLS
L.
Hal-Rod
-V.
a j «
Lucky Strikes
Hal-Rod All Stars ............ 19
?
Pin Ousters
17 11
Jets
15 ;13
Alley Cats
11 17
Pee Wees . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . ; . . . 11 17
Sharks
...;......
9 19
Happy Go Luckles
I SO
BAY STAT E WOMEN
Westgate
W.
L. Points
31
10 41V,
BSM Co.-ettes
Brannettes
7
.30
31 40
Goldwlnners
19V. JlVi 39V_
'
. Rye-e nnettes
30
31 39
.' Wln-Bay-Co.s
-3VS " i7W .33'A
' ICernel-Kracleers :.,..... 23
38 JS
Wlllstream .rs . . . . . . . . . . . SO
31 37
Wheatlnas
18
33 22V.
SUNSETTERS LADIES
Weslgate
W. L.
Homo Furniture
30V. J0V_
Winona Toolettes
» 12
Oolfz Pharmacy . -.- .-:
..... it
23
First National Bank
27 24
24Vi 2,'A
Schmidt's Beer
Jordan's
22'/, 28V.
Mankato Bar
.-JlVi 29V_
Sunbeam Sweets . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 30
ACE
Athletic Club
W. L.
Schmldfs
..
............ 3
O
Kendell Lumber Co. ...:.... 2
1
Kramer's Plumber. . . . . . . . . . s
1
Winona Heating Co.
l
2
Jerry's Plumbers
1
I
Merchants Bank
0
3
CLASS "A"
Red Men
W. L.
Winona Bioxcrafl . . . . , . . , . . . .- 32 1«
Dunn's Blacktop . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 23
Winona Milk Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 37
Kalmes Tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7 31
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By ¦ Saunders and Ernst

choice slaughter calves 25.00-28.00; feeders
scarce, trade dull.
Hogs 15,000; barrows and gilts mostly
75 cents lower; cows 25 cents to mostly
50 cents lower; few 1-2 190-240 lb barrow.
and gilts 16.25-16.75; mixed. 1-3 1B0-24O
lbs 15.50-16.00; 2*0-270 lbs 1-4.75-15.75; 2-3
270-300 lbs 14.50-15.00; 1-3 270-330 lb sows
14.00-14.50 ; 330-400 lbs 13.25-14.25; 2-3 -ttO500 lbs 12.50-13;50; choice 120-160 lb feeder
pigs 15.50-16.00. . . .
Sheep 3,000; slaughter lambs fully steardy;
slaughter ewes steady; feeder lambs unchanged ; choice and prime wooled slaughter lambs 85-110 lbs 19.5*20.50; giood
15_0-17.S0 ; few decks choice and prime
shorn lambs with fall • shorn and No. 1
pelts 19.50; cul! to good slaughter ewes
5.50-7.5O ; good and choice viooled, feeder
lamb* 15.00-17.50.

Sheep 600; load choice and prime 97
lb 'fed Iowa Wooled slaughter lambs 21.25;
choice and prime 9O-100 ID led western
and native lambs 20.50-21-00; good r and
choice 80-100 lbs 18.00-20.00; utility and
good 14.50-17.50; cull and utility 11.0014.50; cull to ¦ good wooled slaughter ewes
"
5.5O-7.O0. . .

PRODUCE

_.

CHICAGO (AP ) - Chicago Mercantile Exchange — Butter steady
wholesale b u y i n g
prices un93 score AA\ 57%; 92 A
changed;
57^i ; 90 B 57; 89 C 56; cars 90
B 57» _ ; 89 C 571..
Eggs steady to firim ; wholesale
buying prices unchanged to 2 higher; 70 per cent or "better grade
A whites 39!_ ; mixe d 39V_ ; mediums 32Vi ; standards 34V _ ; dirties 28; checks 27.
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By Dal Curtis

|

NEW YORK (AP ) — (USDA) Butter offerings ample. Demand
fair. Prices unchanged.
Cheese s t e a d y . Prices uncharged.
Wholesale egg offerings short.
Demand heavy.
(Wholesale selling prices based
on exchange and other volume
sales. )
New York spot quotations follow ; mixed colors; extras (47 lbs .
min. ) 4B_ -42',.; extras me<lium,
(40 lbs. average) 33-34;i smalls (35
lbs. average) 29-30; standards 3941; checks 31V_ -32V _ .
Whites; Extras (47 lbs. min .)
42-43',.; extras medium (40 ll>s.
average) 33!_ -34'/_ ; top quality (47
lbs. min.) 45VH8; mediums (41
lbs . average) 35-37; smalls (30 lbs.
average) 30-31; peewees 24-25.
Browns: Extras (47 lbs. mln.)
42-43; top quality (47 lbs. min.)
44> .-46; mediums (4L lbs . average)
35-37; smalls (35 lbs .' average) 3031; peewees 24-25.

Ag. Department
Wants Single
Bond for Surplus

MARK TRAIL
¦— ¦¦

By Ed Dodd
--
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Cross Currents
Slow Yearend
Stock Advance

Abbott L 75% Jones & L 47VAllied Ch 44% Kennecot . 65Vi
Allls Chal 14% Lorillard
43
Amerada 113?- Mpls HOB 84Vk
Am Can
45% Minn MM 53V4.
Am M&Fy 20% Minn P&L 42%
Am Mot
16V- Mon Chrn 49V«.
AT&T . 115V- Mon Dk U 365/»
Anaconda 40V4 Mon Ward 33% NEW YORK (AP) — The 1962
Arch Dan 41',- Nat Dairy 63V« year-end rally moved ahead with
Armco St. 51% No Am Av 667/s increasing difficulty early this af3.3,_ ternoon as cross currents ju mArmour
44 . Nor Pac
Avco Corp 25% No St i*w 35M. bled the list. Trading was heavy.
Beth Steel 28% Nwst Airl 38
The Associated Press average
42% of 60 stocks at noon was up a
Boeing Air 37 _s Penney
Brunswick 187/g Pepsi Cola 48V& modest .3 at 242.9 with industrials
49% up .3, rails _p .4, and utilities
Chi MWPP 8% Phil Pet
Chi & NW 12% Pillsbury
52% unchanged.
Chrysler 74% Polaroid
143V& First-hour volume was 1.07 milCitiesSvc 57 Pure Oil
38 lion shares.
57V. Tax-loss selling mingled with
Comw Ed 44'/. RCA .
Cons Coal 34% fcep Steel 34% llth-hour profit taking, as mirCont Can 45Vi Rex Drug 33V- rored by the large number of sales
Cont Oil
55 Rey Tob - 41% for cash or ""next-day" delivery.
Deere
52 Sears Roe 76V_ Investment funds bought and
37>r_ sold sizable blocks of stock as
Douglas
27
Shell Oil
Sinclair
35% they shaped their portfalios f or anDo-*Chem 57
59V . nual reports.
du Pont 238',- Socony
EastKod 107% Sp Rand *-13% The general feeling ptv the street
Ford Mot 46' _ St Brands 7 64% seemed to be one of cautious opGen Elec 763/_ St Oil Cal 61% timism for '63. ¦;
Gen Foods 77% St Oil Und 48% Sears Roebuck fell
to, 76 _.
Gen Mills 31V_ St Oil NJ 59% on successive blocks o-fly*
5,000
and
Gen Mot
58V. Swift & Co 39% 20,000 shares.
GenTel
22% Texaco
61 _.
Goodrich 42% Texas 3ns 63V4 In a similar transaction, Clark
33% Equipment eased V- to 3DH on a
Goodyear 32% Un Pac
Gould Bat 36% Un Air Lin 32V. block of 21.400 sharesGt No Ry 43V- U S Rub 40l_ IBM picked up a couple of
Greyhound 32
U S St eel 43=% points and Xerox a point. AmerHomestk 42W. West Un . 26 ada cut back a gains©!, well over
Westg El 32% a point to a fraction . Other aeroIB Mach 393
64V4 space issues showed scant change.
Int Har-v 49s/» Wlworth
Int Paper 27V_ Yng S & T W/t
Ford and Chrysler were fractionally higher. Other motors did
little.
LIVESTOCK
American
Home
Products,
Merck, Texaco, Republic Steel
SOUTH ST. PAUL_
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. Iff)— (USDA>— and Woolworth were amtfng fracCattle 6,O0O; calves 2,0O0; slaughter steers tional losers. Chesape ake & Ohio
weak le 50 cents lower; heifers and cows
rose nearly a point.
mostly steady; bulls strong to 50 cents
lb
Southern
California
Edison
higher;
load average choice 1,290
slaughter steers 29.00; bulk choice 27.50- gained Vs at 30% on 10,0.0 shares.
2J.50; good 25.00-27.00; couple load high
The Dow Jones industrial averchoice 1.028 and 1 ,097 lb slau shier hellers
2B.75; good .24.50-26.50; utlllt-y and com- age at noon was up .97 at 652.61.
mercial slaughter cows 14.00-14.00; canner
Prices1 were ^mixed in moderate
and cutter 11.50-13.SO; utility bulls 19.0020.50; commercial and good: 1B.50-2O.O0 ; trading on the American Stock Excanner and cutter 15.50; vealers J1-J2 high- change. Corporate and U.S. gover; slaughter calves strong to SI up; good
and choice vealers 28.00-32.00; good and ernment bonds were irregular.

CHICAGO
CHICAGO tn —(USDA)— Hogs 10, 000;
1-2 190-220 lb butchers 17.00-17.50; around
175 head at 17.50; mixed 1-3 190-220 lbs
16.50-17.25; 220-240 lbs 16.0O-n6.75; 2-3 240
260 lbs 15.50-W.25; 260-290 Lbs 15.00-15.75;
mixed 1-3 320-400 lb sows 13.75-14.50 ; 400:
500 lbs 12.25-13.00.
Cattle 800; few loads an-d lots choice
950-1,200 lb slaughter stee rs 27.50-2V.00;
good 25.00-26.50; load standard Holstein!
around 1,300 lbs 22.50; few loads and
lols good and low choice 850-1,000 II
slaughter heifers 24.50-27.50 ; utility commercial cows U.00-16.00; few 16.25; can
high
ners and cutters 11.00-14.25; few
yielding cutters 14.50; shelly canners 9.5010.50; utility and commercial bulls ' 38.50• • . . ¦ ¦¦ . 21.00.

By Xlex Koiaky

_K>____<__

MARY WORTH

L.

W-

Welmerj klreli Stall .
«5
M
Winona Cleaning
55
.. 43
O'Laughlin Plumbing ,.
41
17
Winona Abstract
40 - 3 1
Matxke Block
38
M
Untouthabl.J . . . . ; . . ,..,..,. 3*
33
Golicn Food Products
.35
33
Cabinets by Pabst
.. 31 35
Kothler'i Auto Body . . . . . . . . 3_
34
Haase Dekalu
3»',_ 37'/ .
Firestone - . -.27T_ 4»'A- Phillip Bauminn Inturanc* .. 2&V. 41',.
_« _i 43i_
Nash's
Goodvlew Texaco ,
3* 44 ,
Ooe-e'* Chick Hatchery ..... in_ 4B'_ '
RETAIL
Hal-Rod
Poind
Behrens ..;
11
s 16
Gr.lnbelt B«r
11
T
1*
Lincoln Insurance .
11
7 15
11
7 IS
Bwb'» Beer
BTF
;.' ..
10
a 14
St, Clalra
10
a 13

APARTMENT S-©

¦ ¦nil

WESTGATE MEN

M- KWC II Houai

Schmidt's Beer recorded the
season's fourth highest team game
Wednesday night at the Winona
Athletic Club and two bowlers
racked 600 totals to highligbt Win-,
ona bowling.
/
'
Shooting in the Ace League,
Schmidt's posted 1,084, led by Cy
Cyert's 242—630. The big blast is
30 pins shy of the season's high of
1,114, set by this same Schmidt's
team back on Oct. 3.
Schmidt' s finished with 3,003,
shy of the top ten.
Only other 600 registered Wednesday was 620 by Don Knapik of
Winona Boxcraft in the Class A
league at the Red Men Club. He
had a 223 game and his mates
totaled '2,838. Dunn 's Blacktop
notched S82. Winona Boxcraft
won the first half championship.
Among the women, three turned
in 500 totals in the Sunsetter's
League at Westgate Bowl. The
high was a 526 by Anita Orzechowski for Mankato Bar. Esther
Pozanc carded 221—516 for First
National Bank. Team honors went
to Schmidt's Beer with 895 and
J ordan 's with 2,580.

*YauKNownwVASEIN THE OTHER ROOM you SAID VOU vim
GONNA 6ET KID OFSOWSaW/WAY?

1 P,M. New York
Stock Prices

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Agriculture Department Wednesday invited bonding and insurance
companies lo submit offers on a
single bond or pol icy to prelect
Ih - government from losses on upwards of $4 billion of surplus
grains stored in .ornnim'ial warehouses,
Such n tiond or policy would repl ace the several bundled j ndlviduul bonds now provided by the
concern e-ligible to store grains
acquire by Ihe department under
Its form price sup-port programs .
The proposed blanket bond or
policy would protect the govern ment from losses of up to $2; million al each warehouse will, a
maximum aggrcgnle liability lo
tlie bonding Insurance company of
$50 million.

W nr Pub. ThcH-d-y, _•*. tt, .«*)
STAT E OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY -OF WINONA .
DISTRICT COU RT
THIfeD JUDICI.AL DISTRICT
S U MMONS
A lvin Kask* and Eva Kaske,
Plaintiffs.
.. -vs .William Griffith trwlng Jr., GeorstW.
Ewlngl Richard Chute. Mary- E, Chute,
James T. Chute, M. E. Chute, Leonora
T. Chute, Henry D. Huff, Harris C. •
Huff, Wlltet Carpenter. Jesse M. Baker,
Elizabeth A. Bak-er, Sidney J. BretS»,
Samuel Breese, Helen Bree.se, Catharine H. Graves, Elizabeth B. Stevens.
Sidney a. Roby, John W. AJien," HattK
Woolsey,. Harry S. Bolcom,. Henry S.
Bolccm, Henry Bepew, C. B. Woolsey,
Henry c. Bolcorn, Clara C Bolcom.
Harriet B. Woolsey, Bel le Bolcom
Bartlett, William M, Bolcorn, Chandler
C. Bolcom, W. Art. Bolcom, Evelina W.
Bolcom, H. M. Bolcom, Luclle E. Bolcom, H. R. Bartlett, Katherine L. Bolcom, Harry $. Bolcom, afso the unknown heirs of the aforesaid person!
deceased and a-II other persons unknown claiming any right, _itle, estate,
or lien in the real estete described In
the complaint herein,
Oelendants.
THE STATE OF MINNESOTA TO THE
ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANTS:
You, and each of you, are hereby summoned >and required to serve upon plainfills' attorneys an answer to the complaint
which Is on file In the ofll<e of the Clerk
of the above named Court within twenty
days after service of this summons upon
you, exclusive of the day of service. If
you fall to do so, :judgment by default
will be taken against vot* for the relief
demanded In the complaint.
BREHAAER A N D McMAHON
By: H. K. Brehmer

(First Pub. Thursday, Dec. 57, .1962)

WINONA MARKETS

. ... . .... . .. ....

13.25-13.50
,. 13.00-13.25

400-450
12.50-13.00
45O-5O0
12.00-12.50
Stags—
450-down
;
10.00
450-up
9.00-I0.O0
Thin and unfinished hogs ..discounted
CALVES
The veal market Is $1.00 higher.
30.00
«Jop choice. . . . . . . . : .
Choice . . . . . :
27.00-29.00
Good
.../.....v........ ,
- _ l.00-24.O0.
Commercial to good
lt.OOr.O.OO
Utility
14.00-17.00
Boners and culls .
15.00-down
CATTLE
The cattle nTarket is steady.

Dryletl steers and yearlings—
¦

Extreme top - '.- . . ' .
......27.50
Ctioice to prima . . . . . . ..... . 25.2S-26.7J
Good to - choice
23.50-25.50
Comm. to good
16.00-21.00
Utility
16.00-down
Dryled hellersExtreme top
26.75
Choice to prime
24.75-25.75
Good to choice
23.50-26.25
Comm. to good
16.00-20.00
Utility
16.00-doy/n

Covus—

Extreme top
Commercial
.
Ullllly
Canners and cutters ._ . . . . . ,
BullsBologna
;
'.
Commercial
Light thin

14.75
12.75-14.00
12.00-13.25
12.50-down
15.00-14.50
14.00-15.50
14 .50-down

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.r closed Saturdays
Submit sample before loading.
No. I barley
$1.05

No. 2 barley
No. 3 barley
No, 4 barley

Grade
Grade
Grado
Grade
Grade
Grade

95
90
,85

Winona Egg Market
A
A
A
A
B
C

(jumbo)
(large)
(medium)
(small)

.-...,

...,

.-

36
31
!5
1-4
,25
18

Bay State Milling Company
Elevator "A" Grain Prices
Hours: 0 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.

(Closed Saturday-si

1 northern spring wheat
2 northern spring wheal
3 northern spring wheal
4 northern spring wheat
1 hard winter wheat
3 hard winter wheat .,,
3 hard winter wheat
4 hard winter wheat
| rye
2 rye

2,22
3,20
2,14
3,12
3.0B
3,06
3,02
1,98
1,16
),14

GRAIN

MINNEAPOLIS (-fl — Wh-eat rcccipls Wednesday 47ft ; year ago
156 ; Irading basis l to 2 lower;
cnsli spring whea t basis, No. 1
dark northern 2,29Mi-_..32Mt ; Spring
wheat one cent premium each lb
over 58-61 lbs; Protein premiums:
11-17 per cent 2.29^-2.72Va.
No. l hard Montana winter
2.2a<,«-2M >Ai.
Mhin-S.D. No. 1 hard -vlnter
2.16Va-2. _ J3!ii.
No 1 hard amber durum 2.582.65; discounts , amber 3-5; durum
5-7.
Corn No. 2 yell ow l.OO '/i No 3
¦while 5- :!i-fi5',.; No 2 heavy white
(ifi' /Wiv. ; No 3 heavy white <VT>>/«ma.\;
Burley, briKlil color M-1.22 ;
strnw co-lor 9.-1.22; sUiined 94-1..8;
foeti 03-n-l.
%e No 2 1.21-X .2S.

PI ax No 1 3.05.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.39!},
CHICAGO (AP) -No wheat or
soybean sales, Corn No t yello v
1.111V. ; No 2 yellow 1.17V* ; No 3
yellow 1.13Vi ; No 4 yellow 1,11U12'/*, Oats No 2 lucavy white 78^;
No 1 extra hcary white (tough )
7BVi.,
.Soybean oil flWn,
liaiiey: mnlting choice
l..1 ;iil; feed nfl-l,05n.

1,25-

NKW YOItK '>AP > -- Canadian
dollar In New Vnrk today ,929087,
previous day ,92S375.

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FORD-96, 97 '
E-1, 3, », IV
'5jn-_^SZI_-Sr5SI23l_£S^——™>«^™"™»5i«i3
V NOTICE
This newspaper will b« feiponilbft for
only o n e Incorrect Insertion of any
classified advertisement published In ¦
the 'Want At* section. Check your ai '
and call 3321 If a correction • must be ¦
¦
¦ ¦'
¦
¦ ' ¦ . • ••
made,;. ¦ ' ¦'. .
. 7
-

Lost and Found

4

_

LOST ON DEC7~2S at or near Winona
Hotel gold flower earring with diamond
Inset. A reward Is offered for the return of same. Call J. P.usstll Smlth»
Tel. 2S95 or 6155.

Card of Thanki

: '¦ ¦ ¦
.

¦¦ "
ORIESBACHWords can not express how much we
appreciate the kindness, sympathy, floral
and spiritual tributes received during
our darkest hours of sorrow, tht death
of our beloved brother. We especially
. thank Rev. Geo. Goodreid for her servIces, the organist and soloist, those
who contributed the services ef their
cars, those who donated food, the pallbearers and all our -friends, neighbor!
and relatives who assisted us In any
' .
way.
: • \
The! family of Edward I*. G-rlesbach.
"~

~

KIEKBUSCH—
We know that Joey would want us t»
thank you for all the cards, best wishes
Attorneys for Plaintiff*
and gifts he received while In Commu68 West Fourth Street
nity Memorial Hospital. We a lso want
Winona, Mlnn-esofa
to thank Pastors GelsHeld and Days for
Notice- of Lis Pendens
their visits and the nurses who took
(Same parties as in Summons Immedisuch wonderful care el him. And a speately preceding this notice. )
"NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
cial thanks to Dr. William Hel&e for his
care. May you all have a Happy Holiday
above entitled action has been commenced.
Is now pending, and the complaint therein
Season.
Is now on.file In the office of the Clerk
Cinny 8. Haps Ktekbutcti «, family
of the District Court abo-ve named; that
MUELLERthe names of the parties to said action
Our slncer* and grateful thanks era
are as above stated; that the real propextended to all our friends, neighbor*
erly .affected . Involved esnd brought In
and relatives for their various acts of
question by sa id action Is the tract ol
kindness and messages of sympathy
land In the County of Winona, State of
shown us during our recent bereaveMinnesota, described as follows, to-wlt:
ment; the loss of. our brother. rWe esFractional Lots Two and Three (2 and
pecially thank the Rev. A. L. Mennlcks
3) In Block Seven C7) In Bolcom's
for his services, those who sunt , flora}
Addition to Winona In the City of Wlofferings and memorials the organist,
none, Wtnoraa County, Minnesota.
the singers, the pallbearers and those
NOTICE IS FURTHER GIVEN that the
"•who donated ' the use of their cars.
obiecf of said action Is to determine the
Brothers and sister af
claims of defendants, or each of- them,
Otto J. Mueller
fo an estate or interest Cn the above described land, or a lien thereon, adverse to
1
plaintiffs, and determinin g the rights of Personals
the partial respectively.
holtTAKE A : REST , from holiday food,
Dated Decemljer 2«, 1952.
day cooking—bring the family to RUTH'S
BREHMER >4ND McMAHON
RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd. Open 24
By: H. K. Brehrner
. .
hours a day.
Artorneys for Plaintiffs
A STITCH TN time saves nine. Your only
68 West Fourth Street
solution Is, WARREN BETSINGER, TalWTnona, Minnesota
lor, 66'/- W. 3rd. ¦ ;
' "

Stale of MInnesiofa ) - ss.
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
No. 15,477
In Rt Estate «/
Willia m R. Pagol, Decedent.
Order for Hea ring on Petition for Administration, Limiting Tim. to File Claims
and for Hearing Thereon.
Mary Jo Pagel having filed herein a
Reported by
petition for genera l adm Inlstratlon stating
that said decedent died Intestate and praySwift & CompanyBuying, hours are from 8 a.m. t o ' 4 p.m. ing that Helen: Pagel be appointed administratrix;
Monday through Friday:
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
These quotations apply as ol noon today
All livestock arriving alter closing time thereof be had on January 18, 1963, at
.11:45
o'clock A.M., before this Court In
will be properly cared tar , weighed and
the probate court room In the court house
priced the following morning;
In Winona, n/llrmesofa; that the time within
HOGS
which creditors of said decedent may file
The hog market li 25 , cents lower.
Strictly meat type additional 20-40 centsi their claims be limited to four months
(at hogs discounted 20-40 cents per huff from the date hereof, and that the claims
so filed be he-ant on May 3, 1963, at 10:00
dredw/elght.
o'clock A.M., before this Court In the
Good hogs, barrows and g Ills—
probate court room In Hie court house In
140- 180
14.75-1J.75
Winona, Minnesota , and that notice hereof
180-200 ¦ ¦
- .15.75-1 _.00
be given by publication of this order In
200-220 ' ..
16.00
the Winona Dally News end by mailed
220-240
.... 15.50-15.75
notice as provided by I aw.
240-270
.. 14.35-15.50
Dated December 24, 19.2.
27O-3O0
M.00-r4.35
E. D. LIBERA, .
300-330
. 13:5. 14.00
Probate Judg»
330-360
13.25-13.50
(Probate Court Seal _
Good sows— .
William A. Llndqulst,
27O-3O0
13.75-14.00
Attorney for Petitioner.
30O-330
13.50-13.75

330-360
360-400

Want Ads
Start Here

LOSE WEIGHT safely, easily and eco.
nomlcally with Dex-A-Dlet tablets. Only
¦
¦ ¦ .
98c, Ford Hopkins,
.¦ .

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER7-Wan
or woman , your drinking creates numerous problems. If you need and want'
help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group, Box 122. Winona, Minn.
VOU CAN LOSE a _ ood part of your
lifetime with a wa tch that runs behind.
Keep on time in 1963—bring you r waters
In for repair—RAINBOW JEWELERS,
next lo PO on tlrt.
.
WHEEL CHAIRS^for every price range j
adlustable walkers. For rent or sale .
First two months renta l credited towards
purchase price. Crutches, wood or adlustable
aluminum.
TED
MAIER
DRUGS.
^
"
^Y TR^NQUlUATb for moderate sedatlon lor nervous tension. Gives relaxation night and day. 20 tablets for tr.00
at GOLTZ PHARMACY, 274 E. 3rd.
—
~
~
MEMO FOR FUN-fo r _ M the fun we're
planning for New Veer 's Eve .... fun,
frolic, favors. Join us, won't you? RAY
MEYER, INNKEEPER , WILLIAMS HOTEL .
,
'~
DlSHWASiTER BLUES-^End th is all Slnv
ply by Installing Culllgan Soft Water,
Tel. 3600, CULLIGAN.

AUTO INSURANCE
No increase in rates.
Low as $4.10.
For liability for 3 months.
SWEENEY'S
Tel . 7108 or 8-2453
922 W. 5th , Winona

(First Pub . Thursday. Dee. 13, 1962)
Sta te of Minnesota ) ss.
) In Probata Court .
County of Winona
No. 15,«*7
In R< Esta:. of
Lester Hlldebrantft, Decedent.
Order For Hearing on Petition for Administration, Limiting Time to File Clslms
; and for Hearin g Tftereon
James R. Hlldebrahdt having filed herein
a petition for general administration stating that sales decedent died Intestate and
praying that James R. Hildebrandt be appointed , administrator;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on Jaiiuary 11, 1963. at
11:00 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the probate court room In the court house
In Winona, Minnesota ; that the time
within which creditors ol said decedent
may file their claims be limited to four
months from Ihe date hereof, and that
the claims s.o filed be heard on April 19,
1963, at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this
Court In tht» probate court room In the
court house In Wlnoma, Minnesota, and
that notice hereof be given by publication
of this orde-r In the Wi/lnona Dally News
and by mail ed notice as provided by law.
Dated December 11, S962.
E . D. LIBERA.
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Sea I)
Harold J. Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner .

Building Trades

1
3

START THE New Year with a clean
floor. We have cleaning contracts) for
commercial buildings. We 'll clean it,
keep It clean.. HAL L-HAFNE R FLOORS,
920 W. Sth. Tel . A216.
.

Business Services

14

'RUG A MES s after holiday dinners and
parties? Do not fret. Mom, we'll have
It clean In llg tlme. Just call W INONA
SERVICE, 116 vV.
RUG CLEANING
3rd. Tel. 3722.

WANT ADS
SELL-SELL-SELL
USE THEM OFTEN

(First Pub. Wednesday, Dec. 24, 1962 )
Doc. No. 19W3J
Bank No. 931
AMENDMENT TO CERTIFICATE OP
INCORPORATION
ol the
ALTURA STATE BANK - ALTURA,
MINNESOTA
Af a meeting of the Stockholders of the
above named Bank, held at the Banking
House on the 4th day of December, A.D.
1942, tho following resolution was offered
and adopted by a rnalorlty vote of Its
Capital Stock :
RESOLVED: That Section Fifth of the
Certificate of Incorporation of this Bank
be amended to read .as follows:
"FIFTH
The amount of the Capita l Slock shall
ba fifty- thousand dollars, fully paid
In, In cash, which shall be divided Into
five hundred shares of one hundred
dollars each ."
We herefcy certify that the foregoing
resolution was duly adopted by a rnalorlty
vote of tho Capital Stock, at a meeting
duly called for the purpose and held af
the Bankln-g House In Altura, Minnesota,
on Ihe 4th -day of December, A.D. 1942.
(C.rpor ate Seal)
C-YRIL KRAMER , President
THOMAS L. DORAN, Cashier
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
)
On this Slh day of D»s«mber, 1962, before me
appeared
Cyril Kramer end
Thomas L. Doran to me personally known,
who being by me duly sworn did soy
thai they are respectively the President
and Cashier of Altura State Bank . Altura, Minnesota, that the seal affixed to
the foregoBng Instrument Is the corporate!
seal of saud corpora) Ion, that said Instrument was
executed
by thern as fhelr
free act end deed.
(Notary Seal)
Phyllis Lagervall,
Notary Public, Wlnons County, Minn.
(My commission expires Sept, II, )M3)

Call 3321
(First Pub. Thursday, Dec. 13, 1962 )
Slate of Minnesota > ss.
) In Probete Court
County of Winona
No. 12,660 .
In Re Estate of
Robert W. Hildebrandt, Decedent.
Order lor Hearing on Petition
to Determine Descent
James R. Hildebrandt having filed In
this Court a petition representing, among
other things, that said decedent died Intestale more than five years prior to the
filing thereof , leaving certain property In
Winona County, A/linnesola, and that no
Will of said decedent has been proved , nor
administration of his estate grented. In this
Slate end praying that Ihe descent of
said property bo determined and lhat It
be assigned to Ihe persons entitled thereto;
IT IS O R D E R E D , That the hearing
thereof be had on January 11, 1963, at
11:00 o'clock A.M., before Ihls Court In Ihe
probate courl room In Ihe courl house In
Winona, Minnesota , and lhat notice hereof
be given by tho publication of this order
In the Winona Dally News and by mailed
notice as provided toy Inw.
Dated December 11. 1962,
E. D, LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
IProbate Court Seal)
Hnrold J. Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner.

(First Pub. Thursday, Dec. 20, 1962 )
SHERIFF'S SALE
NOTICE IS IIEREfl Y G I V E N thai by
virtue of an execution directed and delivered fo me , issued out of Ihe District Court
tor Winona County, Minnesota, on a ludgmen! rendered an<l docketed therei n on
Ihe 31st day nl October, 1961, In favor
Book J.7
75
of Donald B. Woxland, Gerhard M, Woxland and Myron F. Forsyth, partners doing
Book J7
76
ft
business ns G. S. Woxland Company, ai
I-INplaintiff _,
and against Arthur Hntlevlg
STATE OF MINNESOTA,
Abner Dohle, as defenda nts , for the
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF BANKS •nd
turn el Five Thousand Two Hundred SixtySf, Paul, December 17, 1962
five and 55'too Dollars (J5,2<S5._5 > of which
This l« to certify that the action ot
amount the sum of Three Thousand Four
Ihe stockholders of tna Mlura State Bunk ,
Hundred Flfty-nlno nnd ^7/100 Dw llari
Allure, Minnesota, I n adopting Ihe foreIi3,<59, 47) Is a lien against the homestead
going amendment f o Ihe Certificate ot
of said defendants, I have levied upon and
Incorporation has been approved by me.
will
sell nl public auction lo the highest
(Seal)
>'
bidder for cash al the Iron! (North) door
CLARENCE L0OAHL,
of Ihe Courl liouso In Ihe city cf Winona,
Assistant Commissioner ot Banks,
Winona County, Minnesota, on ihe 2)th day
Doc. No. 195735
of February, 1963, at )l:0O o' clock In tha
STAT E OF MINNESOTA
forenoon, all the rlrjlif, title and Interest
Department of State
of the said Arthur Hatlcvlg and Abner
I hereby certify mat the within InstruDahle, defendants , In and to Ihe real propment wasi filed for record In this olflce
arty locoied In Saratog a Township approxion the lath day of December, A.D, 1962,
mately
five miles Eaut ol Troy, Minnesota,
nt a o'clock A.M., and was duly recorded
containing »o Acres, more or less, In Hit
In Book L of State Bank Records , on
County
ot Winon a and State ol Minnesota,
page 115,
said real property being more particularly
JOSEPH L. DONOVAN,
described as follows, to wit ;
Secretary ot Stat*.
The Northeast Quarter of Ihe SouthOFFIC E OF REGISTER OF DEEDS
west Quarter (NU . SVV'.<) of Section
County of Winona, Minn.
Thirty-Six (36) , Township One Hundred
I hereby cortlfy runt the wllhln InstruHve (1051 Norlh ol Ran .e Ten (10),
ment was filed In Ihli olflce lor record
West o| the Fifth Princi pal Merliilun,
on lli» JOIh day of December, A.D, I9a2,
Winona
CotinV, Minnesota .
at 3:30 o'clock P.M.. and wns duly reDated December »», 1962.
corded In Book
37 of
Miscellaneous,
,
\
l
GEORGE L. FORT
page 75,
ROLLIE D, TUST,
'
Ceorga L, Fort, Slirrlff
Register of Deeds.
Winona County, AA|nnesn|«

Telephone Your Want Ads
to Thte Wino na Dally News
Dial 5321 for an Ad Taker.

III

THO MAS h. FLYNN

Thomas A , Flynn
Attorney for Plalnllfls
111 East codsr Street
Houston, Minnesota

Business Services

14 Farm Implements

43 Articles for Sate

Wanted—Real Estate

57

OKAY PELLA —now wt . e«n - look forward WANTO CORN OKY INS, will shall, en MOVI E CAMERA—t m.m.. F 1.. tin*,
to lumimer. Hav« your boat repaired
your farm In larci quantities. Bring a
carrying cast -arid telephoto lens. Ruder
now. Save mon«y. WARRIOR MFG .
sample for moisture test. Herb or Gala
ilnalt 6, M*'pI*to1 with holifer. Cheap.
¦
5835 Mil St. Tel, i-ltti.
Haasc, Stockton, Tel. Rollln.slone 2.72,
Tal. 3103.
_;
i__
HOMELITE CHAIN -AVifS
FREEZERS tlf». to . S25.. ' C M* refrlair.,
Moving, Trucking, Stcr»g> 1
9
Be sura and sae tha new c _ —
for» $35. Used TV'i ttO. FRANK LILLA
LIKE SPECIAL handling far your pr*
' \ '_
t, SONS, 76' ~ - f _ _ ________
»!«».« .
. AUTO EL _CTRIC tBRVICE
clous lurnlturt end housewares wtien
eXTRAS-Complate etock el
CHRtSTMAS
you rrmvtr Call us for expert servlca.
3nd & Johnson
Tal. 5433
Chrlrtmas card! end gltr piper, ftiauWINONA DELIVERY It TRANSFER.
Pangburn Candle* for the!
tlfitlly
boxed
404 W. 4th. Te|. 31». Fr«t estimate*.
selection
of
special person. Also a
'
MOVE!
Careful,
0OLT2 DRUGS, 27i
WE
•frtclehtTerv<
llquori.
MAN,
t_ln«s ' a n'- ; . ¦
.__ : _
Ice, Call BERNIE'S TRANSFER, 215
E. 3rd.
c
Mankato. Tal. t-iut.
SAVE THE MAN In your family ! Take
If easy on fh« hearf and tick with •
Lavm Boy.Sn»-Blow, plows » 15 In. path
through heavy drifts. Wlnterlitd en_ lne,
non-clooglng- dlradlonal chute, stand-up
For clogged aewers anal drains.
control*, plus heavy duly 4 h.p. antglne.
1 year guirant**
Tel. 9509 |T MM
ROBB BROS. STORE, 57« E. 4th. Tel.
¦
' .
' 40O7. - ¦ • ¦ '. . , ..
., . - . . ''
'
CASTES FIOURE SKATES-whlt a, all*
11, a pair. 'Gcod condition. Tel. 7744.
¦ ' ¦
Tel. 93M
M7 E- _*tb
SEE OUR LARGE selection of used re_ .
"
"
frigerators, electric ranges and TV sets.
pIpE- FROZEN? ROSSlfB- «)o«s wonder..
All reconditioned. B8.B ELECTRIC . 153
We suggest that you ask us how to use it.
E. 3rd. Large, small appliances.
before you "tinker " wllh your plumbing
^
MOUTON COAT—brown, 1, size 14; 1
da:rlc blue three quarter, Rothschild
PLUMBING &
cojt, size 38 to 40; 1 Marmot brown lur
¦ HEATING
•¦
co_st, size 40; 1 Grey coat :lp-out lining,
Tel. 3703
,07 E. 3rd
- -.
.
size 40; 1 man's sheepllned coat, »lz*
3B. Tel. 45»0.
Help Wanted—Fem»l»
26

Plumbing, Roofing
21
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

JERRY'S PLUMBING

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN

THERE WILL BE » few axcellent Avon
openings as of Jan. 1, Write Helen
Scott, 411 14th. 'St. N. ' ¦ I., Rochester,
and have first choice.

Help Wanted^Male
FARMWORK—man
GENERAL
Marvin Mussell, Utica, Winn.

27
wantad.

~~

SINGLE — exparlinced Mi.il on mcdarn
dairy farm. Good home and good wages.
Russall Oiurchi_ Mlnnesota City.

"MutTSERVrCEMAN

Married man between 12 and 35 to distribute literature and pick up ord«r«.
Applicant must be aggressive and have
progressive work record. Sand resume
to Bo-x E-l< Dally News.

Help—Male or Female

28

aelVsperionsTTo
FULL OR PART time
hrs. per week. Permanent position. Pay
excellent. College student acceptable.
Write E-20 Daily Newt.
s

Situations Wanted—Female 29
SOMEONE TO STAY with elderly gentleman. Tel. 5M5.
BABYSITTER-wanted to llva In. 1 Lhlld.
Tel. Pacota Midway Mia, collect;

Business Opporrunitto

37

FOR SALE—Prosperous residential grocery with nice living quarters In good
S.E. Minn. town.
Ideal for
couple
Writ* E-7 Dally N«ws.

Money to loan

40

NEED MONEY? Whateve r your *ptelfle
need may be you'll have the funds for
it when you borrow trim MINN. LOAN
& THRIFT, 164 Walnllt. Tel. 8-J974 and
your money, can be raady whan you
slop by.

Loans — Insurance —
Real Estate

FRANK WEST AGENCY
in Lafayette St.
Tel. __«o
(Next to Telephone Office)

LOAN S ^S1

PLAIN NOTE—AUTO-iFURNITURB
: Tel. 2913
170 E. 3rd St.
Hrs. 9 a.m, to S p.m., Sat. 9 em to noon.

Dogt, Peti, Supplies

Attention Hunters

42

43

PUREBRED DUROC boars and gltls. vaccinated for cholera and erysipelas. Clifford Holt,
Lanesboro,
Minn.
(Pilot
Mound).
RUSHFORD
LIVESTOCK
COMMISSION
auction every Wed. afternoon. Livestock
bought dally. Tel. Rushford J.4-9K9
col¦'
.,
feci
.
HERD OF IS cows, rnostly all to freshen
soon. Will sell for cash or on milk assignment. Write or Inquire E-l-4 Dally
News.
-

SELECT, PUREBRED HOLSTEIN bulla,
Serviceable age and younger out of
proven sires and dams. Eugene Schneider, Plalnvlew, Minn,
HOLSTEIN purebred
bulls, serviceable
age; good type and good production.
Stephen Kronebusch, 1Vi miles east of
AHura, Minn.
DUROC BOARS—5, 2-9 lbs. Freddie Frlck_o_, 4 miles E. of Ridgeway. Tel. Dakota Midway 3 .943.
BOARS
AND GILTS—purebred
Poland
China. Also,
purebred Poland China
¦ows due to farrow with second Utter
In March. Henry Holmen, farm located
on Hgwy, 16, S. of Lanesboro, Minn.
~*
'
'
FREE kamp^KIng Pocket KnTfa

$8.10

TED MAIER DRUGS
ANIMAL HEALTH CENTER

Wanted—Livestock

46

WANTED—meat type stock hog, weight
apout 200 lbs. Henry Ostrem,. Lanes'
boro, Minn.
,
^
Top prices for all livestock
GREMELSBACH STOCK YARDS
Lewiston, Minn.
Dally Hog Market
Tei. 4161 on springing cows-helters.

Farm Implements
FARROWING
cheap; also
hoist, track
assembly for
tor. Logan
Tel. .47-J-2.

48

'
CRATE S — homemade,
manurp carrier wllh chain
and boom) power takeoff
Minneapolis Molina S tracPaget , Bt. Charles, Minn.

For

Sales & Service

on
John Deere Machinery, New
Idea equipment, McCulloch
chain saws, Mayrath elevators,
Oregon chain and

USED
FARM MACHINERY
- SEE -

DURAND

IMPLEMENT CO., INC
Dm and , Wisconsin

READY FOR
DELIVERY !
New Holland and G-hl

FEED MIXER MILLS
New Holland (5 model-)
New Idea <9 models)
Minnesota

MANURE SPREADERS
Paulson

LOADERS

to fit John Deere, Allis Chalmers, Ford and McCormick
Deering Tractors.

PICKUP CAMPBRS—eomplata with, or
without pickup. Also Campllner Travel
Trailers, sleeps 4, 3 burner ca» stove,
Ice box, 12 gal. water supply. SS75.
LARSEN CAMPER SALES. 21V miles
Nl.W, of Eyota, Minn, on Hwy; <2.

OK USED FURNITURE STOUE
,

INSTALL a grab bar foTtub or show«r b»for* you tall. Straight or angle model!
evallable. .

• YOU'P .THINK- ICE CREAM WOUU D B5
CUtkPBrX IN THS W1NTEB / ' *

SANITA RY

PLUMBING & HEATINO
¦
Tel, 3737 .
l«l» E. 3rd .St.

DAILY NEWS Specials a. the Store
MAIL
Tractor
YEAR-END
Comfort Cove rs SUBSCRIPTIONS
CLEARANCE
May Be Paid at
1—New D17 Hixson .
1—New 44 M.H. heat houser.
1—New 444 M.H. heat houser.
2—Used WD-45 half cabs.
1—Used Allis Chalmers CA.
heat houser.

TED MAIER DRUGS

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

Tractor Chains
1—Set 13x28 Xriss Xross. New.
1—Set 11x28 Xriss Xross, Used.
1—Set 12x28 Lloyd Double Grip
1—Set 12x26 Xriss Xross. New.
1—Set 16x24 Xriss Xross. New.
1—Set 12x38 Xriss Xross. Used.

Used Loaders
1—Allis Chalmers new style
loader. To fit . "WD or 45.
Practically new.
L—Allis Chalmers D-14 loader
1—McDe-ring heavy duty
loader. Fits H or M.

1—Ford Dearborn.
Reversible Scoop
Near New

Used Spreaders
1—Used 12A new Idea spreader. Good tire.
2—Used Model "L" John
Deeres.
2—Used Kelly Ryan spreaders.
Power take-off.
2—No. 10 New Idea 4-wheel
spreaders. 1 rubber, 1 steel.
1—John D&ere 4-wheel spreader on rubbers—Kelly Ryan PTO spreaders.
With forage box and
dolly wheels.

63

7

Mill & Mixers
& Shellers
1-Green Isle with Getil 10"
mill1—Green Isle mixer and
mill - New style,
2—Papec 10-inch hammermills.
1—David Bradley liarnmermill.
1—Haben PTO shelter . Jack
shaft. Allis Chalmers
mounted.
2—Cross Bell shelters.
1-Johii Deere PTO shelter.
Model 43 with undercarriage.
1—David Bradley belt sheller.

U "
C Loerch
Loe rch Implement
Houston,Minn.
Hay, Grain, Fatd

-

SO

BALED HAY—approximately 2,06b bales ,
Ru_i.ll Anderson, Rushford, Minn, T.I .
UN 4-7416.

A Profitabl. Cow Is
A Well-Fed Cow l

3 slies — Lump; Srove, Stoker

PETROLEUM COKE

$229.95 wt

RUBY-GLO STOKER

BURKE' S

COMMANDER COAL
No Ash —No Smoke

Boosts Stoker Performance

FURNITURE MART
East 3rd and Franklin

MOBILHEAT FUEL OIL
Cleans as It Burns

East End Coal &
Cement Products Co.
W1 E. Mh
"Where Vou Get More Heat
At Lower Coat"

.7 .

GRO-N-GLO
32% Dairy Feed
Enriched With Manamar
"Power of the Sea "
ASK FOR IT AT

118 Walnut

Winona

Slaves, Furnaces, Parts

75

HEATING! HEATING ! - The largest seiKtlon of gai or oil heating equipment In
town , Expert service ahd Installation.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E: 5th
St. Tal. 7-479. Adalph Mlchalowskl,

Furniture, Rugs, Linoleum 64 Typewriters

77

chain,
DINING
ROOM
TABLE end
TY PEWRITERS and adding machines for
apartment size gas stove. Tel. 8-3085.
tale or rent. Reasonable rates, tree deDUNCAN PHYFE mahogany drop leel
livery. See 01 for all your office supplies,
table with four matching chairs and
desks, files or office chairs. Lund Typetable pads, like new, $90; Platform
writer Co . Tel. 5.2..
rocker, SS; 5-piece dinette set, 515;
""
BORZYSKOWSKI TOTALING UP THE DAMAGES? Do It
bumper
sofa,
535.
on an UiwJerwood Prima 20 adding maFURNITURE. 302 Mankato.
chine. Portable, hlflh capacity, 10 key
BIG INVENTORY SALE going «n now.
manual operation machine with direct
Discounts up to 50T'e . BORZYSKOWSKI
subtraction, credit balance, multiplicaFURNITURE, 3M Mankato A v_ . Open
tion device, column Indicator, multiple¦ '
- '.
evenings.
cipher ke-ys, and other features not usuelly found In machines
priced so
low. Prints e tape record of all operations. YcMjrs for only $115. WINONA
TYPEWRITER SERVICE, 1*1 E. .rd.
¦
Tel. .....P.. .
_

PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLATION

CARPETING
LINOLEUM
TILE
We figure complete jobs, with
Free Estimates.

[WARD Si

-1 w mi « onpi .l * t

M A M

**J

Tel. 3393
Guni. Sporting Good*

66

SOME . REAL
BARGAINS!

USED RIFLES
80:30 Winchester Model 94.
280 Remington automatic with
scope.
S0.06 Mauser , bolt action,
Come In.
We have many other buys.

Neumann's
121 E. 2nd

Household Article.

67

Washing, Ironing Machines 79
fWAVTAG AND FRIGIDAIRE — Fast, axpert serwlce. Com plete stock o( parta.
H. Oioate & Co. Tel. .871.

'¦ ¦
Wanted to BuV ' • ". ¦ '

81

electric
WANTED—used
Stewart-Warner
tank healer. Glen E. Johnson, Whalan,
Winn. Tel. Peterson TR ; 5-188. _____
WANTEtT's'CRAP' IRON & WETAL
RAW FURS & WOOL.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
M _ W IRON AND METAL CO,
Spur Gas Station
507 W. _ nd, across _
~
WMT MILLER SCR AP IRON -7~METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals, hides; woo l and rcw fur.
Tei. 1067
33. W. !nd.
closed Saturdays
""""
H IGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, me-fa ls, rajs, t>lde». raw
furs and: wool I

Sam Weisman & Sons

450 W. »rd

INCORPORATED

Tel. 5847

Rooms Without Meals

86

FOR MEN—badrooma, lit floor,
bath ar»d entrance. Tel. 4859.

Apartments, Flats

private

90

UPSTAIRS APARTMENT In realdenfioi
area, but near dtowh'own. Llvlno room
tnahooany-panelled. Kllchen. two bedrooms, bath with shower. Alr-condltloned. Refrigerator , stove and kllchen table set
furnished—otherwise unfurnished. Heating furnished. Tel. 2334, Trust
Dept., or after 5, Tel . MSB.

CARPETS clean easier wit h ihe Biue
Lustre elaclrlc sharnpooer, only SI per
day. H. Choate !¦ Co.

DOWNTOUVN APARTMENT-wlth kitchenover Sleette an _ bath, 2nd floor
. See Oscar Norton, same adbrecht'i
dress, or 5teve NSoroan, Morgan's JewelMachinery and Tools
69 ry.
___ _ _
chain GROUND FLOOR—3 rooms, private baHh,
RUCGEO
LTGHTWEIGHf^Moiio
580. 478 E.
all
over
The
world.
heat
end
water
furnished.
saws are used
Broadway. Tel. 30«6 or 6960. _
From «9 up at WINONA FIRE a.
"
POWER- 5. E. -nd. Tel. 50.5.
FOURTH YvT siiv .—3 room apt. and bat»i.
All modern, not heated, space heater
turnlshe-. Available Dec. 15. Tel. 2915
or 6!) il.
USEb~TV SETS—alwa/s on 'hanii, always
_
In good working order. WINONA FIRE THREE ROOMS—on bus line, heat, hot wa(. POWER, 54 E. 2nd. Tel . 5065.
furnished._ 555. Tel. 8-2026.
sto-vo
ter,
~
~
TV AND RADIO "f ROUBLE- -l«t us7 take Q"FAY_ _TE ~276'A;::
3 room upst'arrs apr,
out the bugs. Br«a TV Service. «
heat amd hot water furnished. Tel, 3742.
W. Bellevlow Tel ?^^
"
~
^ ^
WESt LOCAT|ON—1st door apf^"large
USED TELEVI5 I6N SETS—consoles and
with fireplace. Heat
p leasant rooms
portables. The r'le and style you want
and hor water furnished , 590 per month.
at
Possess ion at onee. Tel. 2705.
GROUND FiioOR-^ . rooms, private bath,
heat arid water furnished. S00. <7B E.
Wlwone
1U E. 3rd
Broadway. Tel. JO. , or i960.
'
Winona 's Finest Electronic Repair
~
"
ALL AAODERN 2 bedroom apt., larfle
lor All Makes
and cupboards, porch,
rooms, closets
private anlrances. Heef and hot tvater
Tel. -30J
980 W. Fifth
.
furnlsheid . Tel. 5951.
Authorlred Dealer for
ADMIRAL -MUNTZ-ZENITH
91
Aparirnents, Furnished

Radios, Television

Hordt's Music Store

Don Ehmann TV Service

Refrigerators

72

JMVRefrigeratioiT& Supply
Commercial end Domestic
Tel. 5533
555 E. 4th

74
Specials at the Store
TRADE " "l N~"OLO*nce~kalefnif~BAMBENEK'5, Alt Mankalo. Wo
skates, you need new ones.

need old

nRATSfMiCE! BEWARE!
Becbc

WARFAR IN PELLETS
l-lb. Cannister
$1.00
2-lbs
$1.79

TED MAIER
DROJGS
HEALTH
^Nl^^AL

Wanted to Rant

CENTER

Telephone Vour Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

CENTRALLY LOCATED-all modern furnished apt., heal, water and hot water
t _rnlsn«d. Priva te bath and entr«n<o ,
Immed late possc-sslon. Tel. 7776. ask -tor
Syd Johnstone.
FORTwEN-llDht housekeeplno rooms. Is!
floor, private bath arid entrance. Tel.
4859.
QUIET, ATTRACTIVE J room furnished
apt,, on bus route, near WSC, Hen! nnd
hot water furnished. Rent S68. 263 E .
King.
feoOMS-completely
furTWO ll-ARGE
with lull balh bio closed In
nished,
614«
porch, heat and hot water. Tel.
or Inquire 378 E. 3th.
THIRD E. 316—2 room apt./ utilities >u7nlsh-d . Immediate occupancy,
FOURTH W7 302—1 room and kitchenette,
1st floor , suitable for 1 or 2 adulls.
Inquire Apt. 2, alter 4 p.m.

Garncres for R«n.
JOHNSON
8-2025,

M—oarage

94
tor

rent.

Houses for Rent

Tel.

95

~
COMP_eTELV~ MODERN
- ~i-netlraem
9 miles 5. ol Winona
horde, Ilk* new
on Hcewy. JI, »60. TEL. 9612.

NEW 3-BEDROOM homos, Immediate occupancy, W per month. Also a low
homos with family rooms and
lamer
some wllh fireplaces, 599 per month ,
Tel. 2149 during builnesa hours.
"ARM
H0WB— near
Lewlalon, " Edmund
F

Luehrnann,

Levwlslon,

Minn.

Tol.

1595

109

for over

USED CARS
All thoroughly reconditioned,
clean , ready to go . cars that
will bring many miles of motoring satisfaction. Test drive
one tomorrow.

WALZ

D. MODE ST 2 bedroom home. Corner
lot and 50 fl. frontage, tarof, pleasant
rooms, ample closet space. Hardwood!
Roomy/
flooring,
excepting
1 room.
kitchen and pantry. East central location. This house has been reduced to
$5,000 for quick sole. Available on contract . ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realtors,
159 Walnut St. Tel . 4242 or alter hours.
E. .R. Clay 8-2737, E, A. Abts 3184.,
Bill Zlebel 4854.
. ¦
_
~
EAST WABASHA-5O0 block. You will appreciate the extra room and pleasanf
atmosphere of this well kept 3-bedroom
home. Full basement, furnace heat, nice
lot and garage. Ne-ar schools and church .
See or call
,

'62s
'61s
'60s
'59s
7 '58s
'57s
'56s
'55s

as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as

low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low

as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as

DIA.L

"

Auction Sales

ALVIN KOHNER
.
.'
AUCTIONEER, C/fy and (far* lleensad
•nd bonded, _} $l Liberty St. (Cornaf
E. 5th and Liberty). Tel, A9K.

.'

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Everett J . Kohner
151 Walnut
8-3710, .fr»r hourt .«»
DEC. 19—Sat. 11:30 a.m. ¦» rnlla N. ol
Nelson.
Gerhardt
Relnhardt.
owneri
Francis Werleln, auctioneer ; Northern
Inv. Co.. cler k.
DEC. It—Sat. 1 p.m. Redmen't Wlgwami
corners ol 4th _ Franklin. Remp Shaaly,
owneri Bob Brlnkman, auctioneer; Ralph
T. Henael. clerk.

Having An Auction?
The sale of the lifetime accumulation of goods is a serious
matter. You want your sales
conducted in an efficient manner. Thorp Sales Company,
through their many representatives, is ready at all times to
discuss -with you the complete
handling of your sale.

THORP SALES CO
(Formerly Minn. Sales Co.)
. 120 Miracle Mile Off. Bldg.
Bochester, Minn.
. Off Phone — AT 2-7463

RES. PHONES:
Merle Mo _ hnk_ ..... AT 9-3239

Clark Vessey.f..... AT 9-8790

10-Pound

Box of 72

HAM - TURKEY - ORANGES

Several Good Buy* Offered In This Sale: i
'61 BAMBLER Classic Crossj- '68 CHEVBOLET .-dr., « cy4
ati
W
S£
l towt Si S . N-r.- standard transmission,
chrome carrier, radio, auto* radio , heater ............ $995
matic transmission , reclining
seats, very, very clean. $1995 ,« _- --„„'
. , „ -,
*B6 BUICK Special,
2-dr., ra-

«-i., »«»* w$645„.
.
SS
fU
t
ii;
^:
*
.ded dash .............. $1695 and white
-

*

ADS

_

.

'

•

MM FOR AN AD TAKER

;

Executive^ Car

———— |

WINONA RAMBLER

9th and Mankato
Tel. 8-2647

N .Wk

;-• - .' '

'62 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR 4K_r., driven only 3,743
miles, V-8, automatic transmission, power steering, power
brakes, whitewalls, reclining seats, green and white . List
.; $2495
price $3145, special price

Open Mondays .-Fridays Til 9 P.M

THE WINONA DAILY

""

Your Choice Of

6-Lb. Canned

VwvCaJHty R01ET <?&.

TO

New Cart
JBEP 8ALES, PARTS end tervlee hi
Winona, Buffalo and Southern Wabasht
Countln. rour Irsncfilsed JEEP Oealirl
P. A. KBAUS6 CO.. So, on Hvry. 14 .1,

Through Saturda y, Dec. 29

No Cash Needed. Up to 38
Months to pay. No payments
'til February.

WANT

Used Car Lot 3rd . and Mankato
Tel. 8-3649

|P_-i-_m-___$_______^^^

In. American or Rumanian , our wish is the
same to you and yours.
May the Birth of Christ
bring you Happiness!

h tuOVE *

1'el. 2349
|D V- w
11.0 Exchange Bldg.
I

ls_m„_^s»wss»«s«^-S^»m^'-

,

102

WILLING AND ABLE?
READY A_ND WILLING t»
sell ot a fair market price ,,
but not ABLE to appraise your
-lome accurately.
READY A-ND WILLING to
show your liome lo serious,
qualified buyers, but are not
ARLE to find them.
READY, A-ND WILLING to
compare your homo with others lhat have sold, but not
ABLE to do so effectively.
READY AvND WILLING to
cooperate with a worthy buyer
on the financing, but not ABLE
to determine tho best method .
We are READY , WILLING
AND ABLE to take over all
the responsibilities ef selling
your liomel 3 or 4 bedroom
homes, anywhere ln the city
or in Goodview , arc especially
in demand now. List -you r
home with us.

|
|.

SA_LE ENDS DEC. 31—NOW IS THE TIME TO DEAL

|

I'

I
tes_^^assm4 i.sa^^^

We've had the biggest new car year
in our 38-year existence.

\rEFFEN

M;i^ift fi.<y.^,.i'i
.i
yPh.9560 CEnJTER StJ
ARE YOU REA DY,

'.

YEAR-END
I
| CLOSE-OUT
I

HI

MOBILE HOMES-N EW MxlO, two be*
rooms, luxurloui bathroom, deluxe kltch.
en. Under $4,000, payments $4331 montu
Uied homes at very low prices.
RED TOP MOBILE HOME JALES
Hlflhwiy il
Wlnonl

NEW S USED CAR SOLD

..!... $1798
.7.....1498
1198
998
....... 798
....... 598
..... .. 498
...
398

YOUR

Mobile Homei, Trailers

W ith Eacrt

OVER 50 CARS TO
CHOOSE FROM.
MOST MAKES-MOST MODELS

TELEPHONB

109

GOOD AS NEW-Ot-tmoblle, 1957 Suptf
88, power steering and power brakes,
has air conditioning and automatic transmission. Must sit to appraelati, AU
tloux;

FREE ! FREE ! FREE !

Save Up to 50%
On All Cars in Stock

DUPLEX—East on bus line, Full Tasement end lot. Immediate possession.
1st floor apt. tl,0O0. Tel. 270) at noon
or after 4 p.m.

AFTER HOURS
CALL 8-1833

CHECK OUR LOT

Open Monday, Fridays Til 9 P.M.

Start the New Year right with
a thoroughly reconditioned and
guaranteed used car.

A/IUST SACR'FICE n«w 3 oedreom home.
This house has everything. Attached garage, beautiful ston« planter, many closets, large) living room, kitchen and recreation room, spaice lor washer and
dryer on first floor. Located at US W.
7th, on paved street mar bus line,
schools and churches, Tel, 22"W or I7JI.

tales A Service
1M W. 2nd
Mondays, Fridays 'til ? p.m. .

Buick-Oldsmobile-GAAC

HAPPY
NEW YEAR

F. WEST CENTRAL location. * bedroom,
2 story house. Oil heat. New 52 gallon
electric r_of water heater. Bos - on the
corner. Call and we will be) glad to
show. ABTS AGEN-CY, INC., Realtors,
159 Walnut St. Tel. «J42 or after hours:
E. R. Clay 1-2737, E. A. Abts 3114, Bill
¦¦
¦ ". ; '
Zlebell 4-J4.
STH E^bvmtr leaving city, aecrlllcei
modern 3-bedroom home. t* ,100. Easy
terms. C. Shank, 552 6. 3rd.

Wanted—Raat Estate

Open

39

We W ish You a

^
WEST LOCATIO N^byvner sacrifices mScrn 3 bedroom home, large tot, 58,950.
Goodview. Basement home, large lot.
Rent terms. 53,975. Many orhers. See
Shank. HOMEMAKEH'S EXCHANGE, 552
¦. E. 3rd., ' :
_____ - :
~
DUPLEX^E ast on SuT"llne7 Fuil hasement and lot. Immedllte possession. 1st
floor apt. 58,000, Tel. 2705 at mon or
after . p.m.

Nosteria
Lui
Christos
Sa Va Die
de Folos !

Imperial - Chrysler
Plymouth -Valiant

$89S

CHEVROLET—1558 Impala, red, '«! motor, 250 h.p., automatic. Good shape.
Vary reasonable. Tel. 8-2400 after . evenln Q'-

99

Tel. 6925

With overload
springs, mud and
snow tires, 2-tone
finish , perfect body,
excellent motor.

Used Cars

96

Houses for Sale .

374 W. Mark

Car Too Old for Safe
Winter Driving?

NYSTROM'S

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Monday & Friday Nites Til 9

ROOM AND BOARD wanted »y young
man alter-dlng sche_oI. Tel. 2711.

W. STAHR

75 W, 2nd
TeL 8-2711
Open Monday & Friday Nites Til 9

CHEVROLET-rtow truck with winch and
boom. May be seen at MO E. Mark.

71

30% DISCOUNT 0" ell Chrlitmas gilt
stock loll on display at FIRESTONE
STORE. JOO W,_ 3rd._

FEED

:

VENABLES

VENABLES

ALL MODERN—3 bedroom house, Lincoln
School district. Available Jan. 10, Tel.
«743 evenings.

$2195

HERE'S A GOOD REPLACEMENT
1954 Mrtcury 2-door hardtop with niw
tires, power stearins, power brakes.

V

ALL MODERN farmhouse, 6 miles from
Winona. Free rent -for Jan. ond Feb.
after that S50 per month for right party.
Tel. Winona 8-4292.
'
NEW TBYD ROOM horneirimmedTafe ^occupancy, 569 per month. Also a few larger homes with faintly rooms and some
with fireplaces, J99
par month. Tel.
2349 during business hours.

2-dr. _ardtop, radio,
h e a t e r , automatic
transmission, whitewalls . 2-tone finish,
very low jnileage.
Specially priced at

JEEP PICKUP—4 wheel drive, good condltlon. 1W8 Ford custom, 4 door, good
condition.
Chas.
Schell,
Minneiska,
Minn. Tel. Altura 7814.

95

TWO BEDROOM HOWE In OIM Mary.
Big yard, garage, automatic raiat. Hi.
Tel. 234*.

4369.95 S-pc. Kroehler Deluxe,
5 drawer t r i p l e dresser, 5
drawer chest, bookcase bed.
Giant 5P framed mirror. Walnut.

"Like New"

Special Price on
Schultz P.T.O. Spreader
With or Without
Double Beater

$179.95

SLAB WOOD
Good quality green »Ub wood.
DAV E BRUNKOW _ SON
T rempealeau. Wis.
• For your Grealest Healing
Bargelns Burn

V

¦ '¦ '57 FORD ¦PICKUP"

74 Houses for Rint

$22..95 3-pc. Kroehler pulless
bedroom suite, plastic top, cultured wood, do>uble dresser,
vertical mirror, chest , bed.
Beige : mahogany'.

BIRCH fireplace wood, dry oak block
wood, oak slab wood. EAST END COAL
a CEMENT PRODUCTS CO., W E.
Blh: Tel. 33W.

USED & NEW

F. A. Kra use Co
& GARDEN
"Breezy Ac res" FARMSUPPLY
On Highway 01 — Closed
Sat, Afternoons Until Spring

Trucks, Tractors, Trailers 108

VERY GOOD

With 12 Tubsa of Beebe's

TRIPLE—TRIPLE
MASTITIS OINTMENT

WE HAVE ovtr « thousand fires on hand
vihlch w» art offering tor sal* at less
than cast. Winona Tlrt 8. Retread, 1161
C ffll .
BUICK ENGINE^S7T~c»rnpiete, cheapi
.also KM to IM7 Bulck radiator. Tel.
¦ - »3W3,
JBEP-1MP, 4 wht»l drlva, radio. Dealer,
^•frosters; good motor, body and fires;
hydraulic snowplow. »« International
KB 5 cab and chassis, good sh.pe, 17"
wtieels. 1950 Jeep pickup, . snow and
mud , tires., new battery, runs good. S
It. grain tight box with _ ft. sideboards,
fits * ton Ford. Malerue
Standard
Sarvlce, 3t. Charles, Minn.
_
tt.BD A TRUCK B6DY "lor a spaclaflob.
r W§ build fhem. BERS'I TRAILER, 39SO
W. 4th SI. Tel. 4933.

109 Used Ca rs

'61 CHEVROLET
IMPALA

Accessories, Tirsj i, Parts 104

SP ECIAL—TRACTORS

773 E. Srd St.
We Sell
We Buy
Furniture-Antiques—Tools
and other used Hems
Tel. 8-3701

Used Cart

(Winona's Only Real Estate Buyer)
TH; <388 ana 7093
P.O. Box 345

SA LE

Have refllstere. Red Bona coon hound
tor breeding service. Tal. H398.

Horses, Cattle, 4tock

¦"HANK" JEZEWSKl 7

Machinery
Pre-Inventory

2—Used WT 45. Wide axle.
Excellent.
1—WC Allis Chalmers, Oyerhauled. Good tires.
1—WD - ' tractor . R.C. Overhauled.
1—Allis Chalmers 3.-14.
Very good,
v
1—John Deere. 1952 model.
1—John Deere "B" tractor.
1r—McDeering "H" tractors.
1—1951 McDeeririg M with
Super M motor.

102

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

Now Over-Stocked On Many Used Models
rpsmss^o

IORV

Q

BBswss^msa

f^^-_^_ws

1Q58s

^'-'^^^ 1

are 6 cylinder :J
from $295 i
1 12 to choose from, Many
I 14 to choose from.
¦ , Priced
new exchange en- ss
with
Some
models.
_
_
,
,
„.„
„
,
H to 1805 -Vices
J •
per l|nit
^
cut |100 per unit for 1
|
(o . |
gineg p ^ . ^ m
||
H this sale

|

„ ^~

\l r -

<

s. "!

v""

i-^ ~ a

l^BBTO^wsa IQRQs &\^««ss-||

g thls salo-

|

E_i_!_^®5_^-__S-t_^-^^_5S^:^s^^^

psssasw^mai 1Q61s

E"*-s~s?- :::;s'<::!

|l ifi to choose from. Many different |ij 13 to eJioose from, Many are coiiipacts.
makes, Trices cut up to $200 per unit |I Falcons - Larks - Volkswagens. Prices
|
I?
P cut $100 per unit in this series ,
if in this series .

; 'i
-j
;i

OWL MOTOR CO.

38 Years in Winona
i
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BUZ SAWYER

DICK TRACY

By Charter Gould
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THE FLINTSTONES

7

By Mort Walker

—:

By Hanna-Barbera

RIP KIRBY
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By John Prentice and Fred Ditkenson

——
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By Chic Young

BLONDIE

¦ '
.. . '

MI'L ABNER
STEVE CANYON

• ¦ : r .". I M.

By Roy Crone
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By Milton Cariniff
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By Al Capp
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1 JAYBEE'S

' ¦'¦¦'"

V •Mhso-^m^i.Xing"

' B
INVEST YOUR CHRISTMAS
CASH IN A GIFT
^^k^^
THAT WILL LAST!
C_ _ >^ X^fil

ff

display direct from the factory - at very
s pecial prices this weekend (starting at
/v
I[ ' J
if y
/"W
''

B"i
WJM
F|
If^

\A
W

27,00 for a diamond pendant)
• Timepieces by Rolex , Gi rard-Perregaux
and Bulova (sta rting at 17.95 for 17-jewel
medetsl
• Staffing Silver by Gorham , Reed & Barton
and other leading silversmiths (from 28.00
a place setting)
• China by Spode , Minton , Haviland, Rosenthai , Picka rd and others (from 5.95 per
place setting)

n

SPORT
COATS

DRESS
SLACKS

SPORT
SHIRTS

<MQ QC
NOW 4>«W-aj

QQ Q «%
NOW 4>J-JJ

to $12.95

Van Heus.n, Excello,
Hallmark
Regularly $3,95 to $5.95

$29.95 to $34.50

$14.95 to $15,9$

NOW

NOW

$.2.95 fo $13.95

$39.95 »o $42.50

ifem
'

CLEARANCE

Save $$$ on Jay Bee's Discount Prices!

__5^!k

• Diamonds , diamond mountings , diamond
watches, and diamond pendants in a large

Mfer Chr istmas

W"t
f '|
\ J,|
ml
|
n|
|3
|§
i |
W_ \ '
• ittJI

NOW

Jp22«"5

NOW

$22.50 to $27.95

NOW

j |j|f

r^ Aft

C? Qfi

$16.95 to $18.95

$iy«y5

NOW

4>13a95

»}>"."o

!j>3_98

Dress Slack Special — $9.99 Values, Now $6.88
felt Hats, reduced from $6.95 & $12.95 to $4.95 & $9.95
SWEATERS

GLOVES

TOPCOATS

PAJAMAS

Regularly S8.95

Regularly $3,45

Regularly $49.95

$4 ,25 to

and $65.00

$5.00 Valua

to $18.95

JPlf
mM

4>1L95

Regularly $4.95

DRESS
SHIRT S

to $10.95 .

NOW

NOW

NOW

$7.95 ,.

$2.28 ,.

$19.95 M

$13.95

$7.95

$49.95

N0W

$3.95

AY BEITS n^n!_^n
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!\ After^Tii
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Christmas E
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